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These are the well known Japanese 4-fold
Art Screens.
Within a year they have sold
elsewhere as high as $15.
The regular price
in Oriental stores is $9. Our Christmas
price
for them after to-day will be $3.50.
The frames are
They are splendidly made.
in close sections, cross-ribbed at intervals oi
six inches, with mortised joints.
With ordinary care they will last a lifetime.
The screen when opened measures 67
by 88
inches. It is covered on both sides with
heavy
Art Chintz. In a deep indigo cloth
panel on
the front are storks, reeds, etc.,
hand embroidered in gold.
We warrant this gold
dull

very close

screens are

equal.

red,' flowered in silver.

folding.

As an

Extra stout
inexpensive Holiday gift it

“Wc deliver goods directly into the houses of our Portland
customers absolutely free of all expense as to freiglit and cart-

age.”
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likely to be
Dec., 18th, 1896

Portland,

GIVE

the

boy

Jon-

a

Crook

athan

Kaife, Jonathan

SLIPPERS,
LACE

BOOTS,
CURTAINS,
PIANO COVERS, Draperies
Furniture
Cleansed

Crook’s is the stardard of
knife excellence you
know, the very tip top of

jack

in

pocket

cut-

every boy
that. There’s a

knows

splendid

stock to

from here,
line from

a

fresh

new

Sheffield, the
shapes and styles
at
Pearl,
easy prices.
shell, stag and buffalo
horn

handles,

two,

one,

three and four blades.

COVERINGS,&c
at Short

Notice,

at

FOSTER’S
Forest

City DYE HOUSE,

NEW MANCHESTER

HOUSE,

With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, N. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.
A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor,
J. WESIBI BENNER, Manager.
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MASSACHUSETTS
MUTUAL

For

elderly man a
good as anything, surer to please him
than most anything you
an

Muffler is

as

ACCIDENT

ASSOCIATION.

could think of.
White,
black or navy
blue
all

grounds,
with

plain
sprig

little

a

or

of

131 Devonshire

Or

75c up.
box of white lin-

a

Street, Boston.

PORTLAND OFFICE,
57 EXCHANGE St.

brightness,

GEO. A. CLARK,

Gen’I Agent.

pocket handkerchiefs

en

with

small ‘initial let-

a

ter in

the corner,—we
have them with letters so

daintily

embroidered he’ll

think its your own work,
—$1.50 and $3 the box.

One counter is

given

Tray cloths You
thought of tray
cloths perhaps, and yet
they are acceptable presto

over

hadn’t

SPECIAL FEATURES:
MANAGEMENT.
2. NO EX 1 RAVAGANT AND FRANTIC
EFFORTS to get new business, and no necessity lor the same, we get It in a legitimate
1. CONSERVATIVE

way.
3. NO SPECTACULAR
ER of unwarrantable

PARADE ON PAPbenefits, butsolid gilt
edged Insurance in a policy of unparalelled
liberality.
i EXCEEDINGLY LOWJRATES. The lowest In accident tnsnraiee underwriting.
6. STEADY, SOLID GROWTH. Increase of
membership last year 48 per cent. Steady
increase every mouth on present year.
G. AND ABOVE ALL—THE
PPOMPT
AND SATISFACTORY SETTLEMENT
OF CLAIMS. Since our Incorporation under the laws of Massachusetts in 1883 this
has been our great specialty.
Insure

To-day In the Massachu-

setts Mutual.

declleodSt

ents for your friend who

house and

keeps

of t he

out

loweJs
never

bit

a

ordinary.
You 11

always.

make

mistake in

a

Handtowels.
some ones for $1.25, 1.50
and down to 25c, and up

sending

to

$4.00.
A

of “Wade and

pair

Razors

Butcher”

velvet lined

in

a

morocco case

would

please

man,

the

most

toilet

counter shows

a

any

fine

Razors, the

only, singly
lot

of those

little Souvenir folders
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Ladies’ Watches \
Away up in quality—Away down
in prices. Why not seleot one
for Christmas. We have a
hundred of them. No old stuff,
but the latest productions of the
Elgin and Waltham Factoiies.
Come to the store, we will be
pleased to show you, and if you

back,
subjects

17c.

style

and

aside
Christmas.
it

lay

price

for

we

you

will

until

j

%

I
|

Gents’ Watches
A hundred of them.

Any good kind you wl6h. Don’t
keep the poor ones.
Elgin and
Waltham
are all right.
They
have

millions and will
$5.50 to $100.

suited

suit you.
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HAS

NOT

SWERED SALISBURY.

tested

Its Playing

in the

Engaged
Popular Pastime of Twisting tile Lions'

Tail—Claims the Monroe Doctrine Has

Nothing
Message

to

Do

Connot

With

the

Obscure

Affection Which

or

Case—''The
Defeat the

Subsists Between the
ihe

Monroe Doctrine,

Chronicle-

London, December 17—The Daily News
commenting on the President’s
message to Congress on the Venezuelan
says,

Elections—President’s
Keceived Alet Applause.

“The Monroe doctrine finds its recog’
nitiou in the principles of international
law which are based upon the theory that
every nation shall have its rights protected and its just claims enforced. Of
course this government is entire’y confident that under the sanotion of the dootrine we have clear rights and undoubted
claims. Nor is this ignored in the BritThe prime minister, while
ish reply.
not admitting that the Monroe doctrine
is applicable to piegmt conditions, states:
‘In declaring
that the
United States
would
RESIST ANY SUOH ENTERPRISE
if it was

IN THE HOUSE-

contemplated,

President Monroe
adopted
polioy which received the entire sympathy of the English government
of
that date. He further deolaros:
Though the language of President Monroe is direoted
to the attainment of ob-

on

Con-

Message

SALISBURY’S

Washington, December 17.—In
the
House Mr, Cannon, introduced a resolution amending the rule to provide for the
appointment of three committees on
elections of nine members, each
to be
known as 1, 2, and 3,
respectively, increasing the membership of the
other

REPLY

SENT

jeots whioh

TO CONGRESS.

With

Vigorous Message

&

committees. Certain ohanges in the rules
are made necessary by tbe increases in
committees and membeship sinoe the 51st

to realize that the Monroe dootrine
oannot be quoted as authoritative in negotiations with a foreign power. Both are
oertainiy as far as possible, from suspecting that the real author of that doctrine

Cannipg,

and not Monroe.
Great
Britain in 1823 was jealous of the Spanish
enoroaohments in South Amerioa,
and
induoed Monroe to protest against
the
was

on

American

soil.

The seventy-two years that have since
elapsed have entirely changed the situation. The Monroe doctrine is now purely
of historical interest.
There can be no
doubt that the theory enunciated in 1823,
dealt with the acquisition of fresh territory and had nothing to do with disputes

the contestees were Democrats.
Mr.
Crisp led the opposition to the
amendment deolaring that the effect of
its adoption would be to work injustice
to Demooartio contestees. Colloquies took
plaeo between Mr. Crisp on the one side,
and AiessrB. Boutello ot Maine, and Walker of Alassaobusetts, on the other. Messrs.
Milliken of Maine, and Powers of Vermont, took part in the debate.
Propositions to amend the amendment
were made and
all rejected, and after
a four hours’ debate the
proposition was

from

Cleveland.

which President Mouroe
that
apparently entertained,
any disturbance in that hemisphere by any fresh
acquisitions on the part of any European
be
a highly inexpedient
state, would

change.1
“In

The

President Does Not See It That Way—

He

Insists

on

Firmly Adhering to the

Monroe Doctrine and Asks for Authority for

a

Commission

of

Inquiry—The

United States to Satisfy Herself Where

agreed

to.
the Boundary Dine Is—A Crisis Which
The President’s message on the Venezulan boundary dispute with Great BritDemands the Maintenance of Our Naain was read and evoked hearty applause.
tional Self Respect and Dignity—The
The message was referred to the
committee on foreign affairs.
Message and the Correspondence,
Air. Crisp endeavored to get recognition
to offer a joint lesolution
appropriating
December 17.—The PresiWashington,
the
boundaries
of
territories
regarding
$100,000 to pay the expenses of the comalready appropriated. The definition of mission recommended in the message but dent sent to Congress today the Venezuethe dootrine is a matter for the Ameri- Mr. Dingley’s motion to adjourn was put lan correspondence accompanied bv the
cans cnemseives.
it binds nobody else. and the House adjourned.
following message:
“To the Congress: In my annual mesThe Venezuelan difficulty must be con"STICK TO TEMPERANCE."
addressed to the Congress on the
sidered on its own merits. This is what
sage
I called attention to the
Lord Salisbury has done in a masterly And Keep Out of Local Politics—Senti- third instant,
pending
boundary
controversy between
despatch. As he refused general unrement In Biddeford—Youiand Will
Not
Great Britain and the republio of Venestricted arbitration upon which the MonRun for Mayor.
zuela and reoited the substance of a reproe doctrine is silent, it must bo assumed
resentation made by this government to
that he would not assent to the mode of
TO
THE
[SPECIAL
PKESS.J
her Brittanio Majesty’s government sugascertaining the rights of parties that
“Biddeford, December 17.—The two gesting reasons why snoh dispute should
Mr. Cleveland suggests. The President in
made
in
the
of
heat
speeohes,
Sunday be submitted to arbitration for settlehis account
of the doctrine surrenders
afternoon’s temperance argument, indorsment and inquiring whether it would be
the whole case. It follows from the mesmuch talked of citizens' moveing the
submitted. The
answer of the British
age that Guiana and indeed Canada have
ment in Biddeford, did not seem to strike
no right
of independent existence on
government, which was then awaited,
the
Enforcement
memaverage
League
has sinoe been received and together with
Amerioan soil.
Mr. Oleve'aad begs tbe
ber as indicative of wisdom.
the despatch to which it is a reply, is
whole question and misrepresents it
be“Stiok to your temperanoe agitation
hereto appended.
sides, when he says that this country Is
and keep your hand out of uoal politios, ’’
“.Such reply is embodied in two comseeking to extend the limits of British has been the
from
variwarning .coming
Guiana.
Venezuela olaims
territory ous quarters during the league’s career, municattions addressed by the British
that
is now British. If to resist this
prime minister to Sir Julian Paunoefote,
and that advice had been generally heedthe
British ambassador at this capital.
claim be a
breach of the Monroe dooed,
up to within a few days, when the It will be seen that one of these commutrlne, that dootrine is an intolerable predesire of
some of the prominent league
nications is devoted exclusively to obsertense.
Wo believe Lord Salisbury’s firm
workers to dip into politics became manvations
and moderate statement of the ease will
upon the Monroe dootrine and
ifest.
the present instanoe, a
claims that in
appeal to the justice and common sense
There was no half-way symptom about
new and strange extension and developof the
Amerioan people.”
Portions t he indorsement which Rev.
F. P. Estaof Mr. Cleveland’s message are not ex- brook of the Pavilion church and Rev. ment of this dootrine is Insisted on by
pressed In the language usually employed T. A. Frey of the Second Congregational the United States, that the reasons justichurch gave the citizens’ ticket boom in
fying an appeal to the dootrine enunoiatby one friendly power to another. They their addresses
at the league’s mass meeted by President Monroe are generally inare aggressive;
even menaoing England
ing.
is threatened with war
This sudden showing of hands did not applicable to the state of things in whioh
unless she perwe live at the present day, and especialmits Mr. Cleveland to adjust the boun- st-riko the fanoy of some of the more eon
servative leaguers, who lost no time in
ly inapplicable to a controversy involvdary line of Venezuela. Regarded as expressing their sentiment at
tbe'league’s
a party
move, the message not unskil- business
meeiing last night. Rev. Mr. ing the boundary line between Great
ful. It puts tbe Republicans in a hole.”
Estabrook said he had
unhesitatingly Britain and Venezuela.
The Chroniole says:
“Without
attempting extended arguexpressed his views before the Sunday
“The message will be read
In this afternoon
knew ment in reply to these positions, it may
audience; that
blank
astonishment. how he stood on the citizens’ people
country with
ticket ques- not be amiss to suggest that the doctrine
An Amerioan committee to deterimne
and it was immaterial to him what upon which we stand
what a British colony can call its own, tion,
attitude the league should decide to take.
and failing our compliance with its findIS STRONG AND SOUND
;
What he said in the meeting was simply
ing, war by land and sea will be declared
of his own personal views, and because its enforcement is important to
expensive
with Great Britain! Can these be serious
to
he did not expect
be interpreted as our
words addressed to us by tbe descendants
peace and safety as a nation, and is
the league to tho same opinion.
of tbe little shipload of English folks binding
The disoussion of this topic consumed essential to the integrity of our free inwho sailed in the Mayflower?
We will most of the time in the
meeting. When stitutions and the tranquil maintenance
not take things too seriously.
We will a
final vote was taken a majority was of our distinctive form of
government. It
that
tbe
President
is
suppose
engaged in found to be in favor of taking no sides,
the familiar work of ‘twisting the lion’s
was intended to apply to every stage of
in loonl politios. As
as an
organization,
tail.’ We can only express genuine rennr rmfclnrml
lifa And nannnt-. honnmo
Chairman John P. Kelly of the exeoutive
gret at the tone of the document which enmmltlfflfl fiVtlfPRSPR it.
Afl t.h« Ioanna ia obsolete when
our republic
endures. 11
meets no argument made by Salisuury
as
a politioal body, and
not organized
the balanoe of power is justly a oause for
and which applies as a threat of for™
to be in faot a county organizaclaims
from a daughter state to the mother
land, tion, it could not well enter into local jealous anxiety among the governments
over the obscure boundary
dispute in politios, as a bony, though the members of the old world, and a 6ubjeot for our
absolute non-interference, none the less
which the United States has no real inand undoubtedly would, support is an observance of the Monroe
dootrlue
terest. The message cannot obscure or might,
tioket if one were put up.”
citizens’
a
of vital oonoern to our people and their
defeat the affection which subsists
bewas generally supposed that the citiIt
tween the two countries or break the ties
government.
movoment would develop into the
of blood that must needs bind them in zens’
“Assuming, therefore, that we may
nomination of William E. Yonland, a properly insist upon this doctrine without
lndissouble ties.”
business
for
man,
but
Mayor;
prominent
regard to the ‘state of things in which
The Post says:
learned tonight that he will ot we live’ or
“President Ceveland has outdone the it was
any ohanged conditions here
even
a
it
nomination,
though
accept
or elsewhere, it is not apparent why its
Republicans In the effort to show a disa petition of busimay not be invoked in
like for this country, and yet has not should be preceded by
application
the
men whose signatures are being soIf
a
controversy.
committed himself to
present
The ness
European
anything.
such a cause.
in
licited
power by any extension of its boundaries,
message does not make the slightest attakes possession of the territory of one
tempt to grapple with Salisbury’s arguTHE WEATHER.
of our neighboring
ment that the United States cannot find
republics against
its will and in derogation of its rights, it
any excuse in the language of the Monis diffloult to^see why to that extent such
Fair,
roe doctrine, for interference in the quesEuropean power does not thereby attempt
tion.
December 17.—Local forecast to
Boston,
extend itsjsystem of governmnt to that
The Standard says:
Pair; warmer; south- portion of this continent whioh is thus
Most Englishmen will read the mes- for Wednesday:
taken.
The wost winds.
sage with unfeigned astonishment.
position taken up by Mr. Cleveland is
December 17.—Poreoast
“This is the precise notion which PresiWashington,
No
citizen
of
the
United
preposterous.
for New England: Gener- dent Monroe deolared to be
States would for a moment dream of ad- for Wednesday
mitting its soundness in any analogous ally fair; possilby local snows in the ex- ‘DANGEROUS TO OUR PEACE AND
oase in which the interest or honor of his treme northern
portion; warmer; southWe decline
own country was concerned.
SAFETY,’
winds.
to humiliate ourselves, and refuse to ac- westerly
and it can make no difference whether
oept the decision of the United Status
the- European system is
Focal Weather Report.
Executive in a matter altogether outside
by,an
of its Juirsdlction. Lord Salisbury effeoadvance of frontier or otherwise.
17—The
looal
December
Portland,
“It is also suggested in the British reweather bureau office records as to the
that we should not seek to apply the
ply
weather are the following:
Monroe doctrine to the pending dispute,
thermome30.765;
Barometer.
8 a m.
it does not embody any principle
humidity, 58; because
ter, 16 0: dewpoint, 4;
of in ternational law whioh is founded on
olear.
weather,
2;
Velocity,
NW;
wind,
the
1 consent of nations, and that
genera
thermome8 p. m.—Barometer. 80.636:
no
Most Distressing; of Skin Diseases
statement however eminent, and nc
24; humidity, 82,
ter, 286; dew point,
however powerful, are competent
8;
weather; nation,
voiooity,
Instantly Relieved by
wind, SW;
to insert
into the code of international
cloudy.
law a novel
principle which was never
maxiMean daily thermometer, 22.0;
reoognized bofore, and whioh has not
mum thermometer, 30.0; minimum ther- since
been accepted by the government
of
maximum velooity
mometer, 13.0;
of any other country.
0.
total
preoipitation,
NW;
wind, 9,
“Praotioally the prinoiple for whiol
we contend has peculiar, if not exclusive,
Firo at Fong Range.
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS
relation to the United .States. It may
not have been admitted in so many wordi
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
A warm bath with Cuticura
to the code of international law, but sinot
17.
Prof.
L.
G.
December
of 2 Lewiston,
Soap, and a
in International councils every natioi
who is to the the Populist can- is
Bateman,
Cuticura
Skin
entitled to the rights belonging to it,i:
for Governor, will open the Popu- the enforcement of the Monroe dootrim
didate
mild doses of
followed
at Bridgton is
for
1896,
lis campaign
something we may justly olaim, li
Cuticura Resolvent
indi- has Its place in the code of internationa
Thursday, when he will probbaiy
law
as certainly and as seourely as if ii
will afford instant
see
percate the lines on whioh he expects to
were specifically mentioned, and whet
and
to
a
mit rest and
their campaign carried on in this state. the United States is a suitor before tb<
internat
and economiIts understood that tiie Populist leaders high tribunal that administers
lonal law. it is valid. The question to b(
early state
have decided not to hold an
cal cure when all other methods fail.
we
claim,
present
determined is whether
convention, as they talked of doing some which the justice of that code of law ci\r
Sold throughout the world. British depoj: F. New.
£dward-«t.,
A
SOJfS.
1,
JPOTT***
SEBY
Kfbg
Lprfifim,
'-find to be right and valid.
time ago.
t)RVO -LKD CHI*- Cqkp-. Sole Frafi*.,'Boston. U. S. A*
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single application
(ointment),the great
by
Cure,
(blood purirelief,
fier),
sleep,
point
speedy, permanent,

Hie Senate anil House

the

belief

that the

dootrine for

versy and without any conviction as to
the final merits of the dispute, but anxious to learn in a satisfactory and conclusive
manner whether Great Britain
sought under a claim of boundary to extend her possessions in this continent
without right, or whether she merely
sought possession of territory fairly included
within her lines of ownership,
this government proposed to the government of Great Britain
A RESORT TO ARBITRATION
as

the proper

settling the quesvexatious boundary
the two
contestants
of

means

tion, to the end that

a

dispute between
might be determined,and our

exaot stand

lng and relation in respect to the
versy might be made clear.

contro

It

will be seen from the correspondherewith submitted, that this proposition has
been declined by the British
government, upon grounds which in the
circumstances seem to me to be fur from
It is deeply disappoin ting
satisfactory.
that suoh an appeal,actuated by the most
friendly feelings towards both nations
directly concerned, addressed to the sense
of justice and to the
magnanimity of
one of the great powers of the world, and
touching its relations to one comparatively weak and small, should have produced no better results.
“The course to be pursued by this government in
view of the present conditions, does not appear to admit of serious doubt. Having labored faithfully for
to induce Great Britain to
many years
submit this dispute to impartial arbitraand
tion,
having been now finally apprised of her refusal to do so, nothing
remains but
to accept the situation, to
recognize its plain|requirements and deal
with it accordingly.
i|“ Greet Britain’s present proposition
has thus far been

ence

REGARDED AS INADMISSABLE

by Venezuela, though any adjustment of
the boundary which that country may
deem for her advantage and may enter
into

of

her

free

Applauded—Repre-

sentatives of tlie American

Greatly
Shines

Pleased—Even
on

the

Blinks at the
N.

Republics
‘‘Sun’’

tlie

Seutiment

It

Though

Writer—Comment of tlie

Y. and Boston Press.

the
December 17.—In
Washington,
senate the evidence of approval of
the
nessage was equally strong and signifimnt on
both sides of the ohamber, parthe Republican
taps even more so on
than on the Democatic side.
Mr. Morgan, Democrat
of
Alabama,
relooking over to the Republican side,
marked there was
“no mistaking
the
meaning of that.”
Mr.
tn

Frye, Republican

assenting

nod,

of

with

Maine, gave
the

remark:

‘That is capital.”
Mr. Sherman, Republican

Olney gives

note

a

firm endorsement to the principle nuneiated by MoDroe and defines Great Britain’s position in a frank manner.
Begiuning at the very inception of the
dispute, which has now assumed so serious an aspeot, Mr. Olney oarries hrs argument of the American claim for arbitration based on the Monroe dootrine down
to the present time, and gives emphasis
to his
arguments by quoting the sentiin full, and
ments of President Monroe
notes that “its pronouncement by the
Monroe administration at that particular time was unquestionably due to the
inspiration of Great Britain, who at once
gave it an open and unqualified adhesion
whioh has never been withdrawn.”
Continued

on

Secq^d Pages

Advertiser—Congressman

Barrett’s paper
—is especially commendatory. The Herald,
“The
messago forms
(independent), says
a
turning point in the foreign relations
of the United
States.
Not that there
is anything of a belligerent character in
its tone, for it is written with a studied
air of moderation, but the position takan, is tho first step in a new and dangerous path the end of whioh cannot be foreseen.”

read now.
Mr. Morgan, the chairman of the committee on foreign relations, rnovod that
the message accompanying
papers be
rofarred to the committee on foreign relations and the motion was agreed to.
The oommittee on foreign relations
is
WUUUUllUOll

UU

nil

UUUUg

C1AJ

jr
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Ulio

Senate.
At 1.20 p. m. the ordinary
executive
business was unsuited to the
excited
mental condition of the Senators and the
Senate adjourned until tomorrow.
Senator
Pugh said: “On this matter
Democrats and Republicans come together with
on
accord. I am for war and
The message certainly infree coinage.
dicates that there will be war unless England backs down.”
Senator Call: “It is excellent-,splendid.
The matter is still open to arbitration,
and I am sure England will finally consent.
Senator
Vilas:
“I look upon it as a
able state paper. One that
strong and
will rank with any state paper issued by
the administration.”

Republican Senators met in caucus
iiul considered the message.
There was
Absolute unauimit.r of seutimeut on the
of
the
President
in
endorsing
question
the stand be had taken. The discussion
precipitated by a motion of Mr. Lodge
that the chairman of the committee, be
requested to confer with Mr. Gorman
with a view to having the committee on
foreign relations reorganized before the
holiday recess so that matters in the
President's message might be considered
by that committee. Speeches were made
by Messrs. Lodge, Frye, Chandler, Teller, and several others, every one breathed
the utmost loyalty to the President in the
stand he had taken. If England is to be
impressed with the faot that this country
endorse its
President, and if that government was to understand that this message was not Intended for mere political
affect, the Senate must take the matter
up and proceed with it with all possible
speed consistent with the vital importance of the subject.

The diplomats report that representatives of American republics in Washington are highly elatod over the President’s
message and nearly all cabled copious extracts of the document to their respeotive
Ever since
the Corinto
governments.
affair they have been somewhat despondent over the supposed
indisposition of the
United States to resi-t foreign aggression
on the American continent.
Today they
could not find language adequate to exadmiration for
President
press their
Cleveland’s l'oroible utterances, particuin
to
the
larly
regard
possible resort to
other competitions
than those “in the
arts of peace.”
of the American ministers or
None
charges d’affairs consented to speak authoratively for their governments in the
absence of instructions, nor would
be
led into publio interview on the subject.
who
has
had
more
One,
perhaps
experience m the international affairs of the
United States than most of his colleagues
in the diplomatic corps said that while
he was
gratified to seo that the United
States had finally taken a'firru stand on
the Monroe dootrine, it would be unwise
to consider it established in oode of nations, although he believed the European
nations would be compelled to lecognize
Its force, hereafter, it is not by any means
its effect could be mado resure that
traotive, as its application to the Venezuelan matter certainly would be. Aside
from this ho boned (and in this be believed American republics would support
the United States) England would be
forced by war if necessary to give up the
territory stolen from Venezuela, he trusted Congress would authorize the executive to furnish arms and men to drive
out 40,000
squatters roforred to by Lord
7

length.

Boston, December IT.—The Globe and
Advertiser
Post, (Democratic papers)
md Journal, (Republican), in editorials
tomorrow will warmly endorse President
Cleveland’s Venezuelan message.
The

that
be

will, cannot of
course
be objeoted
to by the United
States.
Assuming, however, that the
attitude of
Venezuela will remain unchanged, the dispute has readied such a
stage as to make it now incumbent upon
the United States to take measures to determine with sufficient certainty for its
justification, what is the true divisional
between the republic of Venezuela
line
and British Guiana. The inquiry to that
of course be conducted careshould
end
fully and judicially and due weight
should be given to all able evidence, records and fnots in support of the oaims of
both parties.
“In
order that suoh an examination
should be prosecuted in a thorough and
satisfactory manner, I suggest that, the
Congress make an adequate appropriation
for the expenses of a commission, to he
appointed by the executive, who shall
make the
necessary investigation and
report upon the matter with the least
When
such report is
possible delay.
made and accepted it will, in my opinion, be the duty of the United States to
resist by every means in its power as a
wilful aggression upon its rights and interests, the appropriation by Great Brit- Salisbury.
v.
Auuuuoi loiuc.iuiHdt'i
^utciuuidui,
ranas
am oi any
or me exeroiso or government all jurisdiction, over any terri- that has a dispute with Great Britain, as
land
tho
matter
of
to
grabbing, differing
tory which, after investigation, we have
determined of right, belongs to Venezue- only in degree from Venezuela, declared
that if the United States was sincere in
la.
“In
making these recommendations this matter and supported President
Cleveland’s
suggestion for a boundary
I am fully alive to the responsibility in
curred and keenly realize all the conse- commission, beyond England’s influence,
it would result in the greatest friendly
quences that may follow.
both for peace and war of the
alliance
“I am, nevertheless,
most progressive American republics. The
FIRM IN MY CONVICTION
in Alaska, he said,
boundary question
thatwhlle It Is a grevious thing to contem- could then be as quickly settlod as that
and
the rapid encroachin
Venezuela,
plate the two great English speaking peo- ments on both Mexico and Guatemala
ple of the world, as being otherwise than would be terminated and the title to tho
now claimed by
friendly competitors iu the onward maroh territory of Brazil,
French and British
Guiana, would be
of civilization, and strenuous and worthy determined with the bull
dozing power of
nil the arts of peace, there Is Gerat Britain nullified. He believed her
rivals in
no|oalnmity which a great nation can in- commercial supremacy would disappear
vite whioh equals that whioh follows a and trade would How on the north and
of east and wost.
supine submission to wrong and injus- south instead
Another of the South American repubtice, and the consequent loss of national
and honor beneath whioh lics was disposed in the view of the attisell respect
tude of the United States in past years
are shielded and defended a people’s safeand peculiar political
conditions now
ty and greatness."
GROVER CLKVELAN D,
existing in this country, to await a sober
Executive Mansion, December 17, 1895.
thought of people in regard to the mesHo thought he should like to hear
saae.
what Senator Sherman (tho new chairFIRM INDORSEMENT.
man
of
foreign relations) would say
Mr. Olney Enunciates the Monroe Doctrine about the readiness of tho United States
to go to war about Venezuela, whore its
Firmly and Decisively.
interest
was bo small,
compared with
Although‘the matter submitted to Con- what they presumed to be the cause of
and Cuba. His opinion was
Nicaragua
the foregoing message congress with
that Great Britain would not recede besists of these diplomatic notes ouly, they hind the Sohomburg line in the British
Guianan claims, and tho United States
Mr.
are very voluminous.
note
Olney’s
would not resort to force in glie attempt
to Mr. Bayard concerning the threatento compel her to do so.
He thought Lord
ing aspeot of affairs between Great Brit- Salisbury would very promptly concede
ain and Venezuela, is first in the corre- the Remainder of the Venezuelan contenincluding the control of Orinoo’s
spondence. It is dated July 20th last, and tion,
mouth, and that the United States would
deals with the boundary question at great secure Veuezuelas’ acquiescence in that
Mr.
in his
own

New York, December IT.—The Sun
omments on President Cleveland’s niesage as follows:
“War is not expected .despite the faot
I hat noj’no jingo’ has overstepped the
] nark toed by tlie'Hon. Grover Cleveland,
if tho ecoentric statesman and instinctive
intagonist of more vital American sentinents, who now oocupies the White
louse, had dealt with the Venezuela affair
from the beginning in
the creditable
jpirit shown in his message of yesterday,
t is a question whether the situation
vould not now be satisfactory and with*
>ut danger of war.
Mr. Cleveland has
>orrowt:<i a now uniform and the country
The
will follow the man who wears it.
lontinuation of this interesting and im>ortant business by the administration
will be watched and sustained with an
unfaltering spirit of pride and determination to uphold the interest of the
United States.”
The Times and Tribune endorse tho
nessage.
The Herald says:
‘‘Both this country and Great Britain,
will
ind their official representatives
lave an opportunity to refleot soberly and
latriotically on the issue fraught with
iuch grave consequences to both nations.
Menacing as is tho aspeot wiiich affairs
lave now assumed, it is to be hoped thnfc
;he issue may be settled without d isturbing the friendly relations existing between the two countries. The orisis emphasizes the desirability of international
arbitration.

of
Ohio,
moved that the message and documents
be printed and the order was made.
Mr. Dodge, Republican of Massachusetts, suggested that the correspondence
be read, but yielded his own wish onjtbe

subjeot when tho remark was made
the coirespondence was too loDg to

»

itteiupts

the j

TAKEN.

oonour

the view

on

UNANIMOUS PRAISE OF THE STAND

agree to be
admit that they have been inscribed by
any adequate authority in the oode ol international laws. Again he says: ‘They
with

|i

Message.

Englishmen would
salutary, it is impossible to

which we contend was dear and definite,
question:
that
it was founded upon substantial
The President’s coramuniation is a reconsiderations and Involved our safety
Mr.
markable dooument, though its
conse- relating to committee on elections.
and welfare, that it was fully applicable
quences are not
likely to be serious. Cannon explained the necessity for the ENGLISH PREMIER SAYS ITS NONE to our present conditions and to the state
of the world’s progress and that it was
He
resolution.
said
there
were
32
contestNeither Mr. Olney
nor the
President
OF OCR BCSINESS.
directly related to the pending controed seats and all

seems

Comment from All Quarters

most

(Her Majesty’s government) fully

in effect to do away with the
Slnoe Great Britain
ionroe doctrine
the Venezuelan
to
submit
! eclines
I l icundary to arbitration we must asoert aiu that
boundary for ourselves and
I hon resist any encroachment, upon it,
L'lio message is a spirited and noble doouneht and should receive tho united supiort of both parties.
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Congress. All of the changes wore agreed
toby unanimous o onsent, exoept those
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Countries” Says
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FURNITURE

tlvely disposed of{|the delusion that the
Alouroe doctrine is in any way pertinent
to the quesiton of the Guiana-Venezuela
frontier. As regards the precise cause of
difference with Venezuela, we believe we
have a pnrteotly stainless record. Venezuela sets up pretensions which if found
valid, would involve the absorption of
half of our colony if not the territory of
our Dutch and Frenoh
neighbors. By the
same rule, the United
States might be
asked to submit their title to Alaska to
tiie judgment
of impartial
umpires.
Congress would indignantly reject such
a demand.
So will cho Briitsh governAN- ment reject tli o present demand.
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The British Papers Call the Message

Two
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not to tarnish.
The reverse side is covered in a

PORTLAND,
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TO CROSS HER BOWS.
The

“Landseer” Tried to Do the Trick to
the Free Trade and Failed.

British
December 17.—The
Boston,
schooner Free
Trade, limped into poit
N. S. She
today from Port-au-Pique,
was
water-logged and badly damaged.
Brown says his vessel was run into at 5.30 Monday between Eastern Point
and Thatcher’s Island,Jby the Gloucester
Landseer, outward
fishing sohooner
Banks.
The fisherman,
bound to the

Capt.

without warning attemped to cross the
Free Trade’s bow, and crashed into the
latter with terrific force striking her at
the
the

forerigging, cutting her down below
water line, causing her to immedi-

ately fill.
The Free
Trade's cargo of laths and
lumber alone prevented her sinking. The
foresail of the
Free Trade was
badly
Brown says those aboard
torn. Capt.
the Landseor gave evasive answers when
asked the name of
vessel, first saying
it was a pilot boat, and afterwards giving
various assumed
names.
Capt. Brown
and bis steward jumped aboard the Landseer and assertained her name.
As soon as the vessels were
extricated
the Landseer stood away on her
course
and
the Free Trade
apparently uninjured
with difficulty readied this port.
Landseer will
The owners of the
be
asked to settle damages.

ui u

John Lombard

[special

Missing.

press.]
Biddeford, Deoember 17.—There is serito the

trouble in the family of John Lornbar. On acoount of an injury received in
the mill here John left off work, so hi

ous

wife says, and'his physician ordered him
to abstain from using liquor. It seems
that he
did not heed the advice of the
doctor and being out of work was natu-

j

rally hard pressed for money, so he[took
the
wedding ring of his wife’s and
His wife when repawned it for rum.
monstrating with him was threatened
with death by m cans of a revolver. She
from the house and John also
escaped
He
made his escape the following day.
has not since been seen.

1

boundary.

Mr. Russell, Republican of Connecticut,
said: “The message is good.
Anything
less would he unpatriotic and
cowardly
in a President of the United States. The
committee will delay the settlement of
the controversy and furnish information
already known. Its suggestion is prudent
and perhaps allows England a chance to
retract. It is not necessary, and we don't
want to dally any in this
controversy.
What a pity Mr. Cleveland cannot apply
his patriotic instincts to the benefit of
our
home industies as well as to the
defense of our rights under the Monroe
doctrine.”
Mr. McCall, Republican of Massachusetts, said that the reply of Lord Salisbury
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Street Railroad Difficulty In Philadelphia

Whole Families Stricken and

Many

Deaths

Reported.
Nearly Every
a

Third Person Suffering With
Cold. Which Often Results In Grip,

Pleurisy

or

Pneumonia.

Co (Is lead to coughs, coughs to grip,
pneumonia and consumption; therefore,
it is all important to check a oold before
it reaches the lungs.
Munyon’s Cold
Cure will positively break a cold inside
of twenty-four hours if taken as soon us
the oold manifests itself. When the cold
readies the lungs or bronchial tubes the
Cough Cure sliuuld be used altornataly
every half hour with the Cold Cure. The
Cold Cure is guaranteed to prevent pneumonia if used in the beginning of a cold.
Pneumonia cr inflammation of the lungs
can be controlled by the use of these two
cures.

The Cough Cure positively cures bronchitis, tickling in the throat, hoarseness,
loss of voioe,
of the ohesti
soreness
difficulty in breathing, hacking cough
and

pulmonary

all

diseases where the
far decomposed or
covered with tubercles.
If you are ailing step into the nearest,
drug store and get a :35c. vial of one of
No matter what
Munyon’s Remedies.
your disease, or how many doctors have
will
failed to cure, it
give you relief.
Posoual Isttars to Prof. Munyon, 1505
Ardi street, Philadelphia, Pa., answered
with tree medical advice for any disease.
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SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF Shii-.THAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work
and Typewriting.
CEOTENXIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
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PORTLAND
75

Spring St.

^FRATERNITY.
Opens November 25!!t

Reading Room open every evening and
Funday afternoon.
Glasses, if desired, in
lie.
IBS. ''rums, etc; Club fur debate und
dm > iii
classes
;.amentary Rraciice;
in
union
sayying; Amusement Rooms,
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Very Serious.

dy Indian Agent Rolfo

was

submitted to
It shows an

Armenians.

Herring Fishery,

Gloucester, Mass., December 17.—A
Z Armenians claim that their ancestors meeting
of those interested in tho herwere Christians before the end of the first
ring fisheries was held today at the board
The genoral situation
century of our era. But their
history of trade rooms.
was considered at
length, especially in
points back to Gregory, the Illuminator,
reference to the decision of the governa prince of
the royal line of Armenian ment in the case of
tho cargo
of the
kings, as Ihe founder of their national scohoner N. E. Symonds.
It was decided to assist the owners of
Church. He was born A. D. 257, and
the vessel and of the cargo in carrying
rft.'r many persecutions was consecrated
the oase to the Supreme court.
it is
in 303 as the head of
the Armenian
hoped that tho deoision of the appraisers
His

successors

took

the

title of

At the conclusion of
will be overruled.
the meeting another was held by those
engaged in general llsheires. No deli nice
action was taken, but a telegiam was
sent to Senator Lodge
requesting him
not to take fuithor action until
somecould
be
learned of the
definite
thing

Patriarch, later of Catholics,and are elect
ed by the Bishops. This Bible was translated into Armenian about 431 A. D..-T1 e
Armenian Church was part of the Greek
Church till the year 491, when its Cathooase.
lic solemnly annulled in full synod the
decrees of the Council- of Cliolcedon.
Maine Pensions,
S.nce that time it has been a Church by
Washington, Decembor 17.—The folitself, whicli fact has done much to per- lowing Maine people have been granted
petuate tho nationality in spite of its pensions today:
ORIGINAL.
people.having been absorbed into other
Reiubold Schoepe, Tog us,
nations.
ADDITIONAL,

".

In doctrine it differs but little from the
Greek and Roman churches. It has a
William H. Charles, South Smlthfield;
iturgy of its own, which includes the John D. Newton. Andover; Richard N.
Niceno creed and prayers of the fathers Bailey, Wiscasset.
used in the Homan Catholic and EpiscoA Ship Burned,
It offers prayers for the
pal ohurohes.
Philadelpiha, Decembor 17.—During a
dead, but does not believe in purgatory
heavy gale Mouday morning, when 319
nor
allow indulgences. It has several miles off
Cape May, N. ,T., the German
orders of clergy, Bishops, priests, and ship Atlieua, Captain Haak, from New
deacons, besides minor officers. Priests aYolk, December 10th, for London, witli
cargo of naphtha,took firo while the
must marry before tiny can be ordained,
crew wero being transferred to the Britbut not after. The priesthood is heredi
ish steamship Tafna from Marbolla for
tary, the son assuming it on the death of this pert. The oil exploded, blowing tho
The captain and
his father. Baptism, which is by trine Athena otit of water.
thirteen of the crew were either killed
is
administered
to
infants
as
immersion,
The first
by the explosion or drowned.
well as adults, and tho Lord’s supper is and second mates and four of the crew
been
had
transferred
to“Tafna
before
the
administered to all baptized persons.
tool; place and were saved.
In tho
lOth century the Jesuits suc- oxplosion
ceeeded in creating a
M. Dupas Condemned.
schism in the
Church apd a new organization, called
December
17.—M. Dupas, forParis,
Catholic Armenians. This movement re- merly secretary of tho
department of the
sulted in severe persecutions by the Turk- interior has been arrested
tho
upon
ish Government, till in the middle of the charge of conspiring to prevent the arEmile
of
rest
Arut, who is under the
18th century, tu petition of the Catliolate
charges of connection with tho
llsos, Peter the Great, of Russia took the Baron Reinachin Panama Canalfrauds,
Armenian Church under bis care, and was condemned, in
Contumaoiau, to
since that time its official head lias had twenty years liiiprosonment, but subsein
arrested
London
and ordered
his residence in the dominion of the Czar. quently
to be extradicted.
There are two other officials boariug the
The Hepulbicun .Senate cauous
title of Catholiaos, also Patriarchs at Conhas
unanimously the report of the
stantinople and Jerusalem.—The Congrc- adopted
committee
filling tho vacancies and

gationallst.

Annual Meeting at Bangor Yesterday
—The Master's Remarks.

How

Ivanhoe

Lodge
Last

Kept Op«n
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Item* of Interest Gathered

by
pondents of the Press.

Corres-

Casco.
evening Ivanhoo lodge, K.of p.,
Banogr, Dooembor 17.—Tho Main
Philadelphia, Pa., December 17.—The
officers of the
strike of employes of the Union Traction State Grange began its annual session entertained the grand
Casco, Deoomber 16.—Mr. Oliver Chute
Continued
From First Page.
and the offioers and memIra
is at work for
Page outting his
company went into effect ut 4 o’clock here today with a good attendance. The grand lodge,
Mr.
Olney gives in his note a firm inbers of Presum psoot Valley lodge.
this morning. While the strike seriously address of tho master was well received.
of wood.
The
supply
year’s
to the
dorsement
principle enunciated
Edward Wiggin, master of the State following grand officers were present;
aileots every line controlled by tha Union
Rev. Mr. Casbury, late of Bangor Uniby Monroe und defines Great Britain’s
Traction company, cars are being run Grange, delivered a long address.
He Grand Chanoellor Taylor, Grand Vioe position in this frank mauner:
versity, occupied the pulpit at the Union
“She (Great Britain) saj s to Venezuand
Grand Prelate
at intervals of touohed upon tho financial
on some of the divisions
church yesterday, and will preach again
condition, Chanoellor Evans
Vou can get none of the debatable
ela:
Nu violence has state of agriculture, education,
half an hour or more.
next Sabbath.
State Moses.
loud by force, because you are not strong at tlie same plaoe
The lodge was opened in due form, enough; you
thus far has been reported and the strik- college, board of
can
The thermometer, Wednosduy of last
agriculture, deputy
get none by treaty,
meth- work, legislation and national grange. Chanoellor Commander Clough In the because I will not agree, and you can week registered ten degrees below zero.
ers have evidently adopted pacific
chair. A very pleasant feature of the take your chances of gutting a portion
ods in their struggle for recognition. The Upon the topio of leigslation, he said:
Colds are quite prevalent hero. M. S.
if you
first agreo
was the presentation by arbitration, only
It becomes more and more
Clifford Kastvarious depots of
the Union Traction
apparent session of tho lodge
to abandon to mo suoh other portion as I Eastman and grandson,
the house a
man have been confined to
company aro guarded by syunos of police- each year that if we as Patrons are tc of jewols to the following members of may designate.
men while the strikers congregate in
the make our influence felt iu obtaining the “old guard,” and past chancellors:
Continuing, Mr. Olney says it is not week or teu days with bad colds.
how such an attitude can bo * Miss Rilla Curtis, who has been visitvicinity and watoh the efforts of the l'ligslation which shall place the farmers Nelson, Rejnolds, Osborn, Shaw and perceived
defended nor how it is l'econoilable with ing friends in Boston and Chelsea, Mass.,
of
the
Smavdon.
officials
to
move
the
cars.
state
on
a
company’s
footing of equality with
that love of justice and fair play so emi- has returned home.
After tiie lodge closed, the doors were nently characteristic of the English race,
The only line in Philadelphia that is men in other industries, we must make
Carl Leaoh has finished up the carpenMann’s new
Shilrey aH.
not contolled by the
Union
Traction our strength felt by oloser organization opened and a very pleasant musical pro- and holds that if suoh position be adhered ter work on
to it should be regarded as amounting, in house and has gone to his home in Raycompany is the Hestorvilie, Mantau and and more effective work along political gramme was finely carried out. John C. substance, to an invasion and
,,
conquest of mond.
Fairmount Passenger Railroad company linos. While I am opposod to anything Burke, Charles Barbour, Charles Baker Venezuelan territory.
George L. Curtis and daughter Anoe,
In
took
relatives.
visit
Dorville
to
which operates eleotric cars
on
and
part.
Libby
conclusion, Mr. Olney says that in have gone to Boston
Arch, bordering upon the discussion of partisan
Miss Anna Leaoh of Raymond village,
Race and Vine streets. The cars of this politics in the grange and while 1
Tho following gentlemen acted as the these oireumstances the duty of the Presi
am
dent appears to him
unmistakable ami was the guest of Mrs. Fred Mayberry
oompany were crowded this morning, the equally opposod to the
formaiton of a entertainment committee for the lodge: imperative.
To ignore Great Britain’s last Saturday.
Dorville Libby, E. C. assertion of title and liar refusal to bavo
traffic being so great that summer cars farmers’ poliitcal party, yet I am
The Little Rigby Park association of
fully Charles Barbour,
that
title
William
and
were pressed into servioe.
convinced that the grange is the propel Reynolds
P.
investigated, and not to pro- Casoo will hold their next annual fair on
Osborn.
test and give warning against the? sub- Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of the
The basis upon which the order for the
place for the disousssion, iu a non-par- The supper committee consisted of J. S. stantial
appropriation by Great Britain first week in Ootober, 1896.
tie-up was issued is constituted in the tisan
C. V. Richards, F. of the
E.
J.
Pollard,
of
those
Foss,
which
manner,
questions
territory for her own use would ho
following demands;
Fownal.
an
established
1. —That ten conseoutive hours shall are affecting our rights and interests as A. Nolson, TV. W. Barnes, F. H. Plum- to ignore
policy with
which the
honor and
welfare of this
oonstitnte a day’s work for which ST shall farmers and for the formulation of such mor, F. L. Winship and E. P. Getchell.
Dooember 18.—The fair and
Pownal,
be paid.
country are closely identified. He there- sale given by the Ladies’ Aid society on
plans and methods as shall best make
Chancellor Commander Clough presid- fore instructed
Mr. Bayard to lay the
2. —That all considerations shall be in- our influence felt in
Wednesday afternoon and evening and
seeuirng legislation ed over tho after dinner exercises, and views
stituted for the comfort of motorraon
given,, before Lord Salisbury and also on Friday evening of last week, was
lavoralbe to our rights.
said;
the
first
call
as
“They
for
a
deintroduced
li.—That sweepers, snow
Grand
(the
views)
and
speaker
a
most perfect success considering the
1 would again emphatically assert that
plows
It
trippers shall be considered special work the farmers of Maine are asking no fav- Chancellor William A. Taylor, who was finite decision upon the point whether unfavorable state of the weather.
Great
Britain
will oonsent or Will dooline
for wliich.extia comnonsation shall be ors,nor are
hardly seemed possible that there would
they seeking any special class very warmly reoeived
to
submit
the
Venezuelan
boundary or oould be any in attendance, but on
paid.
All they
legislation in their interest.
The grand chancellor spoke approving- question in its entirety to impartial ar4.—That no employe shall he discharg- ask, and this they should continue
Wednesday over one hundred visitors
t^
bitration.”
ed for belonging to any particular organ- demaud until it is
and
social
fraternal
events
were at the hall
of
the
like
during the afternoon
secured, is such legis- ly
Expressing the President’s hope that and evening. Although no great display
ization, and that all men dismissed for lation as shall remove the burdens now one all present had so much enjoyed.
the
conclusion
will
be
on
the
sides
of
their alleged affiliation with the Amalga- resting unduly
was attempted the tables (which includupon the
agricultural The older men may feel a deep interest in arbitration.
Mr. Olney concludes with ed in their different make ups, a
mated association shall be immediately class and place them on an
fanoy,
equality with
reinstated.
all other oitizens. The listing bill met the order, but there must bo an effort the pointod statement that it the Presi- domestic paper, doll, confectionery and
dent “is to;be disappointed irr that hope, cake
These conditions were sent to President with increased
were all very tastefully
to
in
the
gotmen.
ormade
table)
iu
The
the
get
young
last legopposition
Welsh, of the Union Traction company, islature and some who had formelry been der is flourishing here in Maine, and it howover—a result not to be anticipated, ten up and won great praise fr >m those
and in his judgment calculated to greatly in attendance.
after he had declined to treat with
was
the its friends were
The
table
paper
deterred by
political
repesentatives of the Amalgamated as- motives xorm supporting it during the gave him groat pleasure to say that a embarrass the future relations betweeii largely the product of Bliss Katherine
sociation.
session of 18U5. I still maintain that the number of new lodges will soon be insti- this oountry and Great Britain—it Is his Hodsdon’s skillful fingers. The doll tawish to ho
argument in favor of the listing bill is tuted. He had just recived a petition for fact at such made acquainted with the ble was in charge of Miss Jennie Jordan,
FOGICE SEEM FOWEKEESS.
early date as will enable him to whose
sound and incontrovertible. It is simply
thought this department
of
a
new
tho institution
lodge at Orino; to lay the whole subject before Congress V as due. happy
The oonfeotionary table was
An attempt of the Union Traction oom- this and nothing more.
If it is right
is a petiton for the institution of in hl3 next annual message. ”
there
a
of
work
art. Itw was all due to
to
tax
one
man’s
really
personal proporty it is
pauy to run cars led to extensive rioting
Mrs. Julia Noyes. The cake and coffee
that every man’s property should anothor at Bryant’s Pond, and the prosof a mild character this afternoon. Along right
LORD
SALISBURY.
be taxed in an nrmal
fPl> a nnrinQl
also the oyster, same being in oharge of
t is good for a third at Searsmont.
the principal streets in the heart of the tion to the I ill can arise front no "other peo
Miss Lizzie Hodsdon and Mrs. Etta
The rrrand officers are iloinu all tho. pan Ironically He Says Monroe Doctrine Does
Latham, were features much appreciated
retail business sections there were many motive than a desire to escape just
and
Not Apply to the Case.
to build up the order.
by those coming from the outside cold.
stalled cars that had been attacked by equal taxation. If, as many of the opLord Salisbury’s roply is addressed to Aftr all of the bills are paid it is thought
Vice* Chanellor Evans, a member o
mobs of boys. Every window in the cars ponents of tho bill assert, tho enactment
A
Sir
Julian
that
the society will net about $139.
Pauncefort, British ambassawould adversely Ivanhoe
was
broken and the conductors and mo- of the bill into law
lodge spoke ably of the work dor at
under date ot Novem- beautiful ploture was presented the laof
Washington,
The police affect the manufacturing Industries
torraou deserted their posts.
This dealt only with the ap- dles by our pastor, for sale at our
the state, the only honest reply can be— of tho present grand chancellor, who is ber 26 last.
fair,
seem powerless.
_3
___ti_l J
# xl.. 1_3 ;_
then repeal all taxes on pesronal
practically giving all his time to the plication of the Monroe Doctrine in the
Mayor Warwick, this afternoon issued and lot all stand alike before the porperty
it
to
Mrs.
Arcase
that
should
be
at
and
was
followed on the
issue,
presented
I order.
law.
a proolaination calling upon all good citsame day by another note discussing the thur Noyes, as a token of appreciation for
maintain that there are only two logical
Grand
Prelate
and
izens to assist the authorities in preservMoses, spoke briefly
her constant efforts to do all possible for
grounds on which any fair man can
boundary dispute.
ing order and to refrain from gathering stand and between these the oboice well, and Judge Elder of Deering made
At the outset Lord Salisbury stated that the growth and prosperity of the Aid
in crowds. “Violence and riot,” he pro- should be made.
so
The album quilt which has
far as he is aware the Monore dootrine Society.
Either pass the listing a witty..speech.full of telling points.
claims, “will be met with force.”
has never been before advanoed on behalf been gotten up for the fair through the
bill and tax all personal property equally
The
other
were
Mr.
speakers
The fact that mocormen and conductors or
Gilman, of
the United States in any written earnest efforts of Mrs. James Marston,
repeal all laws taxing personal properemployed on tho People’s Traction sys- ty of any kind. My own ohoioe has been Past Chancellor Nelson (who told a story communication addressed to the govern- assisted by several others, was also on extem wore not organized, did not deter
plainly indicated since tho question was that was greeted with shouts of laugh- ment of another nation. He gives what hibition. There have already been placed
many from joining the strikers.
No sale was made
first raised in our legislature.
The bill
Past Chancellor Star, Past Chan- ho believes is the British interpretation on it over 500 names.
Early this afternoon sevoral cars on for the equalization of the school tax also ter, )
of the doctrine
it
and maintains that the of the quilt, but by gi neral consent
cellor Libby, Past Chancellor RichardSixth street near Vine, were attacked met with
dangers that were apprehended by Presi- will be presented to Mrs. James Maiston.
opposition from the capitalists
and stoned by sympathizers of the strik- of the state
Past
Chancellor
Osborn
and
Past
ladies
would
also
make
mention
dent Monroe have no relation to the state The
sufficient to preevnt its
be- son,
ers.
Sixteen arrests were made.
On the
of things in which we live at the present of the i eautiful gift of a large box of
The tic ory upon which Clianoellor Strout.
coming a law.
north and south lines of the Philadelphia this bill is based is
dolls from Mrs. Alja Bean (formerly
eminently just and
day.
The exercises were not over until nearTraction system the percentage of cars
the
The dispute between Breat Britain and Miss Sarah True of this town) for
equitable. It Is that the property of the
At Manayunk state should bear the burden
when
Chancellor
running was minimum.
ly
high
midnight,
of taxation
Venezuela, avers Lord Salisbury, is a doll table and the L. A. S. cook book,
a suburb of the
city, the trolley wires tor the education of the children of the Commander Clough in a few graceful controversy with which the United States which was gotten up through the earnest
were out by the strikers about noon.
efforts of Mrs. Norman True was a very
state, and that this burden should fall words thanked the garnd officers of the has not apparent practical concern.
Continuing in short, pithy sentences, helpful feature in the fair. We would
equally upon every dollar of property in
and the visitors for
Governor and Council.
tho
grand
lodge
he
the state, however invested or wherever
says it is difficult indeed to see how also speak of our two boys, Fred Noyes
the question in controversy can materi- and Bennie Kenney, who sold
located.
I repeat that the only way to pleasure they had given Ivanhoe lodge.
peanuts
Augusta, Deoember 17.—-The Governor obtain our
ally affect any state or community out- with excellent results, and lastly the
rights in matters of legislation
and Council today confirmed the nomi- is to show
side those primarily interested, that the entertainment, which was given on Wedan
amount of
ANOTHER MILLION.
organized
nations recently made by the governor.
disputed frontier of Venezuela has noth- nesday evening.
strength which is the surest passport to
ing to do with any of the questions dealt
New Gloucester.
A case was presented for the abatement respeot in all legislative bodies.
I am
Kockefeller Will Duplicate Miss Culver’s with
convinced that our work should
comby President Munroe. It is, he says,
New
of the old tax on Buckfield and Rumford
Gloucester, December 17.—Bemence in the primary
Gift to Chicago.
of the
simply the determination of the frontier tween four and five o'clock this morning
meetings
Fulls rallrdad, and was tabled.
of a British possession whioh belonged Are was discoverd
different political parties to which we
issuing from the
to the throne of England, long before the
The petitioners for the pardon of J. severally belong. The farmers of Maine
blacksmith shop occupied by Charles
Decernberl7.—The
of
are
of
to
a
Chicago,
Venezuela
came
gift
$1,into
exisstrong
enough
republic
compel
recogniB. Swan withdrew. For the pardon of
The shop
Staples, at the Lower Corner.
tion of their rights if
would organ- 000,000 to the University of Chicago by tence.
of the vilwas situated near the centre
Joseph B. Smith, Hon. Charles Buflfnm, ize their strength and they
As he
work with a de- Miss
proceeds in the discussion, the lage, and for a time it looked as though
Culver
insures $1,000,000
Helen
Orono, Hon. Joel W. Palmer, and others termined purpose for a well defined relanguage of Lord Salisbury becomes tart. the village might be in danger.
FortuOn He
The testimony showed that sult. This organization will, I think, more from John D. Rockefeller.
argues on the theory that the Mon- nately no wind was blowing at the time.
appeared.
Mr.
Rookfeller
sent
the
be
roe dootrine in itself is sound, but dis- Cinders and
Nov.
about
ultimately
brought
2,
following
through
fell
in
showers on
Smith’s good conduct as a boy with the
sparks
the grange and will not necessitate the letter to Dr.
any intention of being understood the roof of the sohool house which was
Goodspeed, secretary of the claims
claim that inhuman treatment at the formation of
as expressing any acceptance of it on the
any new political party. Let
well
The
wet
down.
and one
shop
kept
hands of his stepmother resulted in turn- each man work “over against his own university:
part of Her Majesty’s government. He adjoining building were completely con“I will contribute to the University of quotes
and
the
Mr.
house”
desired
as
result
will
disbe
Olney
It
saying‘‘that
his
was
tabled.
lost
all
of
The
sumed. Mr. Staples
his tools
ing
dipsosition.
obtained.
There is one
mistake Chicago $1,0,000, for endowment, pay- tance and 3,000 miles of intervening ooean and some stook; no insurance.
meeting adjo urned to 9 a. m. Wednes- that I think we as citizens great
make
of Maine are able Jan.
any political union between a
cash
or
in
at
1, 1896,
my option
New Gloucester.
day.
making, inour organizations of Patrons
European and an Amerioan state unuatThe annual report of the Passamaquod- of Husbandry, of boards of trade and in approved interest-bearing securities ural and inexpedient, will hardly be deLake Deo. 16—Mrs. H. O.

The

Chueh.

LA BRIGHT OCCASION.

GRANGE.

Trust
What Time
Has Endorsed

Last

the governor and council.
appropriation of $8040 with expenditures
of $8211.
No opidemics prevailed and
the general health of the Indians was
good, with 10 deaths, 13 births,a decrease
from 1894 of three, leaving a population
Tlie school houses and other
OMITH'S SAW Mi OR. 31 Temple St., will of 490.
k
be closed from Monday, Dec. 23d, to Mon- buildings are in a fair condition, with a
10-1
day. Jan. 6th, 1896.
school attendance of 104 pupils.
The

The

MAINE

There is not a medicine in use to day which possesses the confidence of the
public to so great an extent as Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. For more
than eighty years it has stood upon its own intrinsic worth and merit, while
generation after generation have used it and transmitted the knowledge of its
excellence to their children as a valuable inheritance. The best evidence of
its extraordinary value is the fact that in the State where it originated it is
still the leading family medicine. The sale there is steadily increasing.
Ii is over sixty years since I first learned of
This certifies that Dr. A. Johnson, whose
this celebrated medicine for the common ills name is signed to every genuine bottle of
of life—Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment—and for Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, in the month of
more than forty years I have used it in my
Jan., 1840, first left at my store some of thefeame.
family. I think it is due the public for me to I have supplied my customers with it ever
say (unasked by you) that I regard it one of since, (over fifty years) with increasing sales.
the best and safest remedies that can be found, I have used it in my family for
coughs,
used internal and external, and should be in colds, lame back, and consider it the best
every family for ready use in all cases.
Liuiment in use for all purposes recommended.
O. H. Ingalls, Dea. 2nd Bap. Ch., Bangor, Me.
Jabez Knowlton, Newburgh, Me.

sprains,

It was invented by the late Dr. A. Johnson, of Bangor, Me., an old fashioned,
noble hearted Family Physician. It is recommended by physicians everywhere. All who use it are amazed at its wonderful power and praise it ever after.

Every Mother should have it in the house, suffering children love it. It produces au increase of vital activity in the system, and thus cures disease.
Its electric energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation without irritation.
I have used your Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment for more than fifty years lx my family.
Have used it for colds, coughs, sore throat,
stings, cramps, sore stomach, rheumatism,
lameness, colic, toothache, neuralgia, etc., and
found it always good every way. I would not
let my house be without it. I am a man 71 years
old. Johnson’s Liniment is my family remedy.
Thomas Cleland, South Robbinston, Me.

I am ninety-one years
was born September

and nine months

old,

17, 1796. I have been a
standard bearer for your Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment more than fifty years. My father and
husband kept a public house here when
good
old Dr. Johnson left some Liniment with us. I
have found use for this valuable Liniment ever
since.
found

I have had

a

family of ten children, and

it superior to any other for family use.
I suppose I am the oldest Johnson’s Anodyne My grand-children and great-grand-children
(which are numerous) continue to use it to
Liniment customer in this region, having nad this
day. It is wonderful that I can write and
it of Dr. Johnson himself for years, commenread at the age of almost ninety-two.
cing in 1841, and have sold and used it since. Mrs. Wealthy
L. Tozier, £. Corinth, Me.
Geo. H. Emerson, North Castine, Maine.
Tht Doctor's Signature and Directions are on every bottle.
get it send to us. Price 35 cts; six $2.00. Sold bv druggists. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., aa Custom House Street, Boston, Mass., Sole Proprietors.

It you can’t

Colored Dress Patterns,
35
All Wool, 7 yards each- $3.00

O
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per pattern Wednesday.
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a.

Silver and
guarantee both.
Plated Wa re purchased here
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other industrial associations, and that is
in encouraging tho idea that there is a
natural enmity and hostility of interest
between ngiroulture and the other industries of the state.
We as farmers have
long been taught that capital Invested in
other callings Is necessarily our natural
enemy. On the ther hand men who have
their capital invested in mercantile and
manufacturing interests seern to think
that in ma! tors of legislation affecting
industrial interests they must perforce
I
antagonize the agricultural classes.
maintain that this is all wroner.
The
interests of tho different industries
iu
our state are identioil and the prosperity
of one is intimately connected with the
successful prosecution of all tho others.
No industry in the state, even if it have
the power, can afford from a
flancial
point of view, to oppress another and put
it at a disadiantago.
Here thon is the true
work of the
First to perfect and consolidate
grange.
the organization of its forces in order that
it muy show sufficient strength to command respect from political parties that
seek to control legislation.
Second, to
say to tho State board of trade and to
other industrial organizations, “gentlemen we are not natural enemies, hut
ou
the contrary, it is for tho interest of all
that laws should bo enacted which shall
secure to each equal and exact justice.
You cannot afford to cripple agriculture,
or put it at a disadvantage. It is for yoin
interest to give us a fair deal and it if
tor our mutual interest to work together
In this way a
for tho common good.
concert of action may be brought about
which shall take the place of the present
uuasi hostile attitude between ugrioulture and tho other industries of tho state.
Friondly consultations may be arranged,
mutual concessions made and wrong!
righted along the lino of a general dirt
for fair play and equal justice and a recognition of tho great economic truth
that no industry in tho state can long
nourish at the expense of another.
Should tho grange thus succeed
ir
briuging together tho representatives ol
the different industries in our state foi
fair ana businesslike discussions of tlit
points at issuei, will havo accomplished
much toward solving tho problem
ol
equalization of taxation and toward ro
of
tho
moving many
unjust discrimlna
tions of whioh farmers are today com-

plaining.

At the evening session the usual committees were appointed and the committee on the memorial servioo on the dcatl
of Hon. Hall (J. Burleigh of Vassalobro.
The county Deputies reported the grange!
in

Tho session!
prosperus condition.
continue tomorrow and Thursday. Thert
is great rivalry in the election of officer!

at their face market value. I will contribute in addition $2,000,00 for endowment or otherwise, as I may option
in
interest-bearing securities at their face
market value, but omy in amounts equal
to the contributions of others in oash or
its equivalent, not hitherto promised, as
the same shall be reoelved ny this uni-

versity.

be void as to any
portion of the sum herein promised
which shall prove not to be payable on
the above terms on or before Jan. 1,
1896.”
This means three millions for the university in less then fifty days, and it is
probable a sohool of medloine will be established in addition to the benefits bestowed by Miss Culver’s gift.
“This

pledge shall

ROCHE’S

He Ridicules tlie Idea of the

of

a

Beecham’s

pation

pills

io6 and

book at your
go by it.
Annual aales

moro

for consti-

25^,

Get the

druggist’s

and

Marshaling;

Army.

“The startling news
aud which says,
Y ork that an
comes from New
IrshAmerican army of formidalbe proportions has keen oragnized and will be drilled and armed with the
best mode rn
Of
weapons, all in the deepest secrecy.
course, the members must all be Catholios aud Cian-a-Gael men, in order to
avoid public notice and preserve absolute
to their
movements.
secrecy
They
will wear a striking uniform
and wli
march in a body to attend mass on St.
If these
Patrick’s day.
precautions
should not suffice to conceal their identity, they may hold a secret convention in
Centr al Park some afternoon.
It looks very much as if somebody

had
been playing a practical joko on
newspapers, or possibly another lie Caron or
earn a fee from
MoDermott is trying to
the British secret servioe fund by Imagnew
the
When
the Clan-aarmy.
ining
Gael men have a scheme to carry
out
they do not shriek it from the housetops
nor confide it to
the reporters.”
The
statement that thousands of Irishmen
wero drilling In Bnstou was
pronounoed
a humbug by Mr. Roohe.
Into the

Dardanelles,

Berlin,

December 17.—The Cologne Gazette claims to have received offloial
communication stating that additional guard
boats having been admitted into the
Dardeuells, the Powers composing the
Triple Alliance have concluded their
steps in the direction of restoring order
in Asia Minor and'must refuse to be influenced by the efforts of Great Britain
to pledge the Triplo Alliance in
respect
to Armenian reforms.
HOOD’S

tbaa 6,000,000 bo.x«Sh

Cian-a-Gael

BostoD, Doom bar 17.—James Jeffrey
Koohe, editor of the Boston Pilot, today
showed a rpeorter an editoiral whioh is
to appear in the next issue of that paper

a

tomorrow.

SARCASM.

PlbhS

cure

Biliousness, Indigestion,
\ pleasant laxative. All

L4ver

1.1s,

Headache!
Prujjgigta:

Snbbathday

nied” and adds that the necessary meanStimpson and daughter of Gray, were in
ing of these words is that the Union be- this place last week.
tween Great Britain and Canada, between
| The lake is frozen over and makos flue
Great Britain and British Honduras or
skating, whioh isjbeing improved.
British Guiana are ‘‘inexpedient and
The remains of Rev. Mr. Wheeler, of
unnatural.”
Massachusetts, an Advent minister, who
President
his
Munroe, says
Lordship, formerly preaohed in this vioinity, were
disclaims
any such inference from his brought here for interment Friday of last
doctrine, but in this, as in other respeots, week. His wife was buried hure two
Mr. Olney develops it.
years ago.
He lays
down, says Lord Salisbury,
Miss
Freda Brackett
is taking inthat
the expedient and unnatural char- strumental and vocal music
lessons of
acter
of the union between a Eurpoean Miss
of
Mechanic
Falls.
Newport,
and an American
state is so obvious
The boiler and machinery of Mr.
that it will hardly be denied. Her Slajes- Stinchfleld’s steam mill whioh has recenttry’s government are prepared empha- ly been moved from Gray to Poland,
it on behalf of both the went through this place last week drawn
tically to deny
British
and Amerioan people who are
by Mr. Walter Goff’s teams, consisting
to
her
crown.
subjeot
They maintain that of twelve line horses.
uuunsou VJiLvuU XJXA ttllU (IUU 1JDJ
Upper Gloucester, Deo. 16—John Wilson
territories in the western hemisphere is met with an accident one
day last week
both natural and expedient.
while cutting wood. He out his
foot
The
second note of November 26 is
quite badly, so that he is confined to the
wholly devoted to a discussion of tho I10U88. Some four or five of the young
boundary dispute exlousive of its relaciou men went and out up some wood at his
to the Monroe doctrine.
door for him.
We hope that he may not
This deRpatoli, however, sounds
the bo laid
up long.
of
Great
with
Britain’s
keynote
position
Mr. Fred Spring has sold his hay on the
reference to Mr. Olney’s representations. Hatch
place to the Riokor Bros., the proLord Salisbury stated that Great Britain prietors of the Poland
Spring House, and
has repeatedly expressed its readiness to he i#at the
present time having it pressed.
submit
to arbitration
tbe conflicting Joseph Sawyer from the Gloucester Hill
claims of Groat Britain to
territory of district is pressing it.
and follows this
great mineral value,
The people about hero nve wishing for
statement with these important words: more
snow, as it is neither sledding or
But
British
they (The
government) wheeling now. It would not take a great
cannot consent to entertain or to submit amount of snow to make
good sledding.
to the
arbitration of
another, claims
O. R. Dollofl, who has been hauling
based
on
extravagant pretentions of shook for A. H. Jordan from his mill to
Spanish officials in the last century anil Rowes station for two weeks or so, fininvolving the transfer of large numbers ished his job one day last week.
of British
subjects who have for many
Mr. George Blake, who was reported as
years enjoyed the settled rule of the Brit- ono of the sick a week ago, is still conish colony to a nation of. different race flnod to the
house, but we hope we may
and language, whose political system is soou be able to
say he is on the gaining
subject to frequent disturbance and hand.
too
institutions
whose
often
The weather was the coldest here last
afford very inadequate protection to life week that we have had this fall or winter
and property. No issue ot this descrip- so far. Last
Friday morning the thertion has been involved in the questions mometor
registered five degrees below
which
Great Britain and the United zero here at the Corner and it was ten
States have consented to submit to arbi- below at the home of
Samuel
Hioks,
and Her Majesty’s government about a mile from here.
tration
are convinced that in similar circumstanC. P. Holmes, who hag been away on a
of the United Statos short
ces the government
vacation, arrived home one day last
would
be equally firm in declining to week. His mother, who went with
him,
’’
en tertain proposals of such a nature.
will remain away from home longer.
Lord Salisbury concludes by refusing
of
East
Rev. Mr.
Poland,
Smith,
to submit the question to
arbitration. preaced in Centennial Hall last Sunday
Iu the Sonate tbe reading of the Presi- at the usual time.
dent’s message was concluded amid apColds are now, and have been for some
both sides of the chamber,al- time
plause on
quite a common thing aoout here
was
more
pronounced on the as almost everybody has baa one.
though it
Senator
side.
Gorman
said
Republican
to a reporter :
“It is an emphatic Ameri”
8100 Reward 8100.
can message.
BUM
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BLACK

DRESS

GOODS

Department.
We offer some of the Best Values of the season at the Black
Dress Goods Department, making prices on our best goods that
must suggest them as the most desirable for Christmas Gifts.
A fine Black Dress is always acceptable to any lady and the
we quote for this week make it
very much to your advan<
tage for you to bay of us.

prices

Extra Values in Black All Wool Storm Serges. 39 ceutsper yd.
50 cents per yd., 75 cents per yd„ $1.00 per yd.
Black 411 Wool Diagonal Serges for Skirts and Dresses 75 cents
per yd. $1.00 per yd. $1.25 per yd.

Eight great Values for Christmas trade in Black all Wool
Imperial Serges. 29 cents per yd. 39 cents per yd. 50 cents per
yd. 59 cents per yd. 69 cent per yd. 75 cents per yd. $1.00 per yd.
$1.25 per yd.
Seven numbers in Black All wool Henriettas, every piece a
genuine bargain. 29 cents per yd. 39 cents per yd. 50 cents per yd,
59 cents per yd. 63 cents peryd. 75 cents per yd. $1.00 per yd.
The best numbers obtainable in Silk Warp Henriettas, from
to $2.50 per yard.

$1.00

Black Novelties in All Wool, Silk and Wool, mohair, etc. Qual
are sure to make your selection
satisfactory.

ity, Style and Prices

uuiuu

ONE HONEST MANDear Editor: Please inform your readers
that if written to confidentially, t will mall
in a sealed lei ter, t be plan
pursued by
wliloli 1 was permauenlly restored to health
and manly vigor, after years of suffering
from Nervous WeukneoS, night losses and
weak, shrunken parts.
1
have no scheme to extort from any one
I was robbed and swindled
whomsoever.
by the quacks until I nearly lost fallb in
am now
but
I
munklnd,
thank Heaven,
well, vigorous and strong, «nd auxions to
make tills certain means of cure known to
all.
Havins nothing to sell or send 0. O. D,
I
want
no
Address JAS.
A.
money.
HA Hit IS, Delray, Mio’j. Box 866,
■
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New Line of Plaids

ed. 69

cts.

and $1.00

just

openper yard

Wednesday.

Mrs. Geenieaf Mountfort is on the siok
list at the present time, but we hope to
hear that she is about again soon.
The teachers and scholars of the Union
Sunday school are preparing for a Christmas tree and
entertainment, to be held
in Ceutennial hall on Tuesday evening,
December 24th.

24th, to celebrate the 55th anniversary of
their marriage.
Charles Cola has a large crow of men at
wt rg

outting pine

timber.

Riverside Orange held their first meeting in their new hall last Friday evening.
Sits. Jane Plummer is visiting relatives and friends In Windham.

Gray.
Dry Mills, Dec. 1—Waiter GoS moved
Stinchfield's steam mill off tho
Humphrey lot to Poland last week.
Mr. Mark Morse, of Anburn, was making calls in the neighborhood last week.
There are two cases of pnoumonia in

Mr.

the

BOOKS.

neighborhood. George

Goff and Clark
the ones that are siok.
Lewis Quint, Wiliie Small, Will Witham and Rlohard Quint, who
have been
away masoning this summer, have finished their jobs and returned home.
Charles K. Libby’s engine and boiler
for his steam mill came last week. He
has got the foundation ..nearly all in ‘for
it.
There is talk of quite a lot of lumbering being done in this vicinity, as there
is a prospeot now of its being sawed.
It has been very cold, here the past week
Thursday morning it was 10 below zero.
Dwinal Verrili has moved into Henry

Verrlll

are

Strout’s house.
Walter Goff intends to leave for New
Hampshire with his teams for the winter,
Thursday. Will Ohipman will go with
him, with his own team.

Oar Holiday and Choice

GIFT BOOKS
-1

FOE-

CHRISTMAS
are now

being

received

it is well to make

an

and

early

selection.

display in window.
The readers of this paper will oe pleased to
Raymond.
learu that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to oure in all Its
East Raymond, Deo. 16—The Freo*Bapstages, ana that Is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh tist
Sunday sohool will hold a Christmas
Cure Is the only positive cure knowu to the
medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitu- festival at the uhuroh the 25tb.
tional disease, requires a constitutional treatMr. Brown, agent of the Bible society
ment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, was in town last week selling Bibles.
acting directly upon the blood and mucous surIna F. Witham bad the misfortune to
faces of the system, thereby destroying the
last Friday.
foundation of the disease, and giving the patient scald Her hand severely,
It
is rumored here that Prof. Manohesstrength by building up the constitution ana
assisting nature In doing its work. The propri- ter is soon to commence a dancing school
FARM.—70 acres well divided,
etors have so muoh faith In Its curative Bowers at Bartlett’s hall.
200 fruit trees, cuts 25 tons hay, 12 story
that they offer One Huudrea Dollars for any
has purohased a large lot house of 12 rooms, good baru and four poultry
Elias
Bartlett
list
of
testi- of
ease that It fails to cure, fiend for
will houses, plenty of fish and clams at shore, also
timber of Asa M. Edwards and
monials.
soon commence operating on the same.
seaweed dressing, located near a manufacturAddress, F. J. CHUNKY & CO., Toledo, O.
The friends of Mr. Joseph Allen and ing village 20 miles out. Price *2900. W. H.
14-1
H^-Sold by Druggists, T6c,
wife will [fleet at his dwelling house the WALDROM, 180 Middle SU

SEASHORE

MISCELLANEOUS.

Atheletes

Annual

Appreciate

the benefits

be derived from

to

A well-known cham-

Bovinine.

pion bicyclist heartily

commends

Fred Titus, of the

Spaulding

Racing Team says, I have been
taking Bovinine while training,
am surprised at the
strength and
“

renewed

vigor

use.

It is

hard

riding,

I derived from its

grand

to take after

it very

as

soon

re-

stores the life you lose at such

times.”

Bovinine
is

strictly

and

solely a food
stimulant, prepared by a special
cold process from lean,

raw

Its great blood and flesh

qualities

beef.

creating

combined with the

with which it is
it invaluable

digested,

as

a

and

depleted tisues,
maintainer in all

ease

makes

restorer of
as

cases

trength-

of exhaus-

tion, whether caused by disease
over-exertion.

or

All

JIUK»E

Druggists.

ttLAHRElS

.ASLlSLSKfWJait
Made in 250 styles.

Ym

3

15
\i
5

—

morning, and it will be free to the pub-

trance one

finds

some

of raised work.
Mrs. Harry Harmon shows a beautiful
lamp, a charming portrait of her little
girl that is a speaking likeness, and otharticles.
Mrs. Abner H. Davis shows good work
in cups and saucers, a myonnaise dish,
and displays in all, eighteen pieces.
Miss Gertrude Millett, whose decorations always command the greatest attener

Our display of* HOLIDAY GIFTS
young. We will

IWI
FM
111601

<5

j

r l

COnOLENE

Charles ^Varney exhibits some
pretty trays and other small pieces.
Mrs. Stanley P. Warren’s two large

attract much attention.
There is
also an oyster set and a tray prominent
among the other work.
Miss Sarah Coolidge makes a very nice
vases

QiaaoooaaoQQQSs»aoQa<30QooQa

There is
head and quite a

display.

WESTBROOK.
*

a

plate with
collection

a

fancy

of

other

following

lodge,

D. of R., elected the
officers for the ensuing term at

their meeting Monday evening: N. G.,
Mrs. John Graves; V. G., Mrs. Charles
M Leilan; secretary, Mrs. Rena Riggs;

recording secoretary,
treasurer, Mrs. Cary

Mrs.Bertha Knight;
Smith.
Tomorrow evening, the youDg ladies of
Mrs. Brooks’s class of the Congregational
Sunday school olass invite the public to a
“winter picnic,,” to bejheld in the par-

Short Pant Suits, from 1,00 to 12,00,
One lot of flue all wool Suit< at 3,00, former

ODD

GIVEN AWAY.

lors of the vestry.
A unique entertainhas been provided and an orchestra
will furnish music.
A Gypsy fortune

ment

teller will be one
the evening.

of

the

attractions

of

The Christmas windows, displayed by
the merchants in tihs city are unusually
attractive, and several are original and
novel.

is

Beautiful

_

_

Pictures, size

•

New York, December 17.—The Morning
Advertiser says: “Levi P. Morton is an
avowed candidate for the Presidency.
During the present week a distinguished party leader told an Advertiser reporter last night the governor may
conclude
to take his friends into his confidence and
deolare to them just how ho feels about
1896.
“A leader who saw the governor at
Ellerisie cn Friday last, came hack with
a pretty firm conviction that Mr. Morton
floes not propose to toss away the hoDor
offered him at the last Saratoga convention, and that while lie does not propose
to personally exert himself, he will be
pleased to have the Jieiv York defegatiDn
stand as firmly for his nomination at St.
Louis as did the famous 900 for that of
Grant In 1880.”

connoisseurs.

F.

and the dainty and
artistically served
refreshments.
It being prize day, the
was

are

expeoled.

There will also be an exhibition of
Maine fruit to which all are invited to
contribute. Premiums are offered for the
best specimens.

The fine new passenger steamer which
The citizens of Presque Isle and Arooshas been in process of construction
at
Moosehead Lake for the Coburn company took are arranging to give visitors a most
is finished now. as far as the ship carcordial welcome, and all fruit-growers
She is to bo
penters are concerned.
launched and delivered the first of May. and the public generally are cordially inShe is expected to be one of the gem vited to visit Aroostook on this occasion
bouts ol' Moosehead.
and attend the meetings.
Maounl

Training

School.

Mr. Georgo H. Babb, principal of the
Manual Tra n ng school of the North
school, has invited Mayor Baxter, mem-

The readers of our

publications

are

re-

Half

Hose,

2

Camel’s Hair Hose at 19c

for 25c.

pair

Christmas

Department,
soma

_

__

_

or

man

a

at
at

pair.

comes

but once

a

boy.

Don’t

year,

a

fail

We have everything pertaining to Optical
goods. Also a large stock of

Portland,

SQUARE.

f

Greenhouses.

decll lmo*

Met Office.

UNDER U. S. HOTEL.

Special Excursion

to

••

Florida.
Europe

Low ra es to or from all parts of
Cheap rates to points North, South, East and
West.

All arrangements made in advance.
uov22

through

lmo eod

Bibles,K

Washington, Richmond and

Atlantic Coast Line
Trains Daily

2

2
fiouet of the celebrated “New Yarn and
Florida Special.” Excursion tlokets to
all important Points.
Johnson, N. E. Agt, 800 Washington St. Bostondec7dlmo

cigar

REWARD!

-

37 PLUM

gTEEB®,

«

Thermometers.
Traveling Bags.
Work Boxes.

Cards,

Cases.

[

-AND-

The

»

-FOR-

that
ket
Sterling, The full assort-

Gold Pens,
Hand Bags,

l

i
i

lbs. New Prunes,

?4 }£8*
lbs.
3
5

Raisins,
3-Crown, Mew Raisins,
lbs. 4-Crowu, New Rniains,

lbs. New Clean Currenst,

£«w Citron.

N»w Cider, (for pies only)
Pie B*ef, Suet and Unices.
S'ias, Nuts hud Dates.
£©*
101b 8. Rolled Oats,

S.
35

A
visit to
these facts.

our

store

25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cis.
-5 cts.
25 cts.
16 cts.
20 cts.

finmi r
I 11 LULL.

IlflllPF
IIUUOLi

rHcHLL HuilNt
decdeodSw

—

.7

uuu

Fp.
\

<F

5
5

GO.,

Can

Salmon,
10 cts. can
Pork Koasts,
8 cts. ]b
Beef hoaiy’s,
6 to 12 cts. lb
Corned Beef
2 to 8 cents, lb
Inmarinus,
8 cts lo
16 bs. Mlver Skinned Onion*.
25 cts
12 lbs. > weet Potatoes,
Good Potatoes,

;

Box, 6 for $5

\

5

J

p. p. AND OLD SORES

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH, MALARIA.
AND POTASSIUM
KiDNEY TROUBLES

and DYSPEPSIA

Marvelous Cures

tn entirely rmcnt by P.PA
—Priokly Ash. Poke Hoot and Potee*
•lam, the grestees blood purifier Ob
earth.

in Blood Poison

Abbbdxsh, O.. July 21,1891.
Mbssbs Lisfhah Bbos. Savannah.
Ga.: Bbak Bias—I bought a bottle or
P. at Hot Springs,Ark.,aad
It has doue me more good than three
months* treatment at the Hot Springe.
Seed three bottles O. O. D.
Lespectfully ycurs.
_

dm
xT

.^A
\

P P- P.purifles the blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, give*
stTeugth to weakened aer7es, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
whore siokuess,
giocmy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

happiness

For primary, secondary and tertiary
typhllis, for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria,
dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
Dlotehes, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may

say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. p. i8 the best
bkrad purifier in the world, and makes
and
speedy
permanent cures
positive,
in all cases.

25 cts

cts. bush
50 cts. bush

CURE.

per

i

of

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

50

A.
MADDOX
& 37 Middle, 54to 69 India Sts

Jr JL Jki Jh4

you

yourP.P.

jggy

BARGAINS!-

I St. Andrews Turnips.
25 cts. I

BI! IF 51

will convince

STEVENS & JONES CO. a^LEELLsETRS.

5 Makes

JAPANESE
THEORY

Opticians,
near Pearl St.

WATCH OUR WINDOW DISPI.AY.
(1ft
Ills

STOCK,.#

.

..LOWEST PRICES,

x^

4

prices.

Federal St.,

STREET,

OPPOSITE

Inkstands, speetion,

DO YOU APPRECIATE

you desire but co me and see u
If you have not the money to pay
cash we will sell you on weekly or
monthly payments at the lowess

151

in-

;

CHOICEST

Counters,

For sals by Landers & Babbidge. 17 Monument Square, Portland Me

Ci’t lake tire Prats

and

ready

ment is
for your

\|

Christmas Gifts.

Whist Prizes.
Writing Folios.
White Metal
Goods.

Most

Priced
the marafforded.

{;!

FANCY GOODS

whist

bDNGRESb

Books, Modebate

l<|

fBOOKS

Ask for SB. MOTT'S PEHTH, TltOVAI. PILES and take no other*
IS" Send for circular. Price SI.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00.
UR. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.,
Cleveland. Ohio.

DON'T SAY YOU

jewelers

Cash

PENNYROYAL FILLS. §?;~!

For the arrest and conviction of the
parties who assaulted John H. Doyle,
in a saloon on India street, on or about
the 17th day of September.
JAMES DOYLE,
nov28dlmo*
Victor, Col.

FRED L. MERRILL &

Mirrohb,

FVF.RY effort
been
t has
M
M
made this year
“ml
to secure three
desirable
resuite In our assortment.
PflllPDCOO CTBCCT

Fountain Fens.
Family Bibles,
Boards, Goods in

$500

Opera and Field Glasses.

SO.

Sterling,

Prayer Books.
Photo albums,
Pocket Books
Silver Mounted,
Playio Cards.
Photo Frames,
Purses.

--*■

Rings, Jewelery. Clocks, Bronzes,
Silverware, Spectacles, Eye Glasses,

__

Pa per Cutters
Stationery
In Boxes,
Scrap Books,
Shaving Sets,
triplicate

Domino^,^

Sets.
Christmas

shall be open eveni
codtf

Cases,
Lap Tablets,
Letter Cases,
Mirrors,
Manicure sets.
Musis Bolls,
Novelties In

Booklets, Fine Memo.

card

We shall be pleased to show you a
complete line of Watches, Diamonds,

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK, Rt4t) JOB PRIjlTER,

®ACKS

Collars and
Cuff Boxes,
cribbage

Charleston via.;

Washington.

Raymond & Whitcomb’s Excursions to Ai
ianta.
Special excursions to Atlanta.
Raymond and Whitcomb Excursions
to
California.
excursions to California
Special 9 mos.
••
•'

Special

Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishars,
26 and 28 monument sq., Portland.

NOVELTIES,

Card Cases,
Celluloid

Novelties,
Comb Sets, Dressing
Calendars,
cases,
Backgammon
Diaries.
Boards, Dictionary

dtf

Florida

VIOLETS ADD CARiVATMS

Pine Tree

HOLIDAY
Atjto. Albums,
Albums,
Brush and

Maine,

~

decll

Jeweler,

City

HARMON,

E. §. PESDEXTER,
561 Congress St.

McKENNEY,

Forest

SHORT &

Christmas Goods,
including Silverware, Jewelery,
Watches,
Clocks, in all styles from the elegant Marble
and Onyx to the Nickel Alarm. I also have an
endless variety of novelties in Sliver, including
Manicure Sets, Paper Cutters. Match Boxes,

we

Jewel

LORING,

♦«A

At

Leading One Price Spot

Have you examined these Pianos I

Menthol in sliver cases. Coat Plaster in Case
Pin Cushions. Emery Bags, Kazor Hone In silver case, Thimbles In Solid
Silver. Aluminum all sizes at 6c each at

Open Evenings.

QO.,

oC

Commencing Monday evening Dee. 10
ings until after Christmas.

before you purchase.

MONUMENT

The

AA

PIANO WAREROOMS, 538 CONGRESS ST.

Come and see the goods

the

A

CRESSEY, JONES & ALLEN,

at

quested to use Salvation Oil for any and
all poles. It il a susa cure. 2a cents.
[

all framed in White and Gold, with S3.00 worth from our Children’s
some
heart glad.
Don’t neglect the opportunity,
Bring joy to

We’re the sole representatives for these makes. Both these
makes have po' its of excellence that piano critics appreciate.
Don’t buy any Pianos without seeing these two makes.

bers of the school Hoard, and others to
visit tho Training school
this forenoon
to witness specimens of work done by
the first three grades in his department.
There will be an exhibit of the work
class
done by the school and a
will
The object is to show
work.
be
what the school is doing and to awaken
an interest in its needs.

from 4.00 to 12.00.

GLOVES—Dress Gloves, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00. Working Gloves, oil tanned, at 19c
Buck and Calf Skin, lined aud unlined, at 45c, 75c, 1.00, 1.25 and 1.50.
We carry an immense line of Mackintoshes and Umbrellas and quote the Lowest Prices.

GILDEKEESTER k KROEGER AND BLAIS k SONS,

Telephone ut Fickett’s Drug
195 Dau forth St.
Fruit Culture,” Store,

speakers

prices

Linen Handkerchiefs, plain and fancy, Silk Handkerchiefs. Initial Handkerchiefs, Silk
Mufflers, Fancy Suspenders, Common Suspenders.
LINEN COLLARS and CUFFS, all style; Collars, 2 for 25c; Celluloid Collars, 18c; Celluloid
Cuffs, 34c.

pair.

PENDEXTER’S.

pretty present.

Aoademy hall, Presque Isle,
meeting
Wednesday and Thursday, January 8th
and 9th, 1896.

“Troublesome lnseots in
by Prof. F. L. Harvey, State College;
“Food Value of Nuts and Fruit,” by
Miss Anna Barrows, of Boston. Other

by 16,

CLARK

Knives, $3.30 per doz.
Tea Spoons, $2,30.
Desert Spoons, $4.00.
Table Spoons, $4.30.
We have a large variety
of
Pie
Berry
Spoons,
Knives, Fisb Sets, Cold
Meat Forks, firavy. Oyster
and Soup
Ladles, Fruit
Knives, Nut Picks, Sugar
Spoons and Butter Knives
in plush lined cases, and
they make a useful and

Emergency Olub.
The Emergency club met on Monday
with its popuar president, Mrs.
T. D.
Jewel. The members were in a happy
mood and fully enjoyed the afternoon,

The programme will consist of lectures
and papers upon the fruit industry of
Maine, including “Small Fruit Culture
for Maine,” by Mr. J. H. Hale, of South
Glastonbury, Conn.; “Raising Apples for
Profit, by Mr. Chas. S. Pope, of Manchester; “Plum Cultur« in Maine,” by
Mr, Willis A. Uuce, of South
Union;

to select from,

styles

Underwear for all. Boys’ Underwear at 25c and 45c.
Men’s white and mixed Underwear
19c, 45c,75c,$1.00,1.26,1.50 and 2.00. Contocook W Underwear at 75c, Contocook A Underwear
1.08 each, worth 1.25 at wholesale.

PANTS.

Rogers & Bro. A1 Star
Brand Silver Plated Ware
is the best, and every piece
is warranted for 20 years.

a

Council

Morton’s Candidacy,

13

_.

SILVERWARE."

of Administration, G, A. K.
is flourishing, and some sick members,
Messrs. M. B. Watson of Post 17, G A at least, are learning what an
emergency
R., Auburn; Josiab F. Day of Post 70, olub may mean. The next meeting will
Springvale, George B. Haskell of Post be with Mrs. Ring at 68 Atlantio street,
120. Leistonw, John P. Carson of Post Deoember 30tb.
111, Mt. Vernon and Charles. H. Hooper
frttlMirowen' Meettug
of Post 70, Castine, member of the CounThe Maine State Pomologlcal Society
cil of Administration of the Department
will
of Maine, G. A. R., will meet
at the and the State Board of Agriculture,
office of Assistant Adjutant General A. join in holding a union Fruit Growers’
11. Sawyer in this oily this evening at
in
_

pair, worth 4.00.

---

26

price 5,00,

SHORT

_

IRA

oounted, and resulted in Mrs.
Edgerlv winning the first prize whioh
Rev. S. F. Strout of Rochester, N. H., was a handsome blotting pad, and Mrs.
Gould oarried o2 in triumph a glittering
a former pastor of the Westbrook Methoto
dist chucrh, visited friends in this city prize whih will be a useful adjunot
the work basket, and in an emergency
yesterday.
The olub
might replenish the larder.

7.80.

a

■---XOX-_

magnifloent work of art and a plate in
raised work, in which heads are prominent, exoites the admiration of all

score

One lot of All Wool Pants at $2.25

pair.

Hosiery—English Cashmere
Heavy Wool Hose at 25c a pair.

to mahe

CharlesfBailey shows among oththings, a handsome fish set, and beautiful lamp. Mrs. W. H. S tevens’ handsome vases, plaoques and oollar and ou ff
Lonlgey

a

to 20.00.

Odd Short Pants, 21c, 45c, 75c, 98c, 1.25, 1,50, 1.75 and 2.00,

Mrs.

Miss

BusinesS)Suits

Pants from $1.25 to 7.00

Men’s Odd

attractive styles to select from. Durable, handsome Garments at
10°° aUd12,0°*
StiU finei* and unapproacIiaMe bargains are

good, durable Low Priced Ulsters. Price, quality, workmanship guaranteed, at $4.98,
6.00, 8.00, 10.00,12.00, 15.00, 18.00, 20.00, 22.00 and 25.00.
In still finer grades at $15.00, 18.00, 20A)0,
at $4.98, 6.00, 8.00,10.00,12.00.

CHILDRENS REEFERS.
Keefers, from 2.50 to 7.00.

Children’s

er

by

Men’s

small.

And

E>rVO.

CmLDH.E]\r’S OVERCOATS.

Miss Medora Atwood shows a charming
head and two bear tiped plaoques.

vase

RUhiO
If QTrRQ
I

or

5‘°°’ 6‘°°’ 80°'

Children’s Cape Overcoats, from 2.00 to 8,00.
Children’s Ulsters, from 4.00 to 14,00.

fancy

boxes.
The

^.(^,22^25*00 K^h.Oof^

and

new

they large

SMOK.ING JACKETS.

pieces.
Naomi

We will meet your wants, be

you.
*11 the

A TTO

Boys* Kersey and Melton Overcoats, fiom 6.00
Boys’ Ulsters, from 4.00 to 16.00.
Boys’ Suits, from 4.00 to 18.00 a suit.

n.

set.
Mrs.

[

satisfy

X0X

some beautiful plates in raised
work and other artioles.
Mrs Agustus Champlin shows a most
artistio salad dish, several
toilet sets,

$

O

We will

you.

JTIES’S FOB PASTS.

table

nn

IMF
i ■MB Si

^

are

MEN’S FINE SUITS.

the centre

onnlda

please

IwIEM^S El ME
our Overcoats
at 15.00? IS.OoT

superb punch bowl after
a
variety of cups and
bon boxes, trays, etc.
|

She also exhibits at

Bargains.

The most appropriate and desirable Presents at FAIREST
opened and ready.
Remember this assortment contains the RIGHT thing for every ^person, old, middle-aged or

FIGURES.

bon
Mrs. Dana W. Fellows shows a table
remarkably rich in its adornment, worthy of a place beside the Florentine
mosaio.

Christmas

to

NEVER SO GOOD888888888888NEVER SO CHEAP.

tion, exhibits a
VischoS’s style,
saucers,

Call

Cheerful

handsome

very

trays, the work of Mrs. Robert B. Swift.
Mrs. Samuel Eveleth displays a beautiful set of plates in raised work, which
is a specialty with her, a beautiful vase
and several small pieoea
Mrs. Charles M. Rice exhibits a table
top, on which roses are exauisitely painted. At the long table in the centre of the
apartment Mrs. Rioe has a beautiful
rose jar a bouillon set and several pieces

f i

<j

a

A

lio for the next three days. The room in
whioh the display is made is located in
the upper story of the building, so that
visitors are advised to take the elevator.
The exhibition this year, is the largest
and most sumptuous in the history of the
club. Begin ning at the right of the en-

pot a hadsome tobaooo jar and many
trays and dishes.
Miss Marion Jordan shows a Bacchus
in bionze and gold work that is worthy
of the great artists of the medieval days.
This piece took a medal at the exhibit of
the National League in New York. Miss
Jordan also displays a handsome soup

irwkarsBeitl|
for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What’s best
for digestion
for health ?
Thousands of women answer:

hibition at the Union Mutual Life Insurance company’s building, corner of Congress and
Exchange streets yesterday

also a beautiful table top to match
the
placque, a handsome punoh bowl and
many small articles.
Miss Annie Swett shows some very fine
work on a punch bowl a pretty ohocolate

^

\

OUR CHRISTMAS REUS m THEY RING FOR AIL

The China Decorators’ club, of this
oity, whose admirable work has gained a
reputation that is bounded neither by
city or state lines, opened its annual ex-

placque, are among the most exquisite things In the hall. The finest
tints are remarkably well done. There is

AfESasdl

s

Fine Work of the

framed

Years.[TO

Thousands of testimonials.
A
Solff by ail dealers.
VVriic us for 5/A Book.
M/M. AYRES & SONS, Philadelphia. \

5

tbe

etc.
Miss Emma Twitohell’s

baker Blanket.
5/A
Many Hkt« Worn 16

5

of

plates,

Square Blankets for the road.
Surcingle Blankets for Stable.
All shapes, sizes and qualities.
The Best 5/A is the

r

Exhibit

Society.

&

it.

DECORATORS’ CLUB.

CHINA

jf|[ g£^

thi® terrible disease? We
written
guarantee with « boxes, to refund the money ir not cured. Mailed to anygive
address by
The Japanese Pile Cure
Company, St. Paul Minn.
For
in Portland by JOHN P. KEEFE, 206 Middle St., and SIMMONS & HAMMON
and s^e
800 Congress Street.
tnoviatt
i

I

Ladles whoso systems are poisoned
•nd whose blood is in an impure condition. due to menstrual Irregularities,
•re peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonic and blood cleansing properties of P. p. P.-Prickly A*h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

«aPf

Sphtnowbld, Mo., Ang. 24th, 2893.
can speak ia the highest terma of
your medicine from ray own persona!
knowledge. I was affected vrlth heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, wr.s treated by the very boot
physician* ana spent hundreds uf dollars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and eau
cheerfully say it ha* done me more
good than anything I have over taken.

xJSfk

AQflerera of the above diseases.

W*

2k

—I

S can recommend your medicine

to

aYi

MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Jko.

_

JAB. M. NEWTON.
Aberdeen, Brown County, Ob
Capt. J. 9. Johnston,
To all vhom it may concern: I here*
bv testify to the wonderful propsrtlee
or P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. X
.affsrsd for sovera) years with

an un*
on
every known remep. p. p. was

sightly and disagreeable eruption
I tried
ray face.
tiy hue m valr,until
and am now entirely oured.

(Slgnedbyi

used,

^J.D.JOHNS^N^

Skin Cnneer Cared.

Teitimonyfromth* Mayor of Sequin,Tmk
SEQrw, Tnx., January 14, 1893.
Mbs9K9. Lippman Bros. , Savannah,
Ga.: Geutlem»n—I have triad your P.
P. P. tor a disease of the skin, usually
known *a skin oanoor.of thirty years*
and found great relief; it
standing,
purifies the blood and removes all ir*
rltation from the seat of the disoas*
and prevents any spreading of th*
sores. I hs ve taken fivoor six bottle*
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
roe from lndigsrtion
and fitomadb
trouble** Yours truly.
CAPT. W. M, RUST,
A ttorney at Lav.

Ecoi (i Glocd Diseases Mailed Fr§8.
ALL

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

LIPPMAN BROS.
PE0PR1ET0E8,

yjppuaim’s HlcokjSavanShbi, ©3>
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PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS

—AND—

STATE PRESS.
Subscription- Rates.
Daily (iu advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; ilO cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Fress, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
5IAINE

MISCEIXANEODS.

tendod to be final and to forbid the hope
that anything could be effeoted by further
diplomatic correspondence. Iu his message the Presidout says praotioally that
the time for
with any hope of

FINANCIAL,

CHICAGO

negotiation

5

first
Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three inserw eek. 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $1.00 per square,
livery other
day advertisements, one third less than these
In

ates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
hrst week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a coland

umn

one

long.

inch

Notices,

Special

first page, one-tliird ad-

on

ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales. $2.00 per
scuareeach week. Three insertions or less,
51.50 per square.
Heading Notices

nonpanel typo and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
line each Insertion.
Pure Reading Notices In reading matter type,
25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adverfor
tisements, 25 cents per week iu advance,
in

less, no display. Displayed adver4 40 words
1
jsemeuts under these headlines, and all advernot pa?dj lia advanoe, iwill he
isemeuts
or

barged at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for
or first Insertion, and fifty cents per square
:seli subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
•eriptions and advertisements to Portland
Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.. 97
Portland. Me.
New York Office;

Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews, Manager.

No. 66

PRESS.

THE

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18.
the satisfaction of

had

President

The

receiving unanimous approval by his
sage

on

the Venezuelan

Lord

favor

of

folks,

but

be

to

in

doctrine for other

Monroe

the

mes-

question.

Salisbury appears

If

it

objects to having

is

a

is down to $73,000,000
be another issue of bonds
the only way out of it ac-

reserve

therejmust
That

soon.

is

cording to the President and the Secretary
of the Treasury, for they both say that an
inarease of revenue would do no good,
and the latter distinely advises Congress
to increase the revenue. The withdrawal of the greenbacks could not be accomplished in time to do any good, were
Congress disposed to withdraw them.
not

The demands of the
tric

car

employes

^Philadelphia
not

are

elec-

unreasonable

perhaps, in view of the responsibility put
upon them; but it iB not at all probable
that they will sucoeed in realizing them.
There are too many men out of employment.
The resort to rioting thus early
makeB it evident that the only hope of
success lies in preventing now men from

If

Fnfland

is

down

so

Lhnrd

the

upon

people

garded all along by

on

been

certain of the

justice

iation

in

a

England submitting

a

serious one. It lias now developed
into a very grave one, and though wo
still believe that war will bo averted,
without the sacrifice of the honor of either
nation
concerned, it must be admitted that war is a possibility far less remote
than it

appeared

a

STATE TOPICS

The house of State Superintendent of
Schools Stetson, at Augusta, was broken
into Sunday night, aud a small sum of
money and a quantity of valuable wearing apparel taken.

of Unionville, is authorthe
ity for the statement that
railroad
surcounty
Washington
veyors might save about a mile and
Franklin
a half between Cherrytleld and
by taking a little different course. That
would be quite a difference and make
a saving of some $30,000.

;Mr. Lindsey,

An albino partridge, the tips of its
white feathers tinted with pink, is the
latest freak brought out of the Maine
woods
He had been a resident of the town of
Otis, where the poll tax is $1.60 this year,
After he had
and he refused to pay it
lain three days in jail he handed over
$7.78 and departed.

and its belief

England

can

is perhaps well founded.
scarcely afford to complicate

complication she may involve herself in.
Rut oven were England not exposed tc
attacks at home a war with us would hi
disastrous. Her great commerce make;
her exceedingly vulnerable to attack. Ter
rible losses could he inflicted upon her hi
swift cruisers.

Her North

province would also ba
be speedily
ovorrun

at

our

by

extremely improbable.

little short of madness

SO Cents-

our

It

on

PIANOS I
o

©«ir Stock Was ]Vot
'I:

her part

bt

to dr

QUESTION.

Tho message which the President son
to Congress yesterday in regard to till
Venezuelan boundary question will maki

profound impression

stood that

throughout tin
It lias been generally under

England

Selected

It is just

as we

always carry.

Hie largest and Best Assortment

Salisbury’s

refusal had not beer

peremptory and decisive ss to furbii
the hope that England might reconside;
as the result
of further correspondence

so

But it is quite evident from the Presi
dent’s message that her answer was in

toes. These are lined
with chamois skin, are hand
sewed and positively the best
men’s slippers that money

can

put together.

STEINWAY & SONS.
Hardman, Gabler,

and
Class Pianos.

other

Bacon,

"1
CHAS. S. FOBES, Prest.,
I
W. F. MILLIKEN. V. Prest.,
>■ Executive
JAM E8 E. McDOWELL,
I Committee,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
j
CHAS. L. MARSXON, Sec’y,
eodtt
oc21

we are

sole

front and

High

back, elastic sides.
Many people prefer this style, as it keeps the
feet wanner, particularly the
aukles, from floor draughts.
Light tan in color, pointed
toe, made of soft, easy kid,
hand turned, flexible soles.
Prices $3.50 and $j}.25.

&

517 CONGRESS STREET.

Sons

T. C.

dee 12

McGOULDRICH, Manager.

MAROON
MORROCCO.

isk

graved

or

Patent leather
trimmed.
Wide toe.
Hand turned,

orna'

hand

ments.

sewed.

$2.50 and

$2.00.

Unusual good
value.

Holder.

STEVENS SILVER

CO.,

573

RUSSET
GOAT

Congress St.

of

-OF-

A choice assortment of Novelties in

style
Tray Cloths,

:

denumber of pretty
in black and russet at
$1.25 and $1.50 per pair.
A

r—rr IN :——

signs

LADIES’

Jackets, Capes

Commencing Thursday, Dec. 12th,
our

We have an immense line
Felt Slippers for Ladies,
Misses, Boys aad Men. Regular low cut in brilliant red
felt; made “like a hat,” not a
seam in them, and also the
high cut, fur trimmed Romeos.
Handsome, substantial. Good for the health.
of

and Furs.

EVENINGS.
we

o’clock Tea and

and

gentlemen,

offar

entire stock ot

Ladies’ Garments.

There’s no such line of
leather and felt slippers anywhere else in Maine.

Seal, Mink, Persian Lamb, Astrachan’
Electric Seal, Montignacs, Chinchillas,
Beavers, Kerseys, Cheviots, &o., at
greatly reduced prices, and in many
in

concert.

in
the

decl8dtd

SURPLUS

Correct Accounts received

ladies

they will
sensible
you good,
Christmas suggestions.
See our windows,

give

NOTICE.
There will be

HASKELL&JONES.
a°011

Monument Square.

W.F.&Mttt

I

free Lecture in

City Hall,

December 20th, at eight
Howe.
Pastor of
Church of LewisGod’s Hand in American
ton, Me.
History.” All are invited to be present and
enjoy a most interesting address by a resident of our own State. A collection will be
taken to pay expense of the hall.
decl8-d3t

“Subject:

favorable

on

terms.

PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL

allowed on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others deInterest

J. M. DYER & CO.
dec!4dtf

ENTERTAINMENT i DANCE

I ewi s;

dec!2diw

KOTZSCHMAR HALL

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 18tli,

10-30 4 Per Csnt Bonds,

$3*oo.

Accident Insurance

GRAND

1, 1895.

—

We recommend these bonds for Trust Funds

WOODBURY

-Shoes-

&

Cor. Middle and
nov26

MISS CLEMENTINE VARNEY,
Second

(Ada Cary.)

Exchange Sts.
dtf

Palmer
Shoe

Co.,
541 CONGRESS ST.

|

Girls’ Silver Watches.

1

«

]

Coin, Silver Stem Wind i
t Watohes, $5.00 to $10.00. «
{ Every watch wan anted to keep 4
♦ good time, and my prices are the «
♦ lowest.
You can save money on W
X WatcheB If you buy of
2

♦

♦

J
j

Solid

McKENNEY,

the

Jeweler,

Monument Square.

OPEN

EVENINCS.

j)
j

Contralto,

Violinist,

of Hew

York,

MR. HARVEY MURRAY, Accompanist.
Tickets, including reserved seats, 31.00.
Now on sale at Stockbrldge’s Music Store.
dec!2dlw*

LIBERAL

6's.
Borough of Braddook, Penna., 41-2’s and 5's.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5’s,
Portland A Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

Chapman National Bank.

First

MRS. C. M. RAYMOND,
(Annie Louise Cary,) Second Contralto,
MISS GERALDINE* MORGAN,

City of Ashland, Wisconsin,

The annual meeting of the stockholders ol
the Chapman National Bank of Portland, Mo,<
will be held at Its Banking Rooms on Tuesday
the 14th day of January. 1896, at 10 o’clock
a. m., for the eleotion of Directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally some before the
CHESTER H. PEASE. Cashier.
meeting.
decl3td
Portland, Dec., 14,1896.

Soprano,

MRS. FRANK McKENNEY,

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4’s.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5’s.

NOTICE.

CONCERT

TO BE GIVEN BY-

SOPRANO, Assisted by

MOULTON,

INVESTMENTS.

is.
Sheriff’s Office.
Portland Me., Dec. 19, ’95.
I will pay to any person or persons the sum of
Fifty Dollars
($60) for the recovery of the
body of a child, about two
months old, supposed to have
been abandoned in the woods
near Prides
Corner, Monday
night, November 36th.
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER.
decl2dtf
Sheriff.

'

Sally Frothingham Akers,

BANKERS.

The best wearing, most stylish, and
the greatest value of any $3.00 Men’*
Shoes on the continent,
Best calfskin, dongola tops, solid
f
leather soles, with all the popular toes,
:j
lasts
and fastenings, and Lewis’ Cork
|
Filled Soles.
Each pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for $100, good for
60 days.
Wear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
once and you will never change.
The
insurance goes for “full measure.”
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis’
Shoes.
Sold by CENTER & McDOWELL.

The

fiOcts., for sale at Center & McDow.
ell’s, Cressey, Jones & Allen’s, at door and by
School
Scholars.
High
Tickets

$100,000

DATED NOVEMBER

TONICrHT.

DANCE

CITY OF BELFAST, MAINE,

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+

We make this offer thus early in the
season in order to ensure the sale of these
goods during the Holiday season.

a

Friday Evening,

o’clock, by Rev. G. M.
the First Congregational

507 1-2

ART
Open

•

EXHIBITION

Free at

Congress §t„

(Over OWEN & MOORE’S,)

Oil and Water Color Paintings, Architectural Drawings and Mural Decorations,
Photographs, Drawings and copies from
Also
and
masters.
Dutch
Italian
student work, including the

-FOR SALS BY

H. M. PAYSON & CO,
SAiMacinaSj
1lyl7

•

Now

dtf

Fox Studio for 1895.
The exhibition will be open Sunday
afternoons
Sunday, 29th
including

BONDS.

decl6eod2w

December.

EXHIBITION AND SALE OF
OLD COLONY R.R.
OIL AND WATER COLOR PAINTINGS
4’s, due 1924.
And Decorated Novelties by
Congress St.,
BOSTON & MAINE Frank L. Bowie,after48 Christmas.
until
Open
Will
decl7-lw
afternoon.
R. R.
The Ladles of the Woodfords Cong’l Church
GIVE
4’s, due 1937.
continue

every

WILL

: :

at

LESS THAN COST.

Chiekering & Sons, 583 Congress
the hall on the night of the
Chiekering piano used exclusively.

For sale at

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

Cumberland

Slippers, dark shade, medium
toe, low heel. $2.00.

MARK-DOWN SALE

:

5

AND

23,’95,

TICKETS, #1.00 each.

street and at

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

announces

MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER

195 Middle St P. a Box 1108.

round thread, fine
10-4 linen for embroidery.

for

Boston, the Eminent Pianist,
GRAND RECITAL on

At 8 o'clock.

$bU REWARD.

TOILET

GRAND

a

PORTLAND, MAINE,

China, Glass,

TONGUE
BOYS’ WATCHES.

HALL.

Taa

NEW LOAN.

purchased. Made expressly for us by Jas. A, Banthe
ister,
leading slipper
maker of the world.
Price,
$3.00.

dt£

K0TZSCH31AR

dtf

GOODS. Casco National Bank MR. ERNST PERABO

every

It is satin finwith en-

,

nov23

close rolled, with gold sterling
siring to open accounts, as wall as from
silver and natural handles. All those wishing to transact Banking busiFor the
benefit of Home for
ness of anj description throagk this Bank.
at lower prices than ever. An
Destitute and Friendless Boys.
-ATappropriate present for a lady or STEPHEN H SMALL. Presllsit.
CITY
can
be
selected
from
Wednesday
HALL,
Evening Dec. 18.
gentleman,
MARSHALL H G00IS3, CjjWsi
this stock at the usual low dry
P. II. S.
goods store prices.

A rich chocolate color, regular low cut, trimmed with
white stitching. A luxury of
One of the
good feeling.
•‘smoothest” slippers we have

Co.,

S__

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

HOLIDAY

New

—

Trinket

OPEN

-BY THE-

(Exclusive design.)

Wholesale and Retail lepresentatives in the New Englrnd States
FOR THE SALE OF-

Steinert

M.

Disk

monument Square.

6’s

Down Comforters.

OPERA.

Bonbon

Jeweler,

LEEDS AND FARMINGTON

and

Leather,
Down Pillows,

KID
ROMEOS.

KID

First

IN ALL THE LATEST DESIGNS AND POPULAR WOODS.
The fact that

Silver

the

SECURITIES.

Exchange Street,

Celluloid &

NEW

to be found East of Boston.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE $1.24.

McKENNEY,

WANTED.

BANKING

narrow

factory.

Timer.

CO.,

NORTHERN

Silk, Gloria, &c., including

had refused to submi

the.queation in its entirety to-arbitration
but. it was generally hoped and expeutec
that Lora

Especially

slipper made, this is it.
Numerous styles—light tan,
dark chocolate, and wine color, some fine grain called
“gunpowder seal," others resembling the finest part of an
Broad toes,
alligator skin.
nicest

OUR

troops

would

handsome. Made of genuine Ceylon Seal Skin.
Price,
If you want the
$3.50.

FOR THJEE_

cases
THE VENEZUELAN

country.

II
f|

am

so.

a

A Great Big Piece for?

Ameiicai
mercy

That she will run all these risks for thi
sake of a little'territory in South Americi
is

Plug Tobacco

—

Genuine W'altliam,Double
Slock Silver, Stem Wind,
A
Good
Only
$5.50.

FINANCIAL.

dtf

so

to bo.

herself with us at this juncture. Site
has pionty of trouble on her hands in the
other hemisphere. She is unpopular all
over the continent of Europe nnd Russia
is watching her, ready to take advantage
of any mistake she may make or anj

our

dainty a gift as a jewel, so
clean, so trim, so wholesome,
as

91 It is 'reported that there may bo a
company formed at Ellsworth in the near Eight of the representative Pianos of America, is sufficient gurantee of our ability to meet all
future composed of 30 of the
leading competition. Old Pianos or Organs taken in exchange. Catalogues mailed free on application.
citizens of the place, who will invest
$1,000 eaoh, to be used for the purchase
of the H. B. Mason steam mill so called,
now owned W. F. Miiliken of Portland,
two miles above Ellsworth Falls on the
eastern side of Union river, and would
make a most excellent place for a manu-

BANKBHS.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

TOILETS.

fine
The Richmond Bee publishes a
Christmas numbor of twelve pages, giving a oomplete description of the place
aud people and profusely illustrated.

great power like
controversy with

The administration is understood 'to be
of the opinion that n united front on the
Venezuelan question will bring about a
speedy back down on the part of England,

octl4

BONDS

TONQUE

Tho matter of the steamer Emmeline
has been adjusted for
the
present at
least, and she left Tillson’s wharf at
Rookland Monday morning at 9 o’clock
Kimfor her trip to Bucksport. (i. H.
ball, of Cleveland, has given a bond for
Marshal
Dono$6,000, and United States
van has notified
the keeper that the injunction has been removed. The case
will come up for trial in the United
States District Court at Portland.

state

professes

SWAN & BARRETT,

an enormous

slippers for holi-

SEAL

INTEREST.

OF

cumstances England’s refusal is almost
tantamont to a confession she is not so
confident about the justioo of her claim
she

i§

“Slipper year.” Partly due
the fact that our slippers wear so long. This is
the reason why we have
to

53

few weeks ago.

contrary it would be universally regarded as an act of justice and magnanimity
toward a feeble power. Under the cir-

os

that

year

ns a

like Venezuela to an impartial jury. Nobody would oonstrue it
as
indicative of timidity or want ol
firmness on the part of England. On the
feeble

a

OTHER

day trade.

to

involved

Strange, but true,
every

stock of

the inside

operatic event of the season.
Seats now on sale at Chandler’s Music Store
Prices Evening, 85, 35, SO cents. MMiiio-,
85 and 35 cents.
deel8dtd

FOR SALE BY-

put in such
re-

the territory in dispute
on'; the Venezuelan boundary, as Lord
Salisbury, professes, it is difficult to see
why she should hesitate to submit it to
arbitration.
Certainly there is no humil-

hsr claim

of

I

to stand by and defend.tlie rights of Veneueia, even if to do so will bring on a

taking their places by force. But that
policy cannot suoceed as it will bring the for the manufacture of hard wood into
civil and if necessary the military arm of furniture,etc. This mill is situated about
the government
strikers.

These bonds are Issued by the Sanitary Dis-

recommendation to Congress

confliot. with England.
The Venezuelan question lias

SEVENTY FIVE PEOPLE
IN THE CAST.

Chicago, a municipal corporation regNew Scenery of Portsmouth Harbor. Engularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance land. Splendid new costumes and Calcium
of a popular vote of the electors within Its Effects. “Full Jtigged Ship.” W, E. Chandler,
limits, which include practically the entire Musical conductor. Jas. A. Montgomery stage
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the Manager.
No expense will be spared to make this the
adjoining populousftowns of Cicero and Lyons.

tween England and the United States he
believes it to be the duty of the latter to
resist British aggression in this case even
to the point of
war.
Practically the

applied

blanoe of loyalty because he had to.
The gold

H. M. $, Pinafore.

and

trict of

Venezuela, to insist that Venezuela shall
be disppiled of her rights. While the
President deprecates any ill fueling be-

message

Evening,

THE EVER POPULAR OPERA

Due July 1, 1901.

not

The Lewiston Sun says: “It is interto England.
esting to see the pigeons congregate on
windows of the Auburn publio librathe
The Argus says Mr. Bayard was loyal
above these
and those on the story
ac- ry
to the union during the war. Yes,
chilly days. Yesterday afternoon 16 of
behe
was
loyal
them were huddled up there, with their
cording to Mr. Blaine,
cause the alternative was a
sojourn in heads drawn in out of sight. They were
as
regularly arrauged as could be, five
But he never raised his
Fort Lafayette.
of the three
on the window cap of each
voice in favor of the coeroion of the seoed- upper windows, and just above them ou
all
were
a little
projection rested another, who
ing states and his sympathies
with the latter. He preserved the sem- seemed to bs heaping guard

and

Bonds,

Interest Payable January
July 1.

HALL,

and

25 cents for trial

quarter;

a

Cent.

Per

AMUSEMENTS.

Xmas Afternoon

DRAINAGE,

amicablo arrangement has gone by,
and that the United States must now
meet the question squarely, whether it
will permit England to perform as judge,
jury and exocutionor in Venezuela or will
insist that the South American republic
recoive fair treatment. The President’s
au

subscrip- suggestion is that the Congress appoint a
tion of six weeks.
commission forthwith to determine the
Persons wishing to leave town for
long or
rights of the two countries iu the territheir
short periods may have the addresses of
tory in question in a fair and judicial
papers changed as often as desired.
manner, and if the territory iu dispute
Advertising Kates.
found to belong to
or any part of it be

50 cents

CITY

1

.1

amusements.

CEO. F. DUNCAN
42
d»ul3

Exchange

Portland

St.
dtf

|

In the social rooms of their church Wednes18th, and Thursday afevening December
ternoon and
evening, Dec., 19th. Useful
ice-cream and
and Fancy articles,
Cake,
confectionery and Flowers will be for sale.
Admission Wednesday evening, 10c; Thursday afternoon flee; Thursday evening 20o
when a choice musical entertainment will be
given under the charge of Mrs. W. B. Morrill
decl7d3t
and Miss Leo Chenery.

National Bank,

annual meeting oi the stockholder
of the Portland National tank of l ort
land, for the election of director* tor tb<
ensuing year and the transaction of an;
legally be
other bulin«HM that may
pre
rented, will be held at their banking
1896
on Tuesday, the Hth day of January,
at 10 o’clock A. U.

housj

,,VT

CHARLES G. ALLEN, Cashier.
decfidtd
Portland, December 0, 1895.

A

CHRISTMAS SALE

AUCTION

F. O.

SALES

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
ro. KAILET.
xri*

C. W.

ALLFg
<Ht

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Chimes of

LONG ISLAND PEOPLE.

j Sign

Normandy.

The always popular “Chimes of Normandy” drew another large audienoe to
Portland theatre last night to see the
Gilbert Opera Co.
Thelopera was fairly
but it was not sung as well as
given
“Billeo
The choruses were
Taylor.”
sometimes out of tune and at others they
sang very well. Their first rendering of
the

“Knights

of Old” ohorus was
finely
given and deserved the encore it received.
Later, on In a repetition of the ohorus in
the castle scene, the voices were
badly
out of tune.
Mr. Gilbert enacted the
of the old
miser

part

a

Statement

Denying That Destitutiui

Exists

Among Them.

Mr. N. B. Chase of ‘Long Island, came
Into the PRESS office yesterday and desired

the

that
tion

publioation

of the statement

subscription paper Is in circulathe island which states that the
on
subscribers desire to deny the statement
that reoently appeared in the Argus that
a

and consequent suffLong Island,and that they know

there is destitution

ering
of

on

such case.
Mr. Chase said that most of the fishermen are "now away
on fishing trips and
no

be hadn’t
all of their
and at the that therefore
close
had the following list and
of the second act where he finds names, but
would bring the remainder for publicahimself discovered, the house
paid the
olosest attention. When the cutrain fell tion
today or tomorrow: George H.
N.B. Chase,
Mr. Gilbert was called to the front,
C. Isusi, Asa G.
Hughey,
by
the storm of applause.
Littlejohn, Andrew Griffin, Fred A.

Gaspard

teen dances was enjoyed by ali.
The
party returned at 11 o’olook after having
passed a very pleasant evening.
This evening the adjourned monthly
moating of the oity counoil.
3
Christmas gale and fair at the

Congre-

gational ohurch vestry.
Ueering Lodge, No. 17, A. O. XJ
Columbia Lodge, D. of R., No. 16.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

__

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

__

RINES

__NEW

BROS.

The Fishermen Are Having Very Bad
Luck Again.
Two More Steamers Are Almost
No

who has attained high mark as
violinist, and Mr. Harvey S. Murray
the pianist, has oaused a great demand

a

for seats. A few good ones
sale at Stockbrdge’s.
Concert

still on

are

Tho fishermen are having hard times.
The weather has boen the worst reoalled
even
by the oldest fisherman, and the
long storm did great damage all along
‘‘The trouble was,
said a
the coast.
well Informed man yesterday."
There
The fishermen lost
was so muoh of it.
in various ways.
Their time was a seri-

(The best one.)

There was some
cargo of that sort.
doubt yesterday whether there would bo
enough loose grain received for the Scotsman.
There will have to be lively work
if freight is to be furnished for the great

weather yesterday, the' dean
condition of the streets and the
\ general
beauty and attractiveness of the day

brought

out

the Christmas shoppers in
even greater number than on
yesterday.
Congress street’s sidewalks were crowded and so were most of our
large stores.
The senior member of one of our largest

Deetboveu Day.

Yesterday

the

was

Beethoven and,

birthday

of the great
customary with the

is
the event

as

est

from

invested money is’nt what it
to be even yet. People whose in-

ought

depends upon regular wages [[have
much money as ever, but his store
brated in the alternoon at Kotzsohmar
hall. The hall was well filled by the as- caters to the rioher class and the sales are
to the average for Christmas.
sociate members and friends, as well as not up
by the public who availed themselves ot This week the trade has started up briskthe opportunity to purchase tiokets.
ly and in fact has been good during the
last week’s oold snap
The stage looked very attractive. At month, though
It is a mistake to
one side stood a
pedestal bearing a bust didn’t help it any.
of
Beethoven, the pedestal wreathed suppose that Cliristams gifts are bought
with flowers. Eisewhere there were flow- all at onoe within a short time of ChristRossini

Club,

was

duly.cele-

come
as

making (carpet sweepers)! Bui the Bisgood enough for us, and an.
tliorlzed by him, we are ready to guar*
antee they’ll be good enough for

sell’s are

Department.

i

See

our

line of fine Towels

displayed

customers may examine them and

flne

see

on

the first linen

the prices while

all linen Huckabuck Towels are very

The sohooner Lucy Wentworth, reoently
in collision with the Haggett, will bo repaired here.
It is admitted by railroad men that the

point by wtenty-four hours.
William L. L. Gill, well and favorably

BED

1

cheap

Counter;

so

you.

“It’s

good thing,

a

(to pick

up the dirt if

We’ve

$1.50

push it

as a

waiting to be served.

along.”

The
oharming opera of Pinafore will
be
given at City hall Xmas afternoon
and

evening by

ny. The
Calcium

opera

lights

the Home Opera oompawill be prettily staged.
will bo furnished by the

the traok and

through

Those

the new meat market for M. S. W.
Davis.
They had Given’s ocrhestra club
with them, which furnished the following delightful conceit, assisted by Miss
Graoe Davis, violinist, of Island Pond,
Vt.:

Overture—Pest,

Lattan

SPREADS,

DAII fV P ph
J| DMILlT Q( uU..

Hi
.

open at Chandmorning at nine

$3.50 Marseilles Spreads, only $2.50 eaoh.
$6.00 Marseilles Spreads, only $3.60 each.

STICKS TO A HOT STOVE

Take

him back In the old place again. He
is recovering, but is not yet well enough
to be out.
Mr. J. R. Ronald, local agent for El-

der, Dempster & Co. ’s Bristol-Porltand
steamship line, and Messrs. H. H. Stewart and T. C. Allison, in charge of the
office, have arrived from Montreal and
Donaldson line
occupied the former
quarters on the G. T. R. wharf.
Mr.J. L. Gray will tae charge of the import and export freight dpeartment of the
line.

o’clock.
Mr. .las.
Gilbert was quite ill last
night and it was hard work for him to
perform his role iD
The Chimes
None
would imagine
performance.

Have

him

a

ill

from his fine

London,
ship Ivy, Captain Lowell,

morican
irom New
Castle, N. S. W., September 18th, for
Manila and New York or Boston, is
ashore at Santiago. Assistance has been
sent from Manila.
Old Soldier

During

the evening Mrs. Davis was
presented with a white and gold chair,
and an Odd Ladies’ badge, as she is a

the

same'

RINES

Cigar
°

TRADE MARK.

GOOD

E.

L.

and you will like it and

buy

it again.

Sold by first-class dealers everywhere.
DEPOT.

STANWOOD

&

CO,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

For sale by Preble House, McDonough & Sheridan. 235 Congress street; John Williamson
I ongrsss and Free streets, Portland.
Me ;D W Heselfine & Co.. Congress and Myrtle streets
Portland. Jle.; Irving A. Dlbberv, 570 Congress street, Portland. Me.: J. C, F. Stephenson
Congress and Warren streets. Portland, Me ; J. D Keefe, 205 Middle street, Portland, Me,; J
H. Hammond, Free and Center streets, Portland. Me.; Fred A. Turner, Congress and Washing
ton
streets. Portland, Me.; Portland. Me.;
Port
Babbldge.
Danders &
Druggists.
land. Me,; Hurlburt Bros., Pharmacists. B40 Congress St Portland, Me,; John Cox. Montunen
Square, Portland, Me.; .1. ID Hamel, Pharmacist Portland. Me.; E. K. Guenthner. Apothecary
Exchange and Federal Sts. Portland, Me.; Geo. W. Merrill, Apothecary, 271 Middle St. Portland Me.; Edward Stevens. Apothecary, Portland and Parris Sts. Portland, Me; H. A. Harding,
85 Monument Square, Portland. Me.;Smith & Broe
Druggists Congress and. Center Sts. Portana, Me.; P., G.Thompson, 278 Middle St. Portland, Me., Walter I, Drew, Portland. Me.

nov25dlwteod4-ivlts

Xmas

war

record.

He leaovs

a

wife

and

six

BROTHERS.

■

at once; come today; come in the morning; for in the afternoon the crush is the greatest. You will find a fairy
palace stocked
to overflowing with the world’s best products, gathered by
experienced and untiring buyers, from all the markets of the universe,
and everything at prices in accordance with our system of small
profits. We have also made decided cuts in ail staple goods such as

CLOAKS. DRESS GOODS AND SILKS.
*

*►

For oil must make way for

GLOSS

In

Fui* Neck Wear and

Bath

Xj

i
I
I

|
'V

a

516 Congress Street,

CLEVELAND,
Gas and Electric Light Fixtures,
L.W.

late

Cider Down

the

Immacu-

1

Cut Glass

Cadies’

Globes, Shades,

Etc.,

13S CONGRESS ST.,
decKi

....

eod w2

/

Mackintoshes,
Mackintoshes.

ALSO THE LARGEST STOCK OF
Outside Jackets and Capes, in both fur and Cloth, at

special prices

for the

Holiday

season.

having a sale of Fur Capes at from $6.00
to $15 less than regular price.
are

=■-

——

RINES

ft
B

BROS.
There’s Trouble

i

Brewing Here for

than other dealers.

McKEMfEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.

Some One.

GOUGHS and COLDS.
ELY’S PIN KOLA BALSAM is a sure Remedy for coughs, colds, sore throat ami !
for
asthma.
It!

soothes,

suggestion is buy good furniture that which will stand the most grief, for
and parrot are everywhere in some form or other. We are
headquarters for
all the latest styles in furniture and carpets.
Christmas is almost here, buy early
while the assortment is best.
Hall stands, Dining tables, China closets.
Pictures,
Dinner Seta and Toilet Sets.
All Useful presents at prices within the reach of all'.
Call and look over our assortment and get our prices before, making your
purchases.
Olio

monkey

Consumptiv e$
will
Invariably
derive
benefit

a
or

seated cough, often
For catarrh use Ely’s

remedies

are

pleasant

ots. per bottle;
Sold by Druggists.
5ft

citron

>

deep j

catarrh.
Both
to

use.

Pineola

WHO SETTLES,?

quickly

abates tlic cough,
and renders
expectoration easy.

Annunci-

PORTLAND, fflE.

Puffs,

Misses’ and Children’s

us e.

ators, Bells, Batteries and Telegraph
Instruments, Piping and Wiring.

Wrappers,

Blankets and

|

FINE DECORATED AND

2. Miss Edna L. Chick, aged

at the Cathedral of
Conception at 9 o’clock
mass

I
il

--—_

veai's.

Robes,

I Diamond Rings, I

Christmas
I
Presents.

Mnffs,

Sets,
Shawls,
Dressing Sacks,

The undersigned hereby gives nolice of
his appointment as master in the above
entilled
cause
and
hereby designates
Wednesday lbe 15th clay of January, A. D.,
1396, and Wednesday the 22d day of Jaunary, A. D.. 1896, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon
as
the
imes
and
his
uffl ce, No: 896 Congress street in Portland
inaaid conty of Cumberland as the place
frhere he will receive, bear and determine
upon all claims aL'ins1 said defendent corEDWARD
poration.
F.
TOMPSON,
Master.
Dated at said Portland this 9th day of December, A. D. 189'.
deolSdlaw3wW

A Imndied of ilie prettiest Diamond
Rings
you ever set your eyes
on.
You will say so
when you
see
them.
Every Diamond is of
good quality. We beep
no off color or
imperfeet stuff.
$150 down
to $6.50.
1 will give
more
for
you
your
in
a
Diamond
money

FIND

Shetland

Stephen W. Car»\ Insurance commissioner, vs. Peoples’ Insurance Company.

|]

SHOPPERS

Children’s Fur

Equity.

LADIES’

: :

WILL

STOVE POLISH.

*,

GRAND EXPOSITION DF

In Bath, Dec, 13, Mrs. Lydia C. Rogers, aged
86 years.
In Milltown. N. B., Dec. 17, Sarah Keith, wife
of Chas H. Eaton.
In Biddeford, Dec. 14. Miss Delia Dorris.
In Ashland, Dec. 9. Benj. F. Evans, formerly
of Bridgton, aged 68 years.
In Boston. Dee. 11. James Madison Brigham
formerly of Bridgton, aged 90 years.
In Rockport, Nov. 28, Sarah W. Buzzell, aged
63 years.
In Rockport, Nov. 27, Andrew J. Burrows
aged 80 years.
In Milo, Dec. 7. George A. Atwood, aged
66 years.
In Temple, Nov. 27, Mrs. Sarah S. Mitchell
aged 76 years.
In Lewiston, Dec. 9. Annie Marie F., daughter
of l)r. and Mrs. U. P. Emmons, aged 20 months
in Unity, Dec. 3, Benjamin F. Words, aged

high

our

White Store

[The funeral ot the late Mrs. Bridget McGiaughlin will take place this mordlug at 8 30
o'lcoek, from No. J2 Cotton street. Requiem

%

CHRISTMAS

We

in Clifton, Dec.
23 years.

Elevator

:

-AND-

We Stand at the Threshhold ot

DEATHS.

67

ME.

y

MARRIAGES.

Jnthiscity. Dec. 16, by Rev. T. S. Samson,
Charles F. Wilson and Miss Hattie C. Woodsome,
In Waierville. Dec. 7, John C. Clifford and

PORTLAND,

I

Ti-wa

Brunswick

WHOLESALE

Dead.

[special to the press.]
Deoember
Biddeford,
t".—Patrick
Judge, ol years old, residing on Water
died
this
street,
morning. He was a soldier in the late war and made a good

MaryD. Trafton.
in Penobscot, Dec. 4, Stillman N. Grlndle
member of the order.
Refreshments and Miss Augusta Wescott.
In Beans Corner. Jay, Fred A. Pike of East
were served
after which an order of fif- Livermore and Miss Cellnda L. Bean of
Jay.
In Farmington, Dec. 7, Henry B. Voter and
Miss Annie C. Randal).
In Keadlield, Dec. 6. Clias. A. Hodgdon and
Miss Annie M. Pender, botli of Gardiner.
In Fort Fairfield, Dec. 9, John Barnes and
Augusta Giggy.
In Southport, Nov.27, Clias. F. Greenleaf of
West Harbor and Miss Laura E. Nickerson.
In Southport, Dec. 7, John N. Burrows and
Miss Cora P. Carter.
In Calais, Dec. 10, John J. Johnson and Miss
Ida Conley.
In Naples, Nov. 28, Enoch M. Bartlett of East
Stoneham and Miss Nellie M. Marsh.
In Camden, Dec. 7, Herbert W. Brown ana
Miss Nedle M. Marsh.
In Readfleld. Dec. 8, Joshua Wylie Ellis of
Greenvaie and Miss Luena Bell Holt of Turner.

just as easy to have
a
good smoke as a
poor one, they

is

..

good Cigan

It’s

cost you

DeWitt
Ganne
Strom berg

a

for

-TO-

come

Ship Ivy Ashore.
December 17.—The

Miss Davis and Orchestra

Medley—Popular Songs,
Hungarian Mazourka.
Finale Natta,

$2.50

190-192 Middle St.,

/

decl8W&F2t

see

New England Calcium Light company Selection—Robin Hood,
De Koven cihldren.
Violin Solo-Old Folks at Home—Stubb
and costumes by Curtis & Weld.
The sale of seats will
ler’s music store this

range up

friend.

or

v

at 30 cents.

known to all water front men, has been
confined to his house for some days.
He
has hosts of friends who will be glad to

the cour-

tesy of Manager Newman a special car
left the head of Preble street at 7.30 p.
m. last evening to convey between forty
and fifty of the Odd
Ladies to East
Deeirng, where they assisted in opening

they

present for your relative

thos^

clearing

starter

them to become
*

SANTA CLAUS Soon Rules the Earth!

finish and
expression that was to be
oxpeoted from a musician of such repute.
The other
performers added greatly to
the pleasure of the occasion. At the beginning of the reoital Mrs. Band read a
very interesting sketch of Beethoven.
Pinafore.

at

ones

each and with that

until it takes

\

\

good

you)

arranged that

Wonderful Bargains in this line of goods all this week.
$1.25 Crochet Spreads, only 98 oents.
$2.00 Marseilles Spreads, only $1.75 each.

and

a

as-

has been and still is,very successful at it,
much so in fact that other fellows are

CHRISTMAS! HOT

/

beautifully

so

The
schooner
Grace
potted plants adding grace and mas. People are getting more and more
Webster
is
the habit of ooming early to avoid in
refinement to the pioture. All the num- in
port again with a full cargo of coal.
bers, vocal and instrumental, were well the rush in this respect and begin buy- The old schooner is rapidly getting baok
executed and
well received. Miss Edna ing Christmas presents as early as Octob- her anoient reputation for making quick
Webb, who sang the Scottish songs, er.
trips, and must be making money for
Those that are bought early average her
“Highland Laddie,” and “My Faithful
owners, who are probably wondering
Johnnie,” accompanied by Mrs. Allen on higher in price than those later.
what made them lay her off.
the piano, Jamie Thompson on the vioTHE ONLY PERFECT.
The schooner Mary F. Smith brought
iin ana
Mr. Charles
F. Jones on the
REEKING.
3000, and the Planter 2400 live lobsters
to Lewis McDonald yesterday.
oello, was deservedly enooied. Miss Webb
possesses a low, rich, contralto and sings
‘'Bat" Shea Gets a Respite.
simply and unaffectedly adding greatly Opening of the Ocean Street Electric
Polishes stoves, cold, warm HOT; never
dries up; will not stain the hands. Brilliant.
Albany, N. Y., December 17.—“Bat”
by her manner to the effect of her fine
Line,
Durable,
Dustless, Labor Saving. Price l6
Shea, the murderer of Robert Ross at the
voice. The aucorapaniment was also in
cts. Eveiy box Warranted. Sold by dealers
Have
spring election in 1804, in Troy, now in
with
suitable
for
18-dlm
you
The
yourself
Portland
gifts
to
provided
be
Railroad
everywhere.
company open- Clinton prison awaiting execution next
exceeding good taste. Mr. Thomas Byan,
Have you replenished your wardrobe? Have you
the well known clarinet player of Boston, ed the Ocean street extension of the elec- week, has been granted a respite until remembered!
STATE OF MAINE.
so
long manager of the Mendelssohn tric system last evening under very fav- January 7 by Governor Morton, because been to THE WHITE STORE and seen their brilliant and
un
of the faot that the execution was fixed
orable
circumstanoes.
the
Quintette Club, gave the andante conDuring
day for the Christmas
holiday.
matchable display of Holiday Goods? If not, delay not a
tabils of the piano sonata, op 22 with a plow and force of men were at work
moment; Cumberland, ss, Supreme Judicial Court,
ers

anJ

5

people

whose income depends upon the interest
from invested money, are hedging somewhat|in their Christmas purchases. This
is more noticeable this year even, than
it was lastjyear, showing |that the inter-

styles

sorted woods,but they’re all made by one
man (Bissell).
He’s been making carpet
sweepers now for a good many years, and

UUDlDt

the Christmas
trade, said Beaver line is making a strong fight to
Mr. Ernst Perabo, the distinguished representing
yesterday, that the Christinas trade de- get freights from St. John, N. B. They
will
a
pianist,
give piano reoital at Kotzpends upon the financial condition and claim that they oan beat the Allan or
sohmar hall next Monday
evening, on that this year he has found it thus far Dominion lnes to Portland
or any
westwhioh occasion the Chiokering
piano rather below the average. Those
ern

will be used.
It is some years since Mr.
Perabo was last heard in Portland.
He
is one of the finest artists in the
country
and will draw a large audience.

in various

»

having

warm

ADVERTISEMENTS.

We’ve several dozen ol these In stock

A PICTURE OF ONE.”

Due and

a

The

retail stores that may be taken as
fairly

by Ernst Pernbo.

NEW

Freight Even for the Scotsman.

Library,

Morgan,

ADVEBTISEMENT8.

before Dec. 25tli, ’95.

“HERE’S

LINEN

NEW

must be yours

ours

on or

Miss Balch acted the part of
Serpolette Platsted, C.H. Doughty, George E.Wo0j
with a great deal of ohlo and her
running bury,Alvin Wallaoe,Benjamin Woodbury,
jump on to the table was not only an S. C. MoKiney, James W. Wallace, Freeathletic feat
but it brought down the man W.
Johnson, S. N. Swett, Frank
ous
consideration, and ths loss to their
house.
Miss Katherine Power sang the Littlejhon, John Dorsey, George Johnson
gear will bo muoh greater than was at
and E. S. Swett.
music of Germaine’s part
and
sweetly
Mr. Chase said, “There’s no smarter first supposed.”
toted with discrimination. Mr.Edwards
Tilings are just booming in this department, and no wonder when we oonsider
Tho sohooner Fanny Hayden arrived
set
of fishermen in the world than we’ve
was good as the
the extraordinary values we give our Customers.
This department is stocked up
Marquis, Mr. Nelson
from the fishing grounds yesterday with
pleased as the*flsherman, and the other got on Long Island. Thera’s aboutjsixty
for this ocoasion with just the kind of goods that people aro looking after for use2600
of
cod
only
and
pounds
haddock,
there is’nt over seven of
characters not forgetting Frank Banney of them and
She encountered the heavy storm or se- ful and acceptable Christmas Gifts.
as the notary, were
Thore them that don’t own the house they live
very good.
ries of storms of last week and lost her
We are showing the Best Values in Table Linen
were several
pieoe goods and pattern
numbers
encored. The in.’’
He also said that Long lsland people main booom and jlbstays. The wind was Cloths ever offered in this market.
orchestra was
good and the pieoe well
a perfect
tempest, and tho sea was far
The Living Piotures of course are accustomed to see that no one of their
staged.
3 yards wide bleached Table Linon, heavy quality in now and beautiful designs
If the other
suffer for the neooosaries too rough for fishing.
were a great feature.
community
at
87
cents, $1.00 and $1.35 yard.
of life. He has lived there nineteen years schooners dow out had the same bad luck
Tonight “Fatanitza.”
2 yards wide Satin Damask, very fine qualtiy, $1.50 yard.
and the island people have never yet Jhad it will prove a hard storm for the Maine
Tile Raymond—Akers
Concert.
to call on‘the city for aid.
Extra Good Values in Bleached Table Linen, at 60 cents, 65 oents and 75 cents
He desired fleet.
The complimentary concert to bo given to say to those
The Scotsman was forced to leave the
people who are.sending
yard.
Miss Sally Frothingliam Akers at Kotzclothing to Long Island, that they had elevator yesterday without taking on
Our Satin Damask Dining Sets make beautiful Christmas Presents; prices ragschmar Hall this evening, promises to better wait awhile till
they find out'the board her full oompltmeut of loose grain.
be one of the most brilliant events of real
from $5.00 to $16.00 per set.
ing
The
other
steamers
are
and
almost here,
situation down there.
the season. The fact that the beneficiary
there is but a small amount of friegbt on
Fringed Doilies, all white and same with fanoy borders, only $1.30 per dozen
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING.
is a young singer of whom many very
hand. What there is consists mostly of
Irish Linen Fringed Doilies, fine quality, all while, $3.00 per dozen.
kind things have been said, the nieoe of
wooden doors, organs, lard, boxed meats
Hemstitched Tray Cloths, assorted patterns, 60 cents each.
Some Facts About It From One of Our Rethat prominent Maine sculptor whose
and flour in sacks.
The
Scotsman can
tail Merchants,
Damask Tray Cloths assorted patterns, 35 cents each.
works
adorns
the
take all there is without
Public
much of

Cary and her sister Ada, Miss Varney,
an
admirable vocalist, Miss Geraldine

of

W.

HARD TIMES AT SEA.

admirably,

and that the artists who will assist Miss
Akers include the famous Annie Louise

These

|
Carpet Sweepers
ADVERTISEMENTS.

Creafn Balm
25 c.
Balsam,

ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., Nev York.

R.

j

108

S.

Exchange

DAVIS &
St.

decl8d3t

CO.,

Agents Famous Household

Ranges.
®

j

SILVER

BUGBEAR.

STANDARD

Further Consideration of tlie President’s
Financial Theories and Acts.

!>

To the Editor of the Press:
But the silver standard, silver monometallism—this was the bugbear of “imminent- disaster,” which the President
thinks his somewhat high banded interposition of exeoutive authority has saved

ligible reason.
Exactly the same mishap has befallen
another of our groat staples of export,
cotton. There is
enough India cotton
sold at gold
raised at silver cost and
prices to knock the price of American
cotton from ten cents to five cents just
about the depreciation of wheat, and
measuring with remarkable exactitude
the stopping "of the investment of foreign the nominal depreciation of silver, and
This is
capital as well as the return of our se- the real appreciation of gold.
curities already sold abroad, and tlie high about the reason that makes the southern
of
a
and
advocate
fiorce
planter
fighting
rate of foreign exchange, which induced
free coinage at 16 to 1.
tlie shipment of our gold ^to
be drawn
INDIA AND JAPAN.
It
against as a matter of speculation.”
1 have already glanced at two of the
does not seem to have been exactly fair
of India, whoat and
weather with us under the presidential exportable produots
cotton, and shown how disastrously comestablishment of the gold regime.
petition in them, made possible purely
These being tlie fruits of his 1 eroic by the monetary degradation of silver,
American indusmoasures, perhaps if, instead of stupidly has afioctod leading
tries. Let us see how the samo cause
following Great Britain in the mad race lias struck a fatal
blow at Englisii manuto gold monometallism which, since the
factures, aud also at ours, if we ever havo
of
the
French
standard
was
15%
support
enterprise enough to push them beyond
with drawn in 1873, has paralyzed her the sphere of a strictly home market.
When the support of the French 16'4
trade, crippled her manufactures, and standard was
withdrawn in 1873—under
made her agriculture unproductive, and which the ratio of gold to silver, and a
in
the
uniform
rate of exchange had beon
ourselves
nearly
gratuitously
involving
wo
had followed the maintained for seventy years, not only
same calamities,
in bi-metallic France and Germany,
but
silver countries in restoring and main- in
gold monometallic England—silver
taining bi-metallism, we might now be began to fall, and the rates of exchange
hfltwoftn TnH in imrl T.or*rlo*> fA vi
sharing their prosperity.
spondingly. It soon beoame impossible
‘•DO YOU WISH TO MEXICAN 1ZE for her Eastern customers
to purchase
English manufactures, and pay the conTHE COUNTRY?”
stantly increasing gold premium upon
There are object lessons here well worth them, and they went to work to manuour serious attention.
Railway business facture for themselves the commodities
that England had always supplied.
and transportation are perhaps the best
There had been mills iu India producof a
indicia of the general prosperity
ing cotton yarns for ten years, the
and
railI
annual output of which had been for
country. Railway construction
that time about 1,000,001) pounds, and had
way earnings under a purely silver renot increased—of course no serious comgime are flourishing in Mexico; while the petition for the Lancashire spinners. As
exarrested
that
railway
virtually
silver began to fall the production of Inpanio
tension and placed our great trunk lines dia yarns and thoir export to China and
to rise at an enormous rate
in the hands of receivers, whioh fell upon Japan began
I put in tabular form the
remarkable
our enterprises in the midsummer of 1893—
showing:
simultaneously with the summons of Years Silver Price Exports to China and Japan
Congress in extra session to repeal the
from.

He

confesses

MISCELLANEOUS.

only fod cattle, that could be sold cheaper
than stall-fed cattle of England, or prairie-reared cattle of Kansas,
but these
pampas, like our prairies, have becomo
too valuable for pastures, and are being
devoted to tillage. With silver down and
going down, how long can wo maintain
a competition in
which they hold this
factitious advantage? When the granger
writes bis magazine artiole under the
title given him by the enterprising editor:
“Why Am I a Free Silver Man?”
ho will give these facts as a very intel-

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

Years.

•

a
Sherman act—has not, after two and
half years, been seriously
mitigated.
When silver, which under the sustained
and equable bi-metallism of the Latin
Union, was selling in the London market
at 60 pence per ounce in 1873, dropped to
its present price of 30 penoe p6r ounce,
the Mexicans with their silver standard
could no longer buy British
manufactures. English financial policy had imposed upon English exports a prohibitive
tariff of one hundred per ceDt. So the
to manufacturing for
barbarians went
themselves, and henceforth are not likely
to want English merchandise at all.
The
English capitalist, who never lets a theory deprive him of an opportunity to make
and who,
on honest penny,
when
we
barred his iron and his cottons and his
woolens out of our market, scratched his
head, and moved his plant over here, has
been helping the Mexicans extend their
railways and build up a system of home
industries, threatening the ancient monopolies of all countries that oling to
gold. The President Is alarmed at “the
return of our securities from abroad.”
That is where they have gone. The Englishman sends over his American railgold, depressing all
way bond due in
homo securities by the sale, and gets the
President’s every day shrinkage gold reserve with which he buys Mexican silver
in London at 30 pence per ounce—doubling his money—and this he sends out to
buy a Mexican railway silver bond at perhaps a third higher current rate of interest
He thinks, as Mr. Evelyn Hubbard pithily puts it: “it is better to have
a silver debtor, who pays you, than a gold
debtor who does not.”

ARGENTINA.
Hero is another of
the
President’s
weak and laggard nations, which have
silver alone as their standard of value.”
Could anything have been more appar-

ently hopeless and permanent than the
financial wreck public and private she
presented at the time, when a few years
ago her enormous extravagance brought
down the groat Euglish house of Baring
Brothers? And yet how marvellous and
rapid lias been her recuperation under
the favorable rates
oi^xchange solely due

her silver standard? The United States
and the Argentine Republic exported
to Great Britain for the year 1893, 89,600,000 pounds of wheat, of whioh the Argentine contribution was 43,000,000 pounds,
nearly one-half—so hard after us come
these now competitors in a product of
whioh we once enjoyed a virtual monopoly. We held that monopoly because, as
has been shown, the labor of one man In
the United States can produce five times
us much wheat as
the average labor of
one man produces
in Europe.
But all
t at adrantago has disappeared in the
frightful dislocation of the international
monetary standard, as shown in the exaggerated rates of exchange. Exchange,
save a very small iruction for expense of
freight on remitted specie, interest and
insurance, is the measure of difference between silver and gold.
The Argentine
farmer, who sells his wheat in Loudon at
Mark Lane gold prices, would get a bounty equivalent to the whole difference between silver and gold, but that his competition, and that of the Hindoo ryot,
has knocked down the gold price of wheat
in London, which controls the home prioe,
to a figure that leaves the Western farmer
no compensation for his labor
in raising
it. The West, being on
a
gold basis,
raises wheat at a gold cost and must sell
it without a bounty in competition with
India and Argentina, which, being silver
countries, get the bounty.
Just ns the Western farmer ran down
the English tenant farmer
because he
could produce wheat oheaper, so now the
Hindoo ryot and the
South American
raucliero run him down, not by producing cheaper, but by recouping themselves
In the difference of exchange.
The South Amerioan pampas at first
to

*
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tioa in tin n.ll

mints of Japan
alge of silver.
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free coinTHE

NATURAL FLOW OF MONEY.

already said, the fruits of the
President's policy of disusing his silver
ooin and paying out gold coin and selling
$163,000,000 worth of
interest-bearing
bonds of the United States to fill the vaoAs I have

has been a net increase of less than
$14,000,000 in his gold reserve with these
accompanying conditions which he enumerates:
“inability to maintain gold
uum

Horsforis
Use one-third less

quire

812 Congress St., pleasant
and convenient up stairs rent of seven
and bathroom. Immediate possession
fiyen. Price $20 per month. Inquire of A. C.
LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.
17-1
1

and the Cake will be

than when any

powder.

quantity than other powders

remarkably light, of fine
fresh condition longer
other powder is used.

texture, and will retain

Piano.
MESSRS. OHICKERINGIt is very
agreeable to mo to add my name to the

praises of which your
the object.
To be just I must declare them

pianos

conert of
are

THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

Have Stood Without

to them.
Your instruments possess, in
the supreme decree, nobility and power
of tone, elasticity and security of the

I

touch,

hono^

the critic is as simple as that of the public ; the one has but to applaud
them
conscientiously and with entire satisfaction. and the other but to procure them
in the

all

solidity,

brilliancy,

able effects; and in faoe of such products
to the' art of the
—which truly do
construction of instruments—the role of

AND-—--

Conquers

harmony,

charms and prestige; and thus
offer a
harmonious ensemble of perfectione, to
the exclusion of all defects.
Pianists of the least pretentions will
find means of drawing from them agree-

Peer

a

Competion.

same

manner.

In congratulating you sincerely upon
the great and decisive sucoess obtained
at the Exposition at Paris, I am pleased
to anticipate the happy continuation of
the samo in all places where your pianos
will be heard; and I beg that you aocept,

gentlemen, the expression of my most
distinguished sentiments of esteem and

--^XXX-

consideration,

From

December

2,

to

December

2I.

1895,

(Signed)
w»

holding

are

TO LEASE—For a term of years, the elegantly
4
appointed residence, corner of Mechanic
md High streets. Leering Highlands.
Will
nake a very low rate for a term of years. F. H.
HARFORD, 31Vs Exchange street.
13-1
110 LET—2 splendid rooms in apple pie order
in Hooper, Son & Leighton's building, corner Congress aud Pearl Sts.
Suitable for club
rooms, blllard or storage for line furniture.
Rent $10.00 and $12 60 per month. Inquire of
HOOPER. SON & LEIGHTON, 482 and 484
-*

perfect,
Congress St._
and perfectissimes (superlatively porfeot).
LET A whole house
is foreign TO class
There is no quality which
repair. No,, 23

i

E. LISZT.

an

13.I

in first
Cumberland street;
cemented cellar, fnreace heat. Sebago water,
closets. For further I particulars, price, etc,
apply to N. S. GARDINER, 186 Middle
of 8 rooms

street,

Forty word* inverted under this

12-1

and

Exhibition Sale,

(lie

Checkering Pianos.
“THE

WILLOUGHBY,”

SARATOGA, August :15, 1890.
The Chickering Piano rightfully stands
alone, for on this earth it is not only unsurpassed, but unequaled. I can give

-at-

and aesthetic proofs of my asserWhen one asks:
why do these
unique manufacturers attain perfection?
the answer is: because they have en-

583

Congress

St., in the New City Hotel Building.

FromDec. 2d,to Dec. 21st, 1895,
at No. 583 Congress St.
h«s the government to do with
it anyhow?
can
that
the
result
of holdNobody
say
ing gold and paying out silver might not
have been the bringing of foreign gold
to us instead of draining it out.
If by
silver remonetization the monopoly of
our staples, wheat and ootton,
could be
regained, gold would inevitably come to
us for their purchase, and the
process of
returning our gold bonds, when we were
going lesolutely to gold currency, would
be reversed, if we should go in the other
direction, just as has happened in Mex/
ico.
When Franoe made her existing stock
of silver coins a part, a largo
part, of
her bank reserve, freely paying it out to
redeem her securities, she did not lose
gold by it, she gained gold; and it was
bi-metallic Franoe that came to the
relief of the Bank of England, that does
not recognize silver as a part of its reserve, with a loan of $15,000,000 of gold in
a crisis brought
on by engagements
entered into on aooount of the failure of

Baring.
AND

SPECULATING.

The President justly deprecates hoarding and speculation as destructive of the
free movements of the circulating medium, and injurious to legitimate trade,
but hns he even considered what neces-

saily engenders hoarding and speculation,
and how the financial policy he is maintaining with, to say the least, very questionable authority of law, is the immediate and principal, if not the sole,
cause
of the world-wide speculation in
and
hoarding of gold?
do
men
and
in what do
Why
speculate,
they speculate? Never in properties that
are
falling in price; always in those
that are rising or likely to rise in nriae.

tone
of nature, to what is known as the human voice; the Uhickering Plano sings
like; a lovely voioe. This is no compliment, but the expression of my innermost
conviction, if I may harbor an opinion

HUIMf CDIMO 6, CflIIC

(JrlllmClilllll ft

but gold hoarding precarious, and so arresting the borrowing of oapital. The
rate of interest, at whloh capital can be
borrowed, indicates the restricted demand
for it for farms, iarm buildings, inplements and stock, for ships and factories,
for railways and other instruments of
transportation, for all those enterprises,
that indicate the prosperity and growth
of a community. Cut off from using
their capital in legitimate, doraestio business, the owners of it aro driven either
to hoard it, or speculate in its appreciation, or to invest it in those manufac
tures which have become pvofitablejamong
“the weak and laggard nations that have
silver alone as their standard of value.”
BULLING THE GOLD MARKET.

Very well, hoarding and speculating
being s©h symptoms of financial bad
health, how does the President think he
is going to better the situation by
“bulling” the gold market? He wants *500,
000,000 to retire the circulating treasury
notes, including those issued for purchase

treasury has got

this subject.

on

Yours truly,
VLADIMIR DE PACHMANN.

OUlld,

no

T
It

relief

at ail, and
back to the President
through his
3xeoutive assistants
bonds for
marketing
sash with which to pay demand notes—
jnly in that instance the practice is one
mthorized and required by law, whereai
in the other instance the
authority oi
law is at least doubtful
F. TALBOT.
monies

_G.

sale at the ohuroh rooms this afternoor
and evening and also
Thursday. Then
will be the usual sale of useful and
fanoj
articles, ice cream, oake, flowers and con-

fectionery,

Bnd
on Thursday
evening
there will be a choice musical entertainment managed by Mrs. W. B.Morrill and
Miss Leo

Chenery.

For rheumatism I have found
nothing
equal to Chamberlain’! Pain Balm. Ii
the pain as soon as applied. J.
relieves
W. Young, West Liberty, W. Va.
The

of silver bullion under the Sherman act.
But does he not want very muoli more
than this? Is he going to discontinue
paying the silver certificates in gold, and prompt relief it affords Is alone worth
let the holders of them shirk, getting many times the
cost, 60 cents. Its oon
such prices as their silver will sell for as
tiuued use will effeot a permanent cure.
into
Can
he
the
old metal?
market
go
and buy in a lump $500,000,000 of gold, For sale by Landers & Babbidgo, Drugwithout greatly enhancing the price of gists,
Portland, and C. B. Woodman,
gold ?
Westbrook.
cannot
to
be
The President
more
expeot
successful in getting his gold than he was
He added *162,000,before. Let us see.
000 to the interest-bearing debt of the
United States and acquired thereby $14,000,000 of gold. How muoh will the five
hundred million cost him, or rather oost
ua,the people? It is a simple sum in arithAs 14 millions are to 162 millions
metic.
so ace 500 millions to 5,785 millions I True
he means to replace the national currenoy
by bank notes, but will he want any less
or is
he
gold for redemption purposes,
going to pay the securities of the United
300 dozen All Linen HandStatus with bank notes that are not even

HOLIDAY

hereafter,

onu

u

UUIII

v>u.u

uo

UUJIQ

why ooulil it not have boen

done last summer?
But how is the diversion of the demand
for gold that now falls upon the Treasury
to the national banks going to obeok
hoarding and speculating, if the oauses
of hoarding and speculating instead of
having boon removed have been greatly
aggravated. Let us suppose the difficulty
of getting gold to have been ovoroome or
evaded and a new bank ourrenoy of $500,
000,000 to have Deen safely reinstated in
place of ail United States treasury notes.
If all this has only increased the ’‘auri
sacra
fames,” when the hoarder and
speculator oomes with his budget of bank
and demands gold what is tho
notes
national bank, say, of Skowheguu going
to do? It can pay gold as long as it has
it, but will not have the President’s advantage of getting more by a construction
It can pay legal tender
of the act of 1875.
silver coins as tho strongest banks in
Gormany and Branco would do under
similar ciromnstancos, and so give the
United Status treasury officials a lesson
It can not nay in
in common sense.
lawful money, so called, for all that will
been cancelled and retired. Let
have
it be carefully considered that the demand for specie will fall on the weak
country banks that have small deposits
and large circulation, ami not on the
strong, city banks that have large deposits and small or no circulation; and
that banks are not liable to redeem eaoh
other’s bills.
There is one recourse not now open to
the banks—that is to suspend specie payments. They must pay or fail. A failure to redeem their notes is
under the
statutes, a forfeiture of their bouds and
a peremptory
arrest of their
business
After that the Comptroller of the Currency must step in, and oonveirt the
banks’ bonds into oash and therewith redeem their circulating notes. So that the

kerchiefs,
for

imported

unfur-

or

LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
with board, at No. 74 Spring
street,30-4

110connected,

rilOLET—Brick house No. 11 Henry street,
*
near Leering street; has 9 rooms, furnace
heat, hot and cold water, and all modern conveniences, just 10 minutes walk from postoflice.
possession given Dec. 1. Apply at house or to
GEO. F. WEST, 191 Middle street.
20-tf

TO LET.
Rooms in

Mechnic

Building

recently occupied by Dr. O’Neil.

Apply

to

INTEREST
YOU.
While in Boston Wednesday, a representative of this firm came across some-

thing that

attracted and held his atten-

tion.
^ It was a fine all wool Ulster in Oxford
gray, wide

LET—A tew pleasant furnished and
TO furnished
rooms, steam heat and gas.
No. 2

1-4 Less Than Usual
Hemmed,
broidered,

Prices,

hemstitched,

em

initial

and colored
gents, ladies and

borders for
children- You will save inone}
by buying handkerchiefs of us,
and have the best assortment t(
Also ladies 4id
select from.
initial silk handand
gents plain
kerchiefs and mufflers.

Novelties in ladies

new

HOLIDAY NECKWEAR.
-AT-

VERY

LOW

Not a great many of them. Perhaps
enough to last three days if Ulster
wanters are slow in getting here.
Most all sizes.

Don’t expect to get so
much for your money again this winter,
you

won’t.

at
nov 19-4

Gray street.

PRICES,

St.

rleUdtf

tenement of six rooms
hot and cold water, all
modern improvements, very pleasantly located
iu a good neighborhood.
Inquire at 311
SPRING ST,14-1
LET—Dress making rooms; ihree conueetrfio
L ing rooms over the X. John Little store on
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowi; city water, large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEK,
246 Middle 3treet.
7-tt

TO

SALE.—Photograph albums in plush and
leather, scrap books, writing desks, wallets, plush boxes in great variety, toilet sets.

FOR

variety of 25c knives in the city. COLESWORTHY’S, 92 Exchange ST.16-1
Best

SALE—Fur Seal
IjtORquality,
has been

Cloak of
superior
worn but few times aud
must
now
be sold, no reaperfect,
$300;
sonable offer will be declined.
J/J. REVOL,
553 Congress street.
14-1
cost

SALE—A new double sleigh made by
T.
Thompson & Bro.
Inquire at 300
DANFORTH STREET.13-1

pOR SALE—Cozy

home

Woodfords,

at

new

SALE—Beautiful new double sletgli,
A
never used, made this season, very stylish,
also a new single sleigh will sell cheap tor cash
or exchange for second band single sleighs. C,
B, DALTON, 478 1-2 Congress St. (lflight)12-l

pOR

and lands too

170RtoSALE—Houses
specify, in Portland and

numerous
some

vicinity;

elegant places, modern conveniences, handy to
everwyhere ; will cost more in ihe Spring. Now
secure a home
is the time to
cheap. 413
Congress street, WATSON.12-1

SALE CAEAP.—9x13 new style Gordon, with tlirowoff, In fine condition;
type, borders, rules, stone 2x3, cases, etc. Cali
14-1
at 52 HUNTRESS ST.. Portland. Me.

FOR

JoeWyerthe Indian Scout. These stories are
all about Portland, Falmouth, and North Yarmouth in the Indian wars a hundred years ago.
A good Christmas presont for boys. COLESWORTHY’S BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange
4-3
street.
SALE—Every boSfy says
FOKelectric
Banjos
"par excellence.”

Fairbanks new
What
Please
call and
be
true.
everybody
examine. Also for the Holidays an elegant lot
of new popular music, music Books and new
musical Instruments, including Autoharps,
Symphonioms, Mandolins,Guitars and all musical instruments the human family may desire.
Please call, ladles and gentlemen aod send the
children. HAWES, 41a Congress steeet. 44
are

savs must

SALE.—New two family house, 7
and bath for each tenement, separdoors, good stable, Sebago and sewer,
lot 5400 feet, high land, at Woodfords on
Price *2700.
electric line.
Mortgage $1800
A great sacrifice.
can remain.
\V. fi. WAL14-1
DRON & CO.. 180 Middle Su

FOB

rooms

ate front

TO BE LET,

About

now

deco

music Rolls,
superior Violins and Banjo
Strings. Please call. HAWES, 414 Congress

dtf

WANTED—FEMALE

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

one

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Just received from the importers
GERMAN and VENETIAN PHOTOS,
AOUARECLE GRAVURES.
NEW ENGRAVINGS,

WATER COLORS and ETCHINGS’

OLD IVORY STATUARY. &C..&C.,
My stock of unframeu pictures and uew and
exclusive mouldings to frame thorn in is more
complete than ever before.
Bring your orders ior framing as earlo ns possible and avoid the hurry.

lit ANTED—A Protestant girl for general
nousework.
Apply at 336 Brackett
street.
17-3
middle
VlfANTED.—A
aged woman wlrt> Is
desirous of a good home, permanently,
with low wages.
Please address, REV. W. H.
16-1
CONGDON, Rumford Centre, Me.
girl to take care of baby
during the day time. Apply at 42 DREEING ST.
16-1

SALE—The
pOR
I
Thomas Qulnby,

Homestead
near

of

the

late

Stroudwater in Deer-

tng. Four acres of land with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as tnere is in Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES. Stroudwater.

BARGAIN

ily27-tf

AT : OAKDALE.

.

flour ana sugar: compare a few
our prices qjth what you are paying.
Washburn's superlative flour, $4.00; best St.
Louis flour, $4.00; 24 lbs. granulated sugar and
1 lb. of 60c tea at $1.60; best pea and yellow
eye beaus. 50c a pk; line cooking molasses,
26c and 36c galon; best rose potatoes. 15c pk,
60c bu; choice Formosa tea, 2fc and 35c;
5 lbs. best cooking raisins, 26c; 3 lbs. best California prunes 25c; 100 comm,on crackers. 22c;
4 lbs, new Persian dates for 26c; 36 bars west
end soap for $1.00; 10 lb. tub pure lard, best,
75c: pork to roast Sc. lb; fresb and pickled
tripe 8c; salt pork by the strip 7c; pickled pigs
feet and Frankfort sausages 10c; fore quarter
lamb, Be to 7c, legs 10c; pork steak and sausage. 10c; best round steak, 10c to 12c; English breakfast bacon, 13c; whole hams, lean, 10
to lie; lean smoked shoulders. 8c to 9c; nice
corned beef. 2, 4, and 6c; nice turkey. 16c to
18c. Call and leave your order or send postal.
on

Fully explained and

R.H. KNIGHT
408 Congress opposite Chestnut.

decl0d2w

Second Hand Furniture Men Use Them.

to loan on first and second mortreal estate, life Insurance policies,
and good collateral securities; notes discounted on favorable terms.
W.
F. CARE, room 6, second floor. 185 Middle St.

personal property

novlfi 4

from S1000 to *15,000
worth of cast off clothing. I pay the
highest cash prices for ludies’ dresses,
gents and ohildren’3 clothing and gent’s
winter overcoats.
Call or address le'ter
or postal to S.DE GItOOT, 70 Middle street.
ti-4

rilHE Butterfield house has been newly fitted
3. up and under rew management is now
opened; elegantly furnished rooms, steam
heat, gas and use of bath, central location. For
t*rms inquire at the house No. 221 t.umberland
hair
brushed and
ELECTRICITY—Your
dandruff removed at Sherry’s hair cutting
rooms, 457 Congress street.
ing cold after cutting when

No

danger

of tak-

brushed with our
electric brush, the only one in the city. Don’t
fail to try it.
Monument Square, CHAS.

SHERRY.__dec3-4
BUTTERFIELD HOUSE-Hus
fitted up and under
THEnewly
is
new

been
man-

now
agement
opened, elegantly
furnished rooms, steam heat, gas and use of
bath, central location.
For terms enquire
at the house. No. 221
Cumberland street.
7-4

AND FOUND.

Cor. Market & Federal Sts.,

I

p. m., in Spring St. car or
on Park St., bet wen Spring and Gray Sts.,
The finder will be suitably
a sum of money.
rewarded by leaving it at No. 272 SPRING
13-1

street._

18 Lewis street and foot of
Has been using a National Cash
LOST—Between
Free street one set of blue print plans for
Register for over a year. Ask the Casino building at Simonton
Cove, to be
built by the Portland & Cape Elizabeth Railhim what lie thinks about it.

R. H.

jFrDA

STATU

U0V12

N,

AGEJMT.

Exchange

Company.

leaving

St.,
<ltf

SAMURI. BEVY is now prepared to
buy cant off clothing of all descriptions tor
highest cash prices. Address letters or postal
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf

them at

Finder will be rewarded by
the PORTLAND TRUST CO.
12-1

_

watch. Owner
I2101JND-A
calling at 131 Park street.

oau

have

same

by

12-1

WANTED—MALE HELP.
Forty words inserted under this
one

eo<i6t

deel2

\V AS 1K I,—»l I'UAl'lO .VS.
under this heed
week for 25 cents, cash in advene*.

Forty words inserted
one

SITUATION

wanted

as

painter

watchman Best reference.
Cumberland Mills, Maine.
situation

WANTED--A
companion to

girl. Inquire
right-hand bell.
ican

an

at

as

girl

or

nurse
an

Amer-

Quincy St..

City,

invalid, by

17

night
284,

or

Box
18-1

18-1

WANTED by an experienced
Good references given. Call;or
nurse.
18-1
address NURSE, 258 Cumberland St.

SITUATION

WANTED by 25 smart and
neat Prince Edward
Island, Norwegian,
St. Johns and American girls. Will do table,
chamber, kitchen or laundry work in Hotels or
Boarding Houses. Those desiring capable
girls should call immediately at my office,
399 1-2 Congress street. MRS. PALMER.

SITUATIONS

13-1

aged 24, wou d like
work of any kind in private family,
can take care of furnaces and understands
tb<( care of horses, and can make himself
if required.
References given
Uflafui.
Please address E. HAMILTON, 28 Edwards
dec2-4
Maine.
Place, Rockland,

YOUNG

colored

man

WAXOAJWt

one

book called the Chatterbox.
pictures for the children; price 50
The Brownies, illustrated.
cents.
Colored
picture books in great variety. Samantha book,
price reduced now *35 cents. Evangeline, illustrated. 35 cents. COLESWORTHY BOOK
STOKE. 92 Exchange St.
16-1

POUND.—The
full of

road

ADAMS,

No. 31 Exchange St.

ho«d
inserted under this
week for 25 cent*. cash in adTanoe.

Forty word*

LOST-Thursday

L W. LITTLEFIELD,

C. C.

sent

MONEY
gages

Sale.

Immediate

One of the best and most convenient
houses, seven rooms, modern plumbing, new this year, sold at a bargain
Terms easy
if taken immediately.
enough for anybody. Call at

free. Highest references.
PAXXISON & CO., 603 Omaha Building, Chicago. 111.

LOST

Af R.

4-4

street.

HELP,

Forty words inserted

street.__nov20-4

PORTLAND, ME.

J. M. DYER & GO.

28-4

LET.—A Lower
and bath room,

ANTED-Tobuy

500

104

decl 44 if

un-

collar, wool lining, well made.
Sold scores of them last yeai and this at
$14.85.
Goods delivered. Telephone 228-6. JOHNSON
H& was offered the entire lot at a fig- & LAMBERT, 24 Wllmot St.13-1
TO LOAN on first aVid second
ure that would enable us to sell them at
MONEY
mortgages on Real etstate, good commer10.00
eacli.
cial paper, stocks, bonds, personal property
$
He didn’t buy, came home to dream or any good collateral securities at the lowest
market rates. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & Co.,
about those Ulsters. Woke up deter- 42 1-2 Exchange street.deel 3-4
mined to have ’em, Telegraphed for ’em MAKE MONEY -BY CAREFUL SPECULATION
in Grain through a reliable, successful firm. Exceland they’re here.
lent opportunities to make profits by our new plans.

our

will be sold about

SALE.—Two-horse traverse runner
POR
A
pung, 1 roll dasher. Have no use for it, will
sell cheap.
NOYES & PEARSON, West Fatmonth. Me,_
16-1

OEO. A. HARMON, Sec.
514 Congress St. 1JOR SALE—The took called "Forestand
A
<lec7
shore” by Charles P. Ilsley, Stories of Old
tf

PRICES
of

express!}

HOLIDAY SALES

POR SALE.—A single sleigh, almostin new’
good
having been used but one winter,
order. Can be seen by calling at 75 PLEASANT 8T„ Peering Centre.
_16-1
A

MISCELLANEOUS.

Handkerchief Sale. A. F. HILL & CO.,
Congress

UDUUOl

17-1

POL SALE.—Sets of books, such as Dickens,
1
16 volumes in a box, $4.00 and $5.00;
Macauley’s History of England, 5 vol. price
11.00; Cooper's Novels, 6 vol., price $1.25.
Nice two vol. sets books, 60c.
COLESWOR16-1
THY’S. 92 Exchange St.

A
two story bouse and stable, corner lot,
cemented cellar, furnace beat, open plumbing,
Price
sewer. Sebago.
papered throughout.
$1695. only $500 down, balance at 6 per cent.
A rare chance. C. B. DALTON, 478Va Congress street, (one flight).12-1

parlor, furnished

neat and gas. Also other
rooms newly furnished at 217 CUMBERLAND
street.12-1

WILL

or

($235.00) F, S. SMITH. 541 Congress St.

WANTED.—Young

THIS

Fair at

Woodfords.
The ladies of the Woodfords
Congregational oh urch will give a Christmas

loan
BOOK FOR SALE—Portland
LOAN
and building associotion book worth about

January 1st. the store
pOR SALE—Musical goods for the Holiday
occupied by T. B. MOSHER, A
trade, just received. The best display ever
Inquire of in Portland. Pianos. Music Boxes, Violins,
others have 39 Exchange St.
Mandolins, Guitars, Banjos. Cornets. Harmoin securing Henry Deering, 39 Exchange St. nicas, etc.
Popular Music, music Books,

deavored to seoure (as no
done) and have succeeded
the nearest possible approach to the

We are Exhibiting only specially selected instruments shipped direct from our Factory, No.
791 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. Our personal representatives will be in constant
attendance,
and every possible advantage is secured for
intending purchasers by dealing directly with the manufacturers.

line of trunks.bags
in the city at
eases
the lowest prices is at J. L. BRACKETT’S,
1*-1
165 MUDDLE & 240 FEDERAL St.

largest
PORamiSALE—The
to be found
suit

LET—Large
r nished,
with

logical
tion.

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

pOR
A

TO

LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
ffl'-f
.1
furnace heat and use of bath room at

Vladimir de Pacliman

one

LET—Some of the best rents at Woodfords. central and handy; bath, furnace,
etc: good houses in Portland.
Office and
rooms, 413 Congress street, WATSON. 12-1

457 Cumberland street.

pay
lots yielding no income and
struments” with which the “raid” had unoccupied
subject to taxation, on the borders of
been cliieliy made on his gold reserve?
Because they expect to
western rivers?
So capricious are the natural movesell by the foot those lots purchased by
ments of current coin,
defeating often the acre, and so recoup interest and taxes
the forecasting of the most skillful exwith a fortune besides.
perts, that the most modern and best
Why do men hoard coin, and in gold
scientific theory on the subject is that of
standard
countries gold coin? Because
Ricardo, that any attempt of the govern- since
1879, when the legislative and adment to control the movement of currenministrative demonetization of silver becy is as futile ns it is unprofitable.
Men
beeD
that own money, put it, like Mr. Amos’s gan to show its offeots, gold has
the
famous Credit Mobilier stock, “where it steadily rising in the market of
will do them the most good;” and, if the world, as mcasurod by the nominal desilver, and the nearly
interest of the owners is promoted, what predation of
equivalent depreciation of merchantable
commodities generally. Gold has been
and now is the safest thing to speculate
in.
More money pr omises to be made by
hoarding it for a rise, than by investing
In oorner lots, in railroad
securities, in
manufactures, trade or agriculture.
Iu
fact all regular, profitable and healthy
business, as the facts I have already
cited show, has been converted into mere
«
speculation and gambling, by the dislocation of monetary standards as old as
civilization, and the consequent fluctuating and increasing rates of exchange.
How can the farmer produce wheat, or
the manufacturer produce cloth, or the
merchant deal in either, when before the
articles can reach their market, a rise in
exchange, due solely to a fall in silver,
may convert expected compensation to
actual loss? Silver will exercise this dis
turhing influence as long as it is the law
reful money of all the trading people of the
world exoept England, and of England
Itself as to Its largest dependency. Silver
is today full half of the colu reserve ot
its
the banks of France and Germany, ami
su lar as the statutes can make it, a
part
United
of the monetary system of the
States, though the President has decreed
otherwiso.
Silver demonetization injures business
n two ways, first by making all business

!n the World is made with

X

TO LET—At No.

Franz Liszt and tlic Cliickering

payments,” “hoarding of."gold,” (always
the circulata dung jorus contraction of
ing medium), “stopping of the invest“the
return of
ment of foreign capital,”
When tlo adventurers lay in enormous
securities already sold,” speculation in
stocks of wheat, of pork, of wool, of peexchange due to the dislocation of the troleum? When short crops, or the
prosmonetary standard.
pect of foreign famine or war is likely
Would things have been
any worse to enhance the
of
these
commodiprice
than this, if he had reversed his practice,
ties.
Why do they pour out all their
and exercised the discretion given him
oash and exhaust all their credit to buy
silver, at least for “the inby law to

The Finest Cake
v

ApinuHaui illrnisin'ii nunn. luntli ed, lighted, set bowl with hot and cold
water, use of bath room. Call at 17 DOW
ST,. So, right hand bell.
18-1

ooms

HOARDING
OP

Rent 142 Cumbelrand 'street, six
Rent 249 Congress street, six

InquiveotW.il. SARGENT, corner
it" Cumberland and Washington streets. 18-1

1864-1.874 60d. peroz

l.OoO.OOOlbs. per an.
5,000,000 lbs. per an.
25.000,000 lbs. per an.
75.000,000 lbs. per an.
127.b00.000 lbs. per an.
178,000,000 lbs. per an.
In tho same period the Lancashire yarns
shipped to China and Japan fell from
30,000,000 pounds iu 1875 to 27,000,000
pounds in 1893 iliat enormous expansion
of trade iu one article alone
enured to
the profit of tho “weak und laggard Hindoos,” “that had silver alone for their
standard of value,” and shows how much
London hankers and money-lenders had
mulcted the Lancashire spinners for the
maintenance “of a sound currenoy.
When a trader by his lack of enterprise
or his extortion invites a rival trader into
his street, when an ingenious and industrious people, by tampering with the
world’s
monetary standard, compel a
semi-civilized people to adopt their economies, the advantageous situation cannot he regained by reversing the fatal
methods. The rivals have come, and they
have come to stay. All the arts you may
practise to win back the lost customers,
they can imitate and improve the lesson.
Slow, conservative Asia would have been
a century learning to
make saleable fabrios, the products of complicated maa
but
when
silver rupee that
chinery;
twenty years ago could buy two sterling
but one
shilling’s worth, can now buy
shilling's worth, oommerce between England and Asia has become impossible.
Japan would hardly brook the President’s classification, as “a weak and laggard nation” after tho rapidity with
which she has just whipped a nation
with ten times her wealth, and ten times
her population. Whipped, too, on a silver
basis, under which in her own shops, she
built her own war ships and forged her
own arms of the most effeotive and
modern pattern.
She has just retired frftm
the contest with renown, and
with her
indemnity of oheap silver is beginning to
see if she cannot make
and
sell everything from a shovel to a telescope, that
her own and her neighboring peoples
have always been beholden for to Western
skill and enterprise. Among the items
in one of my last gold commercial papers
is one to the effect that agents from manufacturing houses in Japan are now in
Europe and the United States with a
view of introducing Japanese comm odi-

J.ET

rooms.
Looms.

INTERESTING FACTS

nAium

1S76 570.
1880 520.
1885 48(1.
1880 43d.
1892 fod.

head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

IlO

indeed

jo

FOR SALE.

Forty words inserted under tills
one

that his
own premature precipitation of tlie country into gold monometallism has been attended with disasters, which he thus sets
forth—“inability of maintaining gold
payments, the hoarding of gold at home,
us

TO LET.

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED.
A Salesman who is now familiar with the
State experience
retail grocers of Maine.
Address GROCERY
and give references.
18-3t
SA1.ESMAN. Press Office.

WANTED--A chance

as

housekeeper

in

a

“f
widower’s faimly, flrarclass. Inquuire
HARTFORD & CO., 36 Lisbon street, Lewis18-10t
Me.
ton,
partner with few thousand
dollars to interest himself in the manufacture of a very high grade of confectionery: well established; big profits; experience
not necessary; only business qualities needed. Apply to S, Press office, full particulars
as to yourself and references.18-2

WANTED--A

public to know that J. G.
CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark
street Speaking tubes and bells of all kinds
ir.to hotels, private houses and steainoats at short notice; ail work warranted;
orders by mall attended to.
17-1

WANTED—The

gut

know
that Prof.
to
Bishop is prepared to give first class
exhibitions with his phonograph at all kinds of
entertainments, church fairs, sociables, lodge
assemblies, etc. A large horn makes the repetition distinctly audible ai any part of the hall.
Address 52
Special rates to private parties.
SMITH ST.
_16-1

WANTED.—People

WANTED—All
persons in want of trunks
"*
and begs to call ou E. D. HEVNOLDfcj,
593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’*

grocery store, as we manufacture oar goods
bottom price*;
and can
therefore give
trunk* repaired. Oven evenings.
liJ-4

7

CORK.

Shipments—Flour 7.S00 bbls: wheat 103,000
bush; corn. 148,000bush: oats 238.000 hush:
14,000 huso: barley 27.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
dull, unchanged; patents at 3 30*8 46; extra
Jan. fancy at 3 10143
20; fancy ar 2 60082 76: choice
8.67 2 8o®2 76. Wheat shade
lower; Dec at B&Vic.
8.62 Corals shade lower: Deo
23-’/.oats a shade
lower. Dec 16»/i. Provisions—Pork 8 20, Lard
at 6
22Vi. Bacon—shoulders at 6 VI;
Sept. longsi2iV4®5
at 6V4 ; clear ribs at 6v» ; short clear
at 65-sc.
Dry sailed meats—shoulders 4Vsc:
longs 4 Vi; clear ribs at 4S/8; short clear 4%.
Receipts—Flour 8,600 bbls; wheat 44,400
busn; corn 87,000 bush; oats 16.000 bush; rye

Dec.
Opening.25%
Clasiua.
.25%

May.
28y
28%

roxtK.

Quotations of Staple Products in the

Opening.
Closing.

Leading Markets.

LARD.

July-

_

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)

New York Stock

and

NEW

YORK. Dec.

17.^

firm at 2@3 per cent; last loan
at 2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent. Prime mer«untile paper was quoted 4% a 6Va per cent,
sterling Exchange was firm, with actual busiIn
bankers bills
ness
4 87 Va c;4 87% tor
Money

bills

60-day
pasted

88% o4 88% ter uemaud;
ra es at \ 88 a; 4 89%.
Commercial Dills
co-davs at 4j86%@4 87%. Government Bonds
Railroads
weak.
quiet
bai silver 66%.
? exican dollars 52%.
Silver at the Board was dull,
At London to-day oar silver was quoted
80 3-16d & oz and firm.

Closing.
Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.
"nenlng.66%
Closing..;. 66%

May.

69%
60 J

CORK.

Dec
Opening. 25%

May.
28%
28%

Closing.25%

vana, coal $1 oO.
Schr H P_ Mason,

Brunswick to New York,
lumber §4 60.
Schr Aaron Reppard, Savannah to Philadel
phia. lumber $4 25.
Schr Apphia & Amelia, Newark to Portland,
fertilizer, in bags §1 35.
Sclir

Sagamore,

coal 95c

Philadelphia

to

Portland,

and b. m.

Marker,
PORTLAND. Dec. 17, 18 >5.
The business situation shows no new developments, although va ues continue on fairy steady
basis there is considerable disappointment in
the volume of trade, in most cases it being
much smaller than for the same period a year
Flour is
ago, with collections decidedly slow.
selling fairly well, particularly for all winter
wheat brands, which are very firmly held
at full prices, and while spring wheats are practically unchanged here, some slight concessions
have been made recently by millers. Wheat,
Corn, and Oats are rather easy in tone, and lower than last week.
Groceries have been steady
and quiet, but a firm feeling prevails on most
everything in this line; Molasses exhibits more
strength in sympathy with advancing prices at
the South; Sugar are also steadily held at old
figures. Provisions quiet aud unchanged. The
market for choice Baldwin Apples is firm and
higher, fancy bringing s3 in a jobbing way.
Eggs are still tending upward; nearby scarce
at 3l>c. Hay shows no cliauge whatever, with
but little choice coming in; the outlook for betPortland Wholesale

ter

prices

is rather poor on account of the continual decline on grain, and miilfeed is about as
low as Hay. Coal is in active demand; the sup-

hand is fair, and no further rise is anticipated ; we learn that circlar rates at the mines
are not generally maiutained.Butter commands
better prices on all grades. Dry fish and Mackerel are featureless. Fresh fish dull: receipts
light and prices higher, jobbing at 3V2C Ip ib
for Cod and 3Vic for Haddock, 2c for Hake.
2VaC for Cusk;Halibut very scarce at 18® 19c.
Lobsters higher at 15c Ip pound for boiled; live
^ lb. Fresh Beef steady,fairly active ;we quote
sides SViStfVjc
lb, hinds 7@9c, fores 4@6c.
rounds and flanks at(5@7c, rump and loins 10
@12c, sjtonq at 5@6c, rattles 3®4c, round hogs
fte damns 8® 10c, mutton at «@7c.
The following are to-day’s wholesale trices of
Pr visions. Groceries, etc.:

ply

on

Flour,
u per fine 5:
low grades. 2

Grain.

Wheat. 60-lbs.

@75

90@3 1C

Spring

Wneat bakCorn, new, car 38@39
ers.cl and st340@35C Coro, nag lots.
@43
latent Sdid?
Meat, bag lots..
@41
4 00@4 16 Oats, car iocs
Wneat..
26@28
ailch.stt'ght
Oats, bag lots
30jc;>2
roller.... 3 76@386 Cotton Seec.
clear do.. .3 60@3 66
car lots. 00 00322 60
bag lots 0000824 00
btXouis st'gt
3 75(S3 85 Sacked Br'n
holier...
clear do. .3 60@3 66
car lots. 14 00316 uO
Wnt'i wheat
bag lots.. 116&T7 00
patents.. 4 00@4 20 Middlings. .S16317 00
Fish.
bag ots.. SI 7@19 00
Cod—Lai* at»
Coffee.
Shore
.4 71S@6 26 Rio,roasted22
@24%
small do.. 2 50@3 26 Java do.28@31
Pollock
.2 26@3 26
Molasses.
Haddock.. .1 oO@2 0< Porto Rico.27333
Hake.1 60@2 OC Barnaaoes.27328
Herring, box
Fancy.30® 35
Scaled_
9@13c
to aekerei. b»
Amoys.17@2o
Extra is 00 00@$0C Congous.14350
Shore is S22 00@$2f Japan.186c 3 5
Shore 2s 519Q0@$23 Formoso.2O@b0
Mea.3 s.SO 000®$ OC
Sugar.
large as 00 OOtffifO OOC Standard Gran
4%
Bananas.
Ex-uual’tv fine
No is.1 26® 1 5C
4
13-16
granulated..
No-2 s.76c@l OC ExtraC.,..
4%
Mediums.
1 00@1 2C
Seeds.
Produce.
Kea Top—reCape Cran’bs$7 50@|R cleaned.... 16%@17
Maine
6 00@7 00
@12%
good.
New York
@6 25
$5
Tirootny
Pea Beans 1 56@1 60 Clover. 10 @12ya
ao
150&1
6ft
Provisions.
Foreign
Yellow Eves.3 76,a)l so
Cat Pea-1 r<0@l 75 PorkIrish Potat's. bu40@<6 clear. .13 <)03
sweets, Vineland 5 00 backs... 13 003
do .Jersey_ @4 76
@12 00
light.
Onions—
9 00
Native,bbl.@i 5c Beef—light..
8p Chicaens.
10 60
heavy.
Turkevs, Wes. ±G@l7c Bmests%bt 5 75ft
Geese... .12;a>l 4 Lara, tes and
Ducks, native.. L4@ie
V* bbl.pure.6y*®
Fowl*..’..
do com’nd, 5%®*
ll@13c
...

...

...

|

Apples.
pails, compd 5s/* ®6%
Fancy. 2 75@3 26
pails, pure 7%@8
Fair to good
76@$i
pure if
9% 39%
Baldwins.. $2 75(5.3 OC Bams ....
@10
E vap 491 In.8@9c
aocov'rd
@10%
..

Oil.

Lemons.

Kerosenel20ts
11
Maori.$
8 50@4 6f
Messina
Ligoma.liy2
Malaga— 3 25@0 6C Centennial ......liy9
Pratt’s Astjal ..13%
Oranges.
* 60@5 OC Devoe’s brilliant 13Va
.Jamaica
In half bbls lc extra
Eggs.
Nearpy.
@ 3C
Raisins.
Easternext..
26 @0C Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@«
Fresh Western... @21 London lay’rl $2@2 26
Held.
Bnttei.

2C

Coal.

Retail—delivered.
@27 Cumberland 4 00@4 60
Gilt Edge Vr’mt.
@25 Chestnut...
@6 00
Choice. @22 Franklin....
7 26
Cheese.
36 oO
Lehifi... • •
N\ \. tct'ry.12 @12 V2 Pea.
4 00
Vermoni... 12
ji/3
tiage ....13 @13»*

Oreamerv.fncy..

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Dec. 17.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Port1 uni, 151 wars
miscellaneous mercnadise; for
connectu.tf roads 156

cars.

Retail Grocer*' susjar Rates.
Portland market—cut loat at 7c;confe«tloners

7c;pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c; granuiai.eu,
Vs <-•; coflee crushed. 6Vac; yellow. —.&5C.
Grain Quotailoni.
CHIGCAO BOARD OF

TRA

i.

Monday’s quotations,
v. H

EAT.'

Deo.
Opening.. ..o«

Closing............56V*

May.
63 vs

bush.

Shipments—Flour 12,800
bush;
—

corn

bush.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 lied 66Vac; No 1
White GUVfcc. Corn—No 2 at 26Vjc. Oats—No 2
White 21.

Jan.

Opening.
Closing.

bbls: wheat 1*0(0

112,000 bush; oatsl3,000 bushjrye

otton

Marlieu

(By Telegrann.i

8.62
8.60

DECEMBER 17, 1896.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
Boston 8took Market.
148
sales
bales; middling up(lull,ana easy;
land# 8 9-16c; middling gulf 8 13-16C.
The following were to-day’s quotations at
ftooks in Boston:
NEW ORLEANS—The Coton market to-day
Mexican: Central as. 67% was firm; middling 8V#e.
Atonison. loneka A Stanta Jo R. 17%
Cotton market to-day
OHARLK8TON—The
Boston <S Maine It.176%
was firm; middling 8Vs
do pta.
market
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
Maine Central.138
to-day
was steady; Middling Sc.
New York and New Knglann it.
U nlon Pacific.
MOBILE—The Cotton market
6%
to-day was
American hell.
203% steady; middlings 8e.
American Sugar.) common...102%
^MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
Sugar, pfd. 98% steadv; middlings 8e.
Mass., pfd. 69
do
12%
common.
European Marlceis.
Mexican Central. 11%
P ortland, Saco & Portsmouth R.1 a7 %
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON,Dec. 17.1896.—Consols 107tod fcr
New York Quotatious on Stocks and Bonds. money and 107 tod for the account.
LIVERPOOL, Dec. 17. 1896.—Cotton market
(By Telegraph.)
The following are to-day’s closing quotations firm; American
middling at 4 2i-32d: estimated sale# 10,000 bales; speculation and
OlBouds:
Dec. 16. export 1000 bales.
Dec. 17.
New A’s reg.M%1
felll
New A’s
10)112%
coup.M112%

Freights.
following are recent charters:
Barks Ella, and Ethel V. Boynton. Portland
*.o Buenos Ayres, lumber at $6 oO; if Rosario
$7 50.
Bark Aub’ rndale, Boston to Rosario, lumber
$7.
Bri# J. C. Hamlin, Turks Island to Boston,
salt t%c.
Barges Draper, and Kohinoor, Philadelphia
to Portland, coal, p. t.
Schr John H. Butrick, Portland to Glen Cove,
syrup bbls «c ana loaded.
Sclirs Emma, Fred Jackson, H. B. Ogden.and
united Himes us reg. s<
Barge Central 4, New York to Portland, coal,p. Central Pacific lsts.104%
t.
Denver & xt. G. 1st.il2V2
Schr Rosa Mueller, Portland to Porto Rico, Erls 2ds.
cooperage, p. t.
Schr Julia S. Bailey, Philadelphia to Nassau,
coal, §1 co, and back Jacksonville to Portland, lumber $5 26.
Schr Eleazer \Y. Clark, Pliiladelpha to Ha-

—

TOitK.

and 4

The

rye.

by

1C6%
112%
74%
77Vs
llOVa
108%

Kansas Pacific Consols. 7S
Oregon Nav. lsts.111%
Kansas Pacific lsts.108%
Northern Pacific cons 5s....

38

Closing quotations ol stocks:
Atchison.16!/s
Adams Express.14H

I6S4
147
113

American Express.112
Boston ft Maine.
Central Pacific. 15%
Ones, a Onio. 17 4
Chicago St Alton.166
Chicago ft Alton preterrea_172
Chicago. Burlington « Quincy 82%
Delaware* Hudson Canal Co.127%
Delaware.Laokawana ft Westl66%
Denver ft Rio Grande. 12

175%
16

17%
156
170
84

128%
167 V*

133,3
12%

Erie. 12%
no
preferred
23
Illinois Central. 28%
LakelErle ft West. 21
Lake Shors.161»,i
Louis ft Nash.
Maine Central R.
Mexican Central.

23

27ya
22

153%
53

10%

10%
102

MichiaanCentralpf.102

Minn ft St. L.
Minn, ft Kt. Louts, pf.
Missouri Pacific. 31%
New Jersev Central.109%
Nerthen Pacific common—
4Va
do
do
preferred.... 14

30

102%
4

14%
104%

Nortnwestern. Dfa.160
New York Central.10 >
New York.Chicago ft St Louis 18%
c-do 1st pfd. 73
New York ft N E. 62
Ohio ft Miss.
Old Colony.177%
Out. ft Western.... 16
Pacific Mail. 30%
Pulman Palace.162
Rock Island

FROM

IS

FOR

Sydney, NSW.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16th.

If F

Kimball

South Aniboy for New York; Mary E Olys.
Rondout for do; Sarah Eaton. Ellzabetliport lor
do; Druid, Rondout for Beverly; Ethel. Bdgewater for Cohasset; Eliza Levensaler, Amboy
for Gloucester: Ernest T Lee. do for Lubec;
Veto, do for Thomaston; J Kennedy, do for
Salem.
Returned, sch Hattie E King.
Ar 17th. schs
Charley Buckl, Edgewater for
Boston; Clharles Ames, do for do; Florida, do
for 8outh Thomaston ; Idaho. New York for
Rockland; Abm Richardson. Bangor for orders.
Sailed, barque Elmiranda, for Boston, in tow;
schs Sarah & Ellen, in tow of
tug Ice King, for
Portland; Mary E Olys. Charley Bucki.
Passed 17th, barque Bruce Hawkins, Norfolk
for Boston, in tow.
Forelen Ports.
Nagasaki Dec 11, ship Daniel Barnes.
Arpe, Philadelphia.
Ar at Manila Dec 9, ship Ivy, Lowell. Newcastle. NSW.
Ar at Navassa (not Nassau) Nov
27, sch Falmouth, Wallace, Baltimore.
At Manzanilla 1st inst, sch a J Crabtree.
Goodwin, for New York 4 days; Grace Davis.
Dodge, for do, Idg.
Ar at Cienfuegos 5tli inst, sch B C Cromwell,
McLean. Philadelphia.
At Cienfuegos 5th inst, barque Louise Adelaide. Orr. from Philadelphia.
Sid fm Cardenas 11th inst, sch Sallle I’On,
Wheeler. Apalachicola.
Ar at St John, NB, 15th, schs Riverdale, Urqunart, Rockland: G W Scott. Camp, Thomaston; Essie C, Gilchrist. Thomaston; Jas Barber. Springer. Thomaston; Glide, Belyea, do;
Nellie Clark, Gayton, Roekport.
Ar at

I

160

100%
3 4Vi
76

..

..

..

..

...

water
177%

15%
32%

MoffihsetsdayS::

6 30

Hlght tide

162
8%

7%

74%

74

St.Paul ft Omaha. 42%
Ido prfd.128%
SI Paul. Minn, ft Mann.112%

112%

Sugar,common.101%

108

41
123%

Texas Pacific. 8%
Union Pacific, new. 6%
U. 8. ExDress. 42
Wabash_
..7%
do prfd.;17%
Western Union. 88%
Rienmoua ft West Point.
do prfd.

MARINE

8%
7%
7%
18%
89V*

NE¥S
#

TUESDAY, Dec 17.
Arrived.

Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
pas engers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer State o£ Maine, Pike, St John, NB.
via Eastport. for Boston.
Sch Bramhall, Aylward, New York
oil to
Standard Oil Co.
Sch Grace Webster. Crossman, New York—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch E G Willard, Gilbert, Boston for Rockland.
Sch Henry Chase. Black, Deer Isle.
Sch C M Gilmore, Thompson, Camden—lime
to Carlton Bros.
—

New York Mining stocks.

(Rv Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Dec. 17.1896.—The following
are to-day's closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Col. Coa:.
Flocking Coat..
3
Homes take.
; 28%
Ontario. 8
2
Quicksilver..
do pfd.15%
Mexican.••--.

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine, Cumberland ss, December
10th, A. D., 1895.
is to give notice, that on the 9th day.
of December, A. D., 1895, a'"Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,
against the estate of
EDGAR L. POOR, of Westbrook,
adjudged to bean Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on
the 9th day of December, A. D. 1895,to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or
by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of
any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor, to prove their debts and choose one

{;; gg|jg THIS

PORT OF PORTLAND.

42

Messenger’s Notice.

p

assignees of his estate will be held
Court of Insolvency to be liolden at Probate
Court Room, ill said Portland, in said County of
6th day of rJanuary
Cumberland, on the
A. D., 1895, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
or

at

more

a

Given under
written.

Cleared.

Mary

Messenger’s Notice.

Baird, F’isher, Philadelphia—J S
Winslow &Co.
Sch Anna E J Morse, Crocker, New York11 orse Co.
Sch J H Butrick, Kelley, Glen Cove—Portland
Sch

my hand the date first above
C. L. BUCKNAM.
as Messenger of the
Court of
said County of Cumberland.
decl8&18

Deputy Sheriff,
Insolvency for

B

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State of Maine, Cumberland, ss., Dec. 10th,
A. D. 1896.
Chicago Live Stock Market.
Is to give notice that on the 9th day
rflHIS
-t
of December, A. D. 1895, a Warrant in
(By Telegraph)
Cooperage Co.
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of InsolCHICAGO, Dec. 17.1896.—The Cattle markSAILED—Sch Bradford C French.
vency for said County of Cumberland, against
et—receipts 6.000; choice and met! firm: comthe
estate of
mon slow, weak: common 10 extra steers at
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
THE DAM REMEDY COMPANY,
3 10«6 40: Stockers and feeders at 2 80@3 66;
fm Hamburg 13th Inst, barque J H McSid
cows and bulls at 1 60 <68 50; calves at 2 50®
adjudged to be an Insolvent DebtoriCorporation,
Laren,
Pascagoula.
Wilkins,
6 85. Texans 2 70®3 86.
on petition of creditors of
said debtor corHogs—Receipts 26,000; firm and 6® 10 highporation, which petition was filed on the 2nd
Memoranda.
er early, closing weak, lower; heavv packing
of December, A. D. 1895. to which date
day
Biddeford, Dec 16—Sch Annie Sargent is interest on claims is to be
and shipping lots 3 604J3 06; common to choice
computed.
mixed at 3 45®S 66-.(choice assorted at 3 60® ashore on the flats at the Pool, where she driftThat the payment of any debts to or by said
ed at high water. She will be stripped and pro- Debtor
3 60; light at 3 45® 8 62% ; pigs 2 5033 56.
corporation, and the transfer and
she
left
as
lies.
Sheep—receipts, 10,000; firm; inferior to bably
delivery of any property by it are forbidden
Boston, Dec 16—Sch St Croix, Dyer, from Sulcholoe 2 00®8 60. lambs 3 00®4 70.
law.
livan for New York, put here for an anchor, to byThat a
meeting of the creditors of said debtor
replace one lost at Salem.
Domestic MarKtes
to prove their debts and choose
Boston, Dec 16—The anchor and chain lost corporation,
one or more assignees of jts estate, will be
Telearanh.i
(Ey
by schr Eva & Mildred at Nix’s Mato last week, held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at
hav« haftn rAAnvAfftri. ThA R Xr M
r»n th<* milDECEMBER 17, 1895.
Prnhn.t.A
rnmn
in actirl Pnrtlanil in oairi
NEW YORK—The Fiour market
receipts way repairing.
County of Cumberland on the 6th day of
Dee
73.514 packages; exports 5981 bbls and 24,619
Vineyard-Haven,
16—Barque Elmiranda, January A. D., 1896, at 10 o’clock in the forewill be towed to Boston to discharge. Destina- noon
sacksisaies 11.600paokages;quiet,iirm; prices
tion changed from Bath.
unchanged
Given under my hand the date first above
Manila, Dec 16—Ship Ivy, Lowell, for New written.
Flour quotations— low extras at 2 26S265:
C. L. BUCKNAM.
city nulls extra at 8 90®4 00; city mills patents York or Boston, ashore at Santiago. Assist- Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
4 oo®4*25: winter wneat low grades at 2 25 « ance has been sent from here.
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
3 65 : fair to fancy at 2 6533 30: patents at 3 45
decll&18
Domestic Ports.
®3 75; Minnesota clear 2 5098 10: straights
do at 3 0083 35: do patents 3 35® 4 10: dorve
FOK either sex.
NEW YORK—Ar 15th, sch Herman F Kimmixtures 2 10®8 201 superfine at 2 1092 65: ball, Lane, Perth Amboy for Boston.
fine at 2 0002 25.
Southern flour steady and
This remedy being applied
Cid 17th, ship Challenger, Gouid, Taicahuauo.
Ar 17th, sch Talofa, Fletcner, Tampa, Fla,
dull; common to fair extra 2 10@2 80: good
directly to the seat of the
to choice at 2 90®3 30. Rye (four steady and via Charleston; Joe, Kelley. Fall River.
disease requires no change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
Cid 17th. schs Mary A Hall. Coombs, Havana:
quiet. Buckwheat flour at 1 30® I 40. Buckwheat at 39VsC.
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
Cornmeal is dull and steady. Mary E Lynch, Merry, Gonaives.
Ar 17th, schs Silver Heels, and Mary J Lee,
Rye nominal. Wheat—receipts 241,426 bush;
package by mail 81.00.
Bold only by J. H. Hammond.
exports 72,461 bush: sales 16,000 busli; firmer Rockland: J H Leeds, Gardiner; Fihemau,
..■
and duli; No 2 Red in store and eley at 69SA@ Greens Landing; A S Kin berg, and Mary A
Cor. Free and Center Sts., ana
c* Fowler, Cor. Congress
70c; afloat 71V4®7iyjC; f o b at 70%®70Vac: McCann, Bangor; Earl P Mason, Portland; Geo
TT
JtvW JSBand Lafayette Sts Portland
No
Northern 66%c. Corn—receipts 166.975 Nevinger, New Bedford.
bush: exports 39,657 bush; sales 32,000 bush;
Sid 16th. sch M A Acliorn, Ponce; S G Hart, Mauei
dull and firmer; No2at 33%®33%c in elev; Port au Prince.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Elia May, Cooper.
34%®35c afloat. Oats—receipts 21,600 bush:
Messenger’s Notice.
exports 288 bus ;sales 37,000 bush;dull; whites Rockport; Annie L Wilder, Greenlaw, do; H S Office of the Sheriff
of Cumberland County.
firmer; No 2 at 22% ; White do 24% ; No Chica- Collins, Greenlaw, Greens Lauding; Lucy Bell,
State of Maine, Cumberland, ss. December
go at 23% c; No 3 at 21% c; do White at 28c: Cole, Columbia Falls; Cambridge, Perry, KenA. D. 1896.
10th,
.Mixed Western at 21®24c:do White and White nebec; Volunteer, Smith, Vinalhaven: Francis
State at 24®28c. Beef is dull and stead : beef M Loring, Flanders, Rockland; Elizabeth Fos- f flHIS is to give notice that on the 9th day of
hams quiet; tiereed beet firm ;city India mess at ter, Woodward. Beverly; St Croix, Dyer, Sulli- X December. A. D., 1896. a warrant in
S16 6o®*17; cut meats dull, weak; pickled bel- van for Philadelphia; Mary Farrow, Morrissey, insolvency was issued out of the Court of Inof iCmnberlaud.
lies lbs 4% ; do sboulders at 4% c; do hams at Bangor; Winslow Morse, Newtou, Wlnterport. solvency, for said County
Ar 17th, schs Waltham, Barter, Savannah; against the estate of
8%®S% ; middles nominal. Lard weak with a
moderate; Western steam closed 6 62%c ask- Winslow Morse, Newton, Wlnterport; Edw L FRANK C. MACDONALD and IRVING P,
ed; city 5 16: refined quiet: Continent 6 00; 8 Warren, Larrahee, Ssarsport; Odeil. McDonMAUNONALD, individually and as copartA at 6 30s compound at 4%®5c. ProTisons— ough, Wlnterport;
Herald. Veazie. Rockport;
ners under firm name of Macdonald Brothers,
Pork steady,>ith a moderate demand. Buttor Nellie Eaton. Morrison, St John, NB.
of Portland,
Sid 16th, sells Francis Gooduow, New York;
—fancy firm, fair demand; State dairy at 13®
to be Insolvent Debtors on petition
24c; do cream20®27c; Western dairy ll(®19c: Clara Dinsmore, Lubec; J W Belano, BrunsFrank C. Macdonald, which petition was
do crm 19®28:do June 17®24; do factory at 8 wick; S W Lawrenoe, Newport News.
Sid 17th, barqne H J Libby, and sch Albert L filed on the 4tli day of December, A. D., 1896,
@l9c; El-gins 28c. Cheese firm.moderate:9tate
on claims is to
to which date interest
be
large 7%01Oc; do fanoy at 9%®10; do small Butler, In tow of tug Knickerbocker for Portcomputed.
7%«llc. Petroleum quiet: united at at 1 5u. land.
to
or
of
debts
That
the
any
by
payment
Coffee—Rio dull, and steady. Sugar market—
BRUNSWICK—Ar 16th, sch Lucy H Russell,
said Debtors and the transfer and delivery of any
rayy Quiet and steadv; refined is quiet, steady;
Johnson, Portsmouth,
forbidden by law. That a
No 6 at 4 3-16; 7 at 4y,c; No 8 at 4 1-16: Noj
Sid 16ih, brig Jennie Hulbert, Rodick.tor New property by them are
meeting of the creditors of said Debtors to prove
at 4C; No 10 at 3 16-16c: Noll, at 3%c; York.
one
choose
or
more
and
their
debts
No 12 at 3 13-16C: No 13 at 3%c: off A at
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, sch Jenuie Hall,
at
4 3-1608% ;Mould A 4% ;staudard A 4% ;Conassignees of their estate, will be held
Leighton, Washington.
to be
hoiden at
of
a
Court
Insolvency
Ar 16th, barque Clara E McGllvery, Lynch.
feetiouers’A 4VsC; cut loaf and crushed 6%cs
Probate Court Room, in said Portland, in
powdered. 4% ;grauulated46/s®4% ;Cubes 4%. Bull River. SC, via Norfolk.
of
Cumberland, on the 6th
CHARLESTON-Ar 16th, sch Julia A Ward. said County
Quotations are those made by reliners on the
day of Jannary, A. D., 1895, at ten o’clock
one-pricebasis uuder the plan of October lotli Ward, Philadelphia.
forenoon.
the
in
1896 which makes large dealers and wholesale
Old 16th, sch Robf A Snow, Snow, for New
Given under my hand the date first above
grocers agcnis of the Trust handling sugar* on Haven.
C. L. BUCKNAM.
con ignment,
and who are at staled tlmes>of
FERNANDINA-Sld 16th, sch John L Treal, written. Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of InDeputy
settlement allowed a cmmissiou of 3-I6c C it*. Greenlaw. New London.
said County of Cumberland,
solvency
for
There is also a trade discount of I per cent on
GLOUCESTER—In port 16th, schs Chesjer R
decll&18
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid with- Lawrence, Boston for Boothbay; F A Chase, do
in seven days, and no trade discount on smaller for Bath.
No
For
sales loss than 25 barrels.
HYANN1S—Ar ICth, schs Annie Gus. Calais
quantities.
sugar packed in bags there is no additional for New York; B D Prince. New Bedford for
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 in- LlncolaviUe; W M Young, New York for Grand
olvsive, and other grades yse p lb additional.
Manan; Storm Fetrel, Kondout for Boston; M
Freights to Lierpool quiet, steady and scarce A Pike, do for Calais; Douglas Haynes, Gen
—grain by steam —.
Banks, Morris & Cliff. Nettie Cushing. Kit Carson, and Annie & Reuben, for eastern ports;
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was •fas
A Stetson, New York for Lubec; Robert
and
quiet,
uuchanged. Wheat—No 2 Spring at
do for Greens Landing: E H King, and
55%©57% ; No 2 Red 69%®6t%c.Coru—No2 Dorlry,
Emma McFadden, do for Eastport; II G King,
at 2oS/„c. Oats—No 2 at 17c: No 2 Rye at 33Va
do
for
Salem.
nominal.
No 2 Barley 3704U. No 1 Flaxseed
At Bass River letli, schs Independent, Cactus
at 9499414 : mess pork 7 87ya@8 00. Lard at
6 25 a.6 32% ; short rib sides at 4 85@4 40. Dry and ltebeci-a A Taulane.
NORFOLK—Ar 16th, sch Myra W Spear,
salted meats—sboulders 4 60®4 75; short clear
Hlncklev, Gardiner.
sides 4 S7%®4 62%.
Receipts—Flour, 14,200 bbls: wheat. 92.000 Ar 16th, schs RTRundlett, Fountain, New
bush: corn. 281,000 bush: oats.344.000 bush: York; Myra W Spear, lllnkley. do.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 10th, sch Maud H
rye. 17,000 bush barley. 114,000 bush.
Dudley, Dunton, New York.
NEW LONDON-Sld 14tli, sch Veto, ThompNew remedies are being constantly in- son, New York for Thomaston.
NEW HAVEN—Sid lOtn, sell H J McCarty,
troduced to the public, but Dr. ljuil’s
Stamford.
Cough Syrup still maintains its pre-emi- Hawley,
NEW BEDFORD— Ar 16th, sch Elvira J
nence.
French, Kendrick, Philadelphia.
—

LE BRUN’S
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—
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STtothe piso company,/a
VC

In
Effect
December 9, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate poiuts as follows:

\\ Gentlemen:

y)

a With

&

Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via

WARREN. PA.

delight I
(i
Yj
j (^recommend vj

1 Pancake
Flour.

A combination of the great staffs
2 °f Ufe WHEAT, CORN and RICE.
B

G

A grocer who offers you any other

5 colored package than Red when you

ask for the Genuine Aunt Jemima is,
5 trying to deceive you, and if be deceives
0 you in this matter he may in your ac81'bunts. Remember the Red package.
Beware of counterfeits.
3
HERE'S OUR

8
W
ft
ft

ft
ft

ft

GUARANTEE.

Buy a package of Genuine Aunt Jemima's SelfRising Pancake Flour, and if you do not find it

*nakes the best cakes you ever ate, return the
empty box to your grocer, leave your name, and
the grocer will refund the money and charge
it to us.
Scientifically Prepared and
^
f
Manufactured only by

in. T.

'r
(

j.
j*
C

[♦

CO., St. Joseph, Moi

DAVIS MILL

■*3CSi3QE3£^GOOG6X3£JC5QGCX3E30000C3000GC3GG3GGC30C3Gt>

iSlLL

MCALLISTER,

S

Iran 1
§
|CORE
I
|

CONSUMPTION

mo

if for

others,

«

■

it alone

«

COAL. r| saved my
A Fall Assortment of

Burning Coais

Lehigh and Free-

for Domestic Use.

Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Talley Franklin,

U

ADOLPH ZIMMER,

vj

Bellwood,Neb.,Apr.l3,1895.

WEDDING RINGS.

Above Coals Constant-

All Solid Gold.
Any size, weight
or style, in 10, 14 and 18 kt. gold.
Pounds of them.
You can find just
what you want in my stock.

ly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

....

lGO-‘i

OFFICE:

McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument

WHITE’S ANNUAL

Mammoth Christmas Tree.
Following our usual custom at Christmas
time, we will erect at our store Saturday,
Dec. 14th, a mammoth tree, loaded with a variety of choice gilts, which we will present to
all our customers purchasing goods to the
amount of fifty cents and upwards; and we also
wisli to acquaint our patrons that we will present for their Inspection at that time the largest
assortment of Christinas slippers ever displayed
iu this state. We have secured one thousand
of manutactures samples in men’s and
oys slippers, which we will sell at less than
the cost to make thorn. We intond that our
store shall be the headquarters for supplies of
Christmas footwear. Remember our tree will
remain from Dec. 14tli, until Christinas and we
invite you to bring the children in order that
they may see the presents which it will contain

WHITE’S
SHOE
STORE,
480 Congress St
Opposrite Prebb Houso.
decl3eodtf

SEMINARY.

Winter Term Begins Tuesday, Dec. 81
Classical Seminary of High Grade.
Four Courses of Study, English, Class
A

leal. Scientific, College

Preparatory—

of four years. Business course of
two years.
New Post Graduate Course
for advanced students.
Regular systematic training in English, Elocution,
Culture
the
Physical
throughout
courses.
'Chemistry and Physic a
special feature. Instruction thorough.
Expenses moderate.
Foi catalogue with full information

address the President,
REV. H. S. WHITMAN,
declfidlw
Deering, Me.
Canal National

Bank.

THE annual meeting oE
the
stockholders
A
of the Canal National Bank of Portland
for the election of seven Directors, and for
the transaction of any other business that
may legally come oefore them, will be held at
their banking house on Tuesday,the fourteenth
day of January, 1896, at 11 o’clock a. in.

GEGRGE C. PETERS, Cashier.
December 14th, 1895.
declldtd

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL BANK,
annual meeting of the stockholders oj
THE
the Mercnants- National Bank of fortland.

Maine, for the election of seven directors
for the ensuing year and the transaction of any
other business that may legally be presented,
will be held at their banking house on Tuesday. the 14th day of January. 1896. at 10
o’clock a. m.
C. O. BANCKOFT Cashier.
14-m.

IN'

X

O

£»

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

W. P.

HASTINGS.’

WM. M. MARKS,

Card

-AND

JOB
W 2-9

—

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE.

Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All order*

hddad to.

by mail

or

telephone promptly at
aomieodGT

WOOD

MANTELS

and TIEI\«.
linesl stock.
est Prices.

Largest anti

w.
onto

A.

A L

Low-

LEN,dtf

foot of Treble Street,

Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,

Brunswick.

R'y.

a. M. & 1.15 P. M.
From Union Station
for Polana, Mechanic Falls. Buck held. Canton.
Dixneld and Rumlord Falls.
Union
8.30 a. m.. 1.05 anti 5.10 p. m. From
Station
and
lor
Polanl

8.3i>

8.30 a. in. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls.
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls, Farmington, Pliillips, Range- Train leaving Union Station 1.16 p. m. connects at Kumford Kails with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
ley. Oakland and Waterville.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling- train for Bvron and Houghton.
ton, Lancaster, 3L Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
passenger coaches between Union
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and ail points west.
Portland and Rumford Falls.
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au- Through tickets on sale for all points
and
Waterville.
gusta
on P. ii K. F. K’j.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Fails, Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor R. C. BRADFORD. G. F. & T. Agt.
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
Portland, Mains.
1.15 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs L. L. LIVjOLN Superintendent,
Feblodlr
Rumford Falls. Mains
station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Falls,
Kincfield,
Lewiston, Farmington.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham. Waterville, Skowhegan,
aud
Vanceboro.
Bangor
1.30 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland aud ail stations on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skow
began, Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown, Vanceboro.
St. John, Halifax, Houlton and Woodstock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, FrySTATION FOOT OFPHEBLE STREET
burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. JohnsOn and after Sunday. December
6, 1895.
bury, Montreal and Chicago.
For Brunswick. Bath,
5.05 p. m.
Lisbon Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction.
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
Nasnua, Windham and Hipping at 7.30 a.
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
m. and 12.30 p. in.
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
11 ancheoter, Concord, and points North
For
Auburn
and
Falls,
Lewiston.
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
For
Rochester, Springy ale. Alfred, Water-,
Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterville,
Augusta,
boro and Uaco River at 7.30 a. m» 12.30 and
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
4.25
f>. m.
St
John
and
all
Aroostook
Stephens,
County,
Halifax and the Provinces, but docs not run to For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m„ 12.30^
5.20 and 6.25 p. m.
Dover
3.00,4.25,
and
or
Foxcroft
Belfast, Dexter,
beyond For
Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, West*
Bangor, Saturday nights.
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
9.46 a.
m..
12.30.
3.00,
4.26, 6.20
and 6.26 o. m.
7.20 a. in., paper tram for Brunswick, Au
Waterville
and Bangor.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Fortlana connects
gusta,
1.00 p. in.
For Brunswick
Lisbon Falls. St Ayer Junction with “Heosae Tunnel
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, and Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
Bangor.
11.00 p. m., Night Express with sleeping via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
cars for ah
points.
A Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton, New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland irom Worcester
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
at 1.30 p. m.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
8.30 a. m ; Waterville, Augusta and Bath,
1.30
and
5.45 p.
and
Rockland
m.:
from Gorham
8.35a.m.; Mattawainkeag,Bangor
8.30 and
10.60 a.
12.25; Kingfleld, Phillips, Farmington, Rum- at 6.40.
m.. 1.30,
5.45 and 6.16 p. m.
ford Falls. Skowliegan, Oakland aud Lewiston 4.15,
For through Tickets to all points West and
12.30 p. m.; No. Con wav and Frveburg 4.40
Rock- South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket
p.
m.;
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
land 5 25 p.
in.; St, John. St.
Stephen, Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
Aroostook County. Bar Harbor and Bangor
Je29
dtf
5.35 p.m.; Rangeiey, Farmington, Rumford
Lewiston
5.45
m;
Falls, Skowhegan.
Chicago
p.
and Montreal and all
White
Mountain
points. 8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R.,
1.40
a.
Bar
m.:
Harbor,
Bangor,
express Halifax, St. John. Bangor Waterville
and Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Dec. 7, 1895.
On and after MONDAY. Nov. 18th, 1895
oct4
dtf
trains will run as follows:

Through
Station,

Portland & Worcester Lino

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

GRAND

R.

STEAMERS.
THE

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

After Monday, Sept. 2,

Steamer

Enterprise

MEDITERRANEAN

BY

To
.steamer, January 29,1896.
Bermuda, Gibralter, Malaga, Granada, Alhambra,
Algiers, Cairo, Jerusalem, Beyrout, Ephesus, Constantinople, Athens, Rome, Nice, etc. Only #650
up all excursions, iees, etc., included.
F. C. CLARK, 111 Broadway, New York.

officially chartered

_16,18-2t

Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
for Portland.
sepiMtfJ. P. BAXTER.

.WSSfl BOSTON

ms

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
m. for Portland, toucning at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel

a.

Island.

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 "a. m. for
Pemaouid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaouid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above

landings,

Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at

Islahd.

a.

for
Squirrel
m.

Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf

Daily Line, Sundavs Excepted.

the
BAY

new and

STATE

LEAVE.
and Lewiston
7.15, 7.55 a. rn
1.10,1.30, 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30 and
6.20 p. m.
For Island Pond,7.56 a. m., and 1.30 p. m.
For Montreal
aud Clucaf*, T.oia. i«„ and
1.80 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
For Auburn

Sept. 23d will leave PortfiOMMENCING
land Pier for Falmouth, Oousens-, LittleGreat
and Bustin’s Is'ands,
Ckeheague
john’s,
Wolf’s Point and

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

palatial steamers
AND
PORTLAND,

alternately leave Franklin Whare, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1.1895.

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.15 3.10. 5.16 and 6.30 p. m.
From
Island Pond. Berlin and Gorham,
8.25, a. m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago ana Montreal. 12.15 and 5.30
p. m.
From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE NO. 177
MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. 8EAHGEANT Geu’l Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18th, 1896,
dtf
From

Wiscassei A Quebec Railroad Co
On and after Nov., 4th 1895, Trains wil
leave Wiscassett for Albion ana way stations a
9.18 a. m. and 3. 56 p. m., arriving in China a
12.00 a.nr and 6.66 p. m.
Returning trains leave Albion at 6.00 a. m.
and 12.16 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9,05
a. m. and 2. 57 p.m.
J. P. TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
dUmos
mayl8

Boston & Maine R.
in Effect October

20,

R.

1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, (of
Scarboro Grossing. 10.00a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m.; Scarboro Beach, Pino Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m., 3.30, 5.15, 6.20, d. m.; Old Orchard,
Saoo, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.,
MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
6.20, p. m.; Kenne12.40, 3.30, 5.15,
New Fork Direct Line.
bunk, 7.00, 8.40. a. m., 12.40, 8.30, 6.15*
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00,8.40a.m.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, ±3.45, 7.00, 8.40,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF. PORTLAND. ME.
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT
Winter Time Table, in Effect Nov. 26, ’96. a. m.; 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Kennebank*
7.00, 8.40 a.m.,
and
Sea
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing:, port, Somersworth, Dover,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farming*
Peaks Is'and, 5.46, 6.40, 8, a m,, 2.16 and
The Steamships Manhattan and Cot.tag
Alton
a.
m..
12.40, 3.30 p. m.|
Bay, 8.40
6.10 p. m.
For Lit tle and Great Diamond, ton,
Worcester
8.30 p.
m.;
(VIS
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
Trefethens and Long Island, 8.00,a. in., Wolfboro,
and
Somersworth
and
days
Rochester,) 7.00 a. ra.;
Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
and 2.16, p. m.
Pier 38, East RiVer, same days at 6 p. m.
7.00 a. m.. 3.39 p. m.;
Concord,
Manchester,
C. W. T. GODIN G, General Manager.
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00: Round
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill^ Lawnov25dtf
rence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 8 80 p.
trip $7.00.
m.
Exeter, Boston, ±3.45. t7.00, t8.40a. m.,
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent
412.40. 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 17.25,
nv£-dtf
10.15 a. m 12.65, 4.20 7.15 p. m. teav<*
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,
Royal Klaii Steamships.
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Halifax & Portland S srvice
Liverpool,
Londonderry.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
I
From
From
From
FOB
and
1.00, 4.16 p. m. Arrive id
stations,
way
Liverpool.
Steamships I Portland Halifax.
Boston, 7.25 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
6 Dec.
28
Easlport Lubao. Calais, StJohn, N.3., Halifax,*1.3.
Mongolian. | 26
Boston for Portland, 3.46 a. m.
19
Numidian.
9 Jan.
11 Jan
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nora ScoV.AHTVRV nTVMinV.
2 Jan.
Laurentian.
23
25
tia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Bret16 Jan.
6 Feb.
8 Feb.
Mongolian.
on.
The favorite route to Campobello and
From Union Station for Cap*
Elizabeth,
30 Jan.
2c Feb.
Numidian.
22 Feb.
St. Andrews. N. B.
$$8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
Steamers sail from Portland about 1 p.m. on Wolf boro, 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford, PortaWinter Arrangement.
Thursdays after arrival of all trains due at month, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
On and alter Nov. 18th, and until further I Portlaud at noon.
Lynn, Boston, $2.00. $9.00 a. m.; §12.6o,
$6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.58 a. m., 12.49*
notice, the steamers of this line leave RailREDUCED RATES.
road
Wharf,
Portland.
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $60. 4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
Monday and
Return. $100 to $110.
7.30, 9,00 a. m.. 12.30. 7.00, 7.45 p. m.
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
and St. John, with
the above connection.
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool, LondonderSUNDAY TRAINS.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubeu and East- ry, Glasgow or Belfast, $30. Return, $66.
For Biddeford. Portsmouth.
Newbury
port same days.
Steerage to Liverpool. Queenstown, London- port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m., 12.53
Through tiekets issued and baggage cnecked derry. Belfast. London or Glasgow, $24.60.
m.
Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. m.. 4.15 p.
p.
to destination. |3T"Freight received up to 4.00
in.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
Steamships.
p. m.
7.00 p. m,
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
New You k and Glasgow via Londonderry.
not rim Mondays.
$l)oes
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square Cabin, $40 and upwards. Return, $80 and
tConnects with Kail Lines for New Yer ;,
or for other information at Company's Office.
upwards.
South and West.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
J. B.COYLE.Gen. Man.
Galway. Prepaid steerage $25.50; Intermediap29dtf
•Western Division from North Berwick Sunate $30.
Apply to P. McGowan and H. G. days only.
STARK, Portland; H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
Scarboro
$$Conneets at
Crossing with
or co II. & A. ALLAN. General Agents, No.
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
1 Inda St., Portland, Me.
Througn ticket* to ah points in Florida,
the South and West lor sale* at Ticket Office,

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO

Delightful

Invigorating

Trip.

ALLAN

LINE

International Steamship Co.

CUMBERLAND NATIONAL BANK.

Stockholders of
Bank of Portland will be held at their banking rooms oil
Tuesday, the fourteenth day of January, 1896,
at 10 o’clock A. M.. for the choice of DirecAnnual

of the

Meeting
THEthe Cumberland
National

tors lor the ensuing year and the transaction
of any other business that may legally come
before them.
W, II. SOULE, Cashier.
14-1 m
Portland, Dec. 13, 1895.

NOTICE OF QUARANTINE.

Book,

For

Oct. 7, 1895
DEPARTURES.

l)i Effect

STATE LINE I

FIRST CLASS
P

Square,

OPEN EVENINGS.

Eairs

each

a. in.

A CRUISE TO

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
ap3
M.W&Ftf

WESTBROOK_-

\)(fa

7.00

Portland & (Word Falls

J

English and American Cannei.

--

MINIATURE AT, MAN AC.DEC. 18.

%

Honey.”

Iff

|

RAILROADS.

MAINE "CENTRAL R. R.

“Ise in Town

....

....

KAILItOADS.

.....

„T

Scotsman.Portland.. .Liverpool. .Dec 19
Claribel.New York.. Jacmel.Deo 19
Santiago.New York. .Cientuegos .Dec 19
Pomeranian ...New York. .Liverpool. .Dec 19
Alllanca.New York. .Colon .Dec 20
*
Spoken.
Newport.New York. .Colon.Dec 20
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam. .Dec 21
Dec 2, lat40 10 N, Ion 126 15 W. barque Guy
Campania.... New York. .Liverpool .Dec 21 C Goss, Malleit, from Tacoma for Boston.
Adirondack.. .New York. .Jamaica ....Dec 21
Saratoga.New York. .Havana
Dec 21
Any one who has children will rejoice
Dauia.New York.. Hamburg.. .Dec 21
Champagne.... New York. Havre.Dec 21 with L. B. Mulford, of Plainlieid, N. J
Pbiladeluliia. New York. .Laguayra .Dec 24
of age, was.
Paris.New York. .So’ampton...Dec 20 His little boy, five years
Friesland
New York. .Antwerp.. Dec 25 sick with croup.
For two
days and
Friesland .New York. Antwerp... Dec 25
Germanic-New York.. Liverpool...Dec 25 nights he tried various remedies recomObdam.New York.. Rotterdam..Dec 25 mended by friends and neighbors. He
Dee 26
Mongolian.... Portland
Liverpool
Orizaba.New York..Hav&Tamp Dec 26 says: “XthoughtsureIwouldlo.se him.
Alps.New York. .Port Prince Dec 26 I had seen Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy
Wordsworth
New York.. FernambucoDec 28
adveitised and thought X would try it
.Dec 28
Alleghany... .New York. .Jamaica
Mississippi.New York. .London _Dec28 as a last hope and am happy to say that
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool.. Dec 28
after two doses he slept until morning.
Amsterdam
.New York..Rotterdam..Liec 28
Dec 28 I gave it to him next day and a cure was
Bourgogne.New York. .Havre
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow
Dec 28
Patria. New York. .Hamburg;... Dec 28 effeoted. I keep this remedy in the house
Advance.New York. .Colon
Dec 30 now and. as soon as any of my children
City ot Para... New York.. Colon, &c
Dec 30
Havel.New Y’ork. .Bremen.Dec 31 show signs of croup I give it to them and
Obdam.New York.. Rotterdam..Dec 31 that is the last of it.” 25 and 50 cent
Vancouver
Portland... Liverpool... Jan 2 bottles
for sale by Landers & Babbidge,
Niagara.New York. .Cfenfuegos ..Jan 3
B.
WoodCaracas.New York. .Laguayra .Jan 4 Druggists Portland; and U.
Pascal.New York. .Santos
Ian 4 maD. Westbrook.
...

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

__

..

Northwestern.108%

Reading.

OCEAN STEAMER MOVKMKN

PHILADELPHIA-Ar 16th, sch VVm B Herrick, Bay View.
C'lci 16th, sell Frank T Stinson, ProvidenceCld 16th. barque Haydn Brown. Babbldge,
Bruuswicli; sch Kleazer W Clark, Goodwin,
Havana,
Ar 27th, sch Daisy Darlin, Duuton, Bath.
Cld 17th. sch Sagamore, Portland.
...
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 16tli. sch Emma,
John, New York.
PLYMOXJTH-Ar 16th, sch Florida, St John.
NB, for New York.
ROCKLAND—Ar 16th, sch Yankee Maid.Gllbert, Portland; flattie A Marsh.—.
Sid 14th, schs O M Marrett, Harris. NYork,
Mary Langdon, Hatch, Richmond; Puritan, fm
Belfast for New York.
ROCKPORT—Ar 16th, sch A Hayford. Warren, New York.
TACOMA—Cld 6th, ship Conqueror, Lothrop,

MAINE COAST

NAVIGATION CO.

For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.

SALACIA.

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesday., Thursdays aud Saturdays at 8 a m
tor Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
a.
Wednesdays and Fridays at
in.,
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath, Popham
Beach

DOMINION

TICKETS FOR

EUROPE.

via S. S. SCOTSMAN, sailing
Thursday, Dec. I Dili,
Can be obtained of

H. G.

&ARR,

2 1-2 Union Wharf.

Agents for Allan, Dominion, Cunard, Atlantic
Trausuort and White Star Lines. oct21eod3mo

STEAMERS.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning November 5th, Steamer Merry*
will leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Sundays excepted:
For Long,
and
Islands
(..hebeague
Harpswell, Bailey's and Orr’s Islands, 2.00
For
Cliff
Islanu, Monday, Wednesday
p. m.
and Friday 2.00. p. ra.
oitland. Leave Orr's Island
Return for
6.45 a. in. calling at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
ISAIAH DANIELS,
a .in*
Gen’l Manager
oct5dtf

coneag

LINE.

and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Livool or Londouder.v, $30.00 and return
To London, Bristol or Cardiff $3
$55 01).
additional, or $61 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
$24.50
and
Queenstown aud Glasgow,

er

on

dtf

On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the new
fast

STEAMER

G. P. and T. A., Boston.

je21

and

The cattle commissioners of the Stale of
Maine, having found from recent experience
become absolutely necessary to and Portland
Fare. Si.ooto Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
supplement our former notice of quarantine
issued .January 1st, 1892. so that it shall in- Wiscassett.
clude not, only Massachusetts, but all other
O. C. OLIVFR.
CHAS. E. LEWIS,
for dairy or
President.
states, order that no cattle
Treasurer.
oct2»
breeding purposes shall be brought
into
dtf
this state eithei by road, water, railroad or
other conveyance until further notice: and
all such cattle entering our state, without !
a permit signed
by some member of our 1
board will be subject to quarautino at the
owner’s expense, and the attention of all Royal Mail Steamships—Liverpool Service
via LoDdoHderry.
persons is directed to chapters 177 and 194
From
From
From
of She public laws
of Maine, which
will
Steamers,
Liverpool.
|
j Portland, j Halifax
be
hereafter
rigidly enforced.
JOHN W. DEERING, President.
Nov. JO
| ."colsumn | Dec. 19
I Dec. 31
F. O. BEAL, Treasurer.
Dec. 13
I Vancouver I Jan. 2
I Jan. 4
GEO. H. BAILEY, D. V. S.,
Deoc. gtl I Labi nd or I Jan. 16
Jan. Iff
81 ate V'etonriary Surgeon.
Steamers
sail
on Thursday after arrival of
novlbd Iwteodow
Deering, Nov. 12th. ’95.
all trains due at Portland at noon.
Rates of passage—First Cabin $60 to $70;
return $100 to $130, according to steamer

that it has

Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS,

$25.50, according to steamers.
Apply to 11. G. STARK, 3
Wharf, T. P. lilcGOWAN. 418
street, J. W. PETERSON, 3
street, or DAVID TORRANCE &
agents. Foot of India street.

Union
Congress
Exchange
CO.. Gen.
declidtt

1-3

80ST0NAN0 PHILADELPHI/L
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday ana Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

riom Central VVliai-f, Bostou, a p. in. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, al 8 p, m. lie
one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West hy the Feuu. ft K., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Bound Tr ip *18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passaep apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, sa State St., Fiske Building, Boston.
Mass.
QCtligd^
surance

THS

GOOD FORTUNE

PERSONAL.

PBE5S.

MR. WATERHOUSE

INDEED.

Without
NEW ADVEKTISEAIENTS

TODAY.

Mr.
E. N. Morrill of Morrill’s Corner
will leavo next Thursday for New Mexico as
chemist tor a copper mine looated
there.
Pr. I. T. Dana was in Augusta Mon-

Eastman Bios. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
J. K Libby.
Larrabee’s White Store,
limes Bros.
Geo. C. Frye,
l’almer Shoe Co.
H. J. Bailey & Co.
St do oi' Maine.
II. S. Davis & Co.

f

S. Parker Co.
Win. Seuter & Co.—Jeweller.
Hot Gloss Stove Polish.

AMUSEMENTS,
Portland Theatre.
Pinafore—At City Hall.
Notice—Lecture.
Ernst Perabo—at Kotzschmar Hall.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate Heads on Page 0.
Hot GIosh Stove Polish.
This is the

name

being introduced

of

a

into

stove polish that is
this

market,

and

it

fine work.
It as brilliant and
durable, and being dustless is easy to
apply. Polishes cold, warm or liot stoves.
is said to do

Nd Christmas and New Years’
table
should be without a bottle of Dr. Siegert’s
Angostura Bitters, the world renowned apBeware of
petizer of exquisite flavor.
counterfeits!
“Airs.

Winslow's

Children.
As

consultation with Dr. ,1. E.
Tuoll in the case of Gen. B. F. Harris.
Mr. Frederick E. Moore of the Gas Light

day,

>V.

#

Came to Mrs Williamson and Her Five

soothing Syrup**

been used over Fifty Years by million
cf mothers for their children while Teething, with perfect success. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
lest remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
irom teething or other causes. For sale by
Druggis!sin every part of the woild. Be sura
* Ed ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
fScts. a bottle.
las

in

a

Result ol

Thomas
Them

a

the

Press'

Goodall,

oi

Article—Bou.

Sauford

Offers

Furnished Home and Provis-

ions and Fuel for

Year—Characteris-

have been most tastefully decorated.
of ’92, P. H. S, will
have
a
on Monday
reunion in Assembly hall
Class

vening.

e

A fine exhibition of oil and water colFrank
or paintings will be found at Mr.
L. Bowie’s, No. 48 Congress St., corner
of Morning St., and will continue until
after Christmas.
Tha Postal Telegraph
Company Is
stringing new wires from this city to

Vanceboro, beginning work at Portland,
Brunswiok and Waterville.
The Portland Railroad Company is preparing to pay jjor the work of rebuilding

No cause was

that night.

for his removal,

no

assigned

charges have

preferred against

Webb, violinist, of New York, MiBs Ma- her the following extraordinary good
bel Monaghan, soprano, of Ellsworth, as- news.
He was
to tell her that [Mr.
sisted by Miss Mary Frances
Hopkins Goodall offered to give her a rent in Sanpiano, and Mrs. F. L. Kent, organ, of ford free for one year. He would al^o
Ellsworth.
provide the rent with furniture and beds
BKItF
JOTTINGS.
Gen. Charles H. Taylor, of the Boston and bedding and herself and children
Yestei day was a beautiful winter’s day, Globe, and a party of friends. Including with fuel and provisions and look after
Ex-Gov. W. E. Russell of Massachusetts, them for a year.
bright, clear aud not too cold.
Mr. Goodall sent by |Mr. Reid $10 to
'The streets were filled with Christmas left Sunday for home, after passing several days at the Commodore olub house give to Mrs. Williamson whether she deshoppers yesterday, aDd many of the windows

cease

been
him that he is aware
tic Benevolence,
of, no complaints have reached his ears,
Readers of the PRESS will remember and even the oliief clerk,
Charles H.
an article in last Monday’s Issue, entitled
Mictholl, was not aware of Mr. Water“A Bravo Woman” and describing the house’s lemoval until he
opened his mail
didn’t experiences of Mrs. Jameslna Williamson,
was thought
to he here, but he
Mr.
yesterday morning.
Waterhouse
of Scotland, who name to this country entered tho
ilnd him.
railway mail service under a
Hon. E. M. Goodall of Sanford was in with live small children to search for her Democratic administration,
March 16,
Portland ‘Monday’ on his way to Florida lost husband, and who finally reached 1886.
His record in the service has been
Portland last Saturday night, with only a most oreditable one and his
for the winter.
ability
Saturday night Mr. E. P. Mayo, busi- $5 and her own strong hands and brave soon manifested itself when he was asFarm and heart between her family and destitution.
ness manager of the Turf,
signed to the chief olerk’s office of this
Homo Publishing Company, received a
Yestdrday morning the PRESS office pare of the division for duty, as assistletter from
the
management of the was visited by Thomas Reid, of Sanford' ant. So valuable were his servies to the
Knoxville, Tenn., Times, a staunch Re- ox-deputy sheriff, of York oounty. He R. M. S., that on the retirement of 0xpublican journal, offering him the po- brought with him an extraordinary mes- Chlef Clerk R. E. Graves, Mr. Watersition of general manager of the paper sage. He came as the representative of house was retained by Mr. Graves’s sucThe paper is being Mr.
Thomas Goodall, proprietor of the cessor. The
at a good salary.
position is a civil service one,
reorganized for the coming campaign and groat plush mills, at Sanford. He said and the removal without any reasons
will be a prominent organ of the Repub- that Mr. Goodall (whose bonevolence is
Mr. Waterbeing given, is unusual.
lican party.
The letter
invited
Mr. widely known throughout the Statej had house will ask for the reasons.
Mayo to a conference in either Knox- read the article in the PRESS and taken
Serious Accident. |
ville or Washington, D. C.
Mr. Mayo a great interest in the brave little Scotoh
has the matter in consideration.
As Mr. Harlan P. Ingalls of the firm
He had sent for Mr. Reid, bemother.
At a concert in Ellsworth, last evening. cause the latter is a Scotchman and had of Ingalls Bros, was coining down the
Miss Agnes M. Safford, of Heeling, elo- commissioned him to come to Portland steps from his office yesterday, he slipped
cutionist, took part, together Miss Bertha and find Mrs. Williamson and bring to in some way and had a very bad fall,
company, is convalescent.
Chief of Police Healy, of Manchester,
N. IL, was in Portland
yesterday in
pursuit of a man who jumped his uail
in Manchester some time ago, and who

a

near

Hartland.

Wilson, or ueering,
superintendent of .the Maine State Bible
Society, spoke at the Methodist Baptist
Rev. Uowan

A.

Congregatlonalist churches of Ellsworth, last Sunday, on the work and

and

needs of the Bible Sooiety.
William Allen, Jr., of this city, is
a business trip to Bangor.
Augustus Champlin, of this olty,
on

a

trip to Bangor.
Staples, of this city, spent

on

is

business

E. A.
day in Rockland.

Sun-

Mrs. H. E. Parsons, of Rookport,
friends in this city.

is

visiting

bis back, spraining his
wrist
and inflicting other injuries.
Dr. Hunkins attended him.
Martin Glenwan, an employe of tho
Casco Tanning company on Green street
had a narrow escape from a serious aooi-

injuring

dent this forenoon. In some way he slipped and fell against the teeth of a rapidly
The soles were
revolving bark mill.
torn from his boots,ami the skin In places
from the bottom of his feet. He was car-

cided to accept the offer or not.
After Mr. Reid bad delivered 'his mes- ried to the Maine General hospital, where
his wounds were dr essed by Dr. King,
age in the PRESS office, the next thing
to do was to disoover the whereabouts of after which he was removed to his home
Mrs. Williamson. Inquiry at the police His injuries are painful but not serious.
station resulted in an expedition by Mr.
Reid and a PRESS representative to the
old Printers Exohange, at the corner of
In a room
Center sand bore streets.

the soeond floor Mrs. Williamson and
her five children were found.
Mr. Reid delivered his extraordinary
good news. Mrs. Williamson could hardly believe it apparently. She seemed
dazed during the entire interview. She
said that of course she would accept the
on

Charged With Burglary.
Officer Pickett brought into the police
station a colored woman from 37 Hancock street named Caroline M. Bowles
and

Riley

shortly afterwards Officer

brought

into the station

a

woman

named

Bertie

Xhese two women were
Rice.
locked up and are wanted by the
oity
marshal of Westbrook for housebreaking.
X’hey are oharged by a man named

Judge Hopkins, of the Deering municiLeighton with breaking into a house
to Auburn today as a offer, and they all went out to Sanford
traok was measured. Assistant Superin- pal court, goes
owned by him in Westbrook and stealing
member ot the committee appointed
by yesterday afternoon.
tendent Moses did the work on behalf
The Rioe wosome household artioles.

its

and

lines,

yesterday afternoon the

of the contractors.
The flag of the Knights of Pythias was
at half mast yesterday in memory of the
lnte William M. Shine, who was a member of the order.
City Electrician Levi Cummings yesterday was removing the patrol box from
the corner of Free and Congress streets,
to another
pole in the rear of Williamson’s drug store on Free street
Superintendent of School Buildings
Bowen has had constructed at
Thomas

the

Supreme

court to

deoide

as

to the

This

aid

of

Mr.

Goodall

is

That sort
of
widening of the county road in the oity characteristic.
thing
of Auburn at a point near the end of the is not unusual with him. His benevoThe lence is as well known as is the famous
bridge across the Androscoggin.
case is similar to that of the widening
plush of his great mills. One cannot help
of E’orest Avenue in Deering. The coun- reflecting that this Incident is very approty commissioners decided against the priate to the time of year and that to this
petition to widen, and an appeal was Scotch mother and^her 'five children the
taken to the Supreme court, and the fol- merry Christmas time is going to be
inthan
it
lowing committee appointed: Hon. Jo- finitely brighter and happier
seph Holman, of Farmington, member of promised to be when she reached the
the Governor's
Counoil, Hon. A. M. Union station almost destitute, and passed
Spear, of Gardiner, and Judge George C. the night on the bare seats there, with
Hopkins of Deering. They will give a hor five little children around her.
hearing today at Auburn to the petition-

the Butler school, an iramensejstorm door
to keep the cold out of the halls and corridors of the building.
THE COUNTY SUES.
,
The Portland High School cadots are ers and remonstrants.
were
the
Falmouth
hotel
Following
making arrangements for their annual
Case of Cumberland County Against CenM.
J.
Gibbs of
ball and exhibition drill to be given at arrivals yesterday:
tral Wharf Towboat Company Will Be
City hall the evening of Januaryf31 or Akron, Ohio, H. B. Black, C. P. Marks,
Tried Next Friday.
D.
F.
C. E. Todd, J. H.
Dunham,
7.
A
will
an
February
Company
give
all
of
Gen.
S.
D.
Blaisdell,
Boston;
artillery drill, company B a fancy drill,
Leavitt of Eastport, Geo. A. Curran of | Yesterday morning there was entered in
and Company C a company drill.
A. P. the ,Supreme Judioial oourt at Bath, the
Several West
End young ladies have Calais, E. Hannohs of Newark,
the
County of Cumberland
and party, Newburyport, N. Look suit of
Sawyer
formed
an
of
vioorchestra, consisting
Central Wharf Towboat compaof
New
W.
against
H.
of
York,
Dyer
Providenoe,
lins, guitars and banjos.
of New York, W. C. Brown ny of Portland to recover $2,000 damages
Deputy Sheriffs Frith and Plummer, A. Drewsen
of
Cambridge, C. P. Gilman of Bucks- alleged to have been caused by the colvisited the
Leighton woods at Pride’s
W. S. Mead
of Springfield, S. H. lision with the draw of Portland bridge
port.
Corner
in
search
of
the
again yesterday,
November 1st, when
Dawes
of
A. P. Doolittle of that occurred on
Harrison,
body of the infant ohild of Rose Dolley
the schooner Viator was towed through
which is supposed to be buried there but Galveston.
Intelligence was reoeived on Monday i there by the tugs C. A. Warren and L.
were unsuccessful.
A. Belknap.
The class of ’98 P. H. S. has adnntad afternoon of the death’infDenver, Col.,
Tlia t.-nial
rtf thn
nnaa
.Tnrlnn
»f
W.
Russell
Worcester.
The
deceased
orange and white for olass oolors.
is
for
Whltehouse
next
assigned
Priday.
was
a
of
native
Portland
and long a resiThe Morton Bonbon.company of whioh
Oounty Attorney True and Assistant
Mr. Elmer
Woodbury is manager, are dent here.
The subjeot
County Attorney Webb will appear for
of
Hon.
W.
W.
a
line
line
of
on
the
Thomas,
putting
confectionery
Cumberland
County and
Benjamin
leoture
Jr.’s
before
the
Historical
market. Their goods are first olass.
Sooiety
for the towboat comThere was a slight lire at the Match is the story of New Sweden in Maine, Thompson, Esq.,
factory in Doering yesterday which was dealing with the history of the colony pany.
The ease is tried in another oounty bequickly Jextinguished with little damage. here. It has been erroneously announced
cause one oounty cannot try a case within
as
“Sweden
and
the
Swedes.”
The
There
will be a free leoturo in City
its own precincts.
hall, Friday evening, December 20th, at public are oordially. invited.
8

o’clook, by

G.
M. Howe, pastor
Rev.
First Congregational church of
Lewiston, Me. Subjeot “God’s Hand in
Amerioan History.”
The
regular weekly meeting of the

of

The Marine

the

Haydn Association at Kotzschmar ball,
will
take place next Tuesday evening,
instead of Monday evening.
At a meeting of the city government
yesterday afternoon an ordor was passed
requesting the Western Union Telegraph
company to place taller poles in the vicinity of the West End Hotel. The compauy had arranged to make this change
and new Chestnut poles, sixty feet
in
length, were ordered sometime ago. The
city fathers, however, had not been notified
of this foot. The
polos arrived
this morning and will be pi aoed in position under the supervision of Superintendent of Construction Pluisted.
Officers

of

tlie

Falmouth

Encampment.
Falmouth Encampment, No. 1, 1.0. O.
F., chose the following officers last evew
ning:
Chief Patriarch—Lewis E. Blaisdeil.
High Priest—Fred B. Libby.
Senior Warden—Geo C. Partridge.

Scribe—John B. Brown.
Financial Scribe—P^ter W. Stoneliam.
Treasurer—Horatio K. Coesworthy.
Junior Warden—H.B. Saunders.
Trustees—Wm. E. Carter, N. E. Redloa, Ira Clay.

Thee Marine

Sooiety

its

annual
meeting yesterday afternoon at the Board
if Trade rooms, the president, Hon. John
W. Deering, in the chair.
Theso officers
yere elected:
President—John. W. Deering.
Vice President—Capt. James Keazar.
Secetarry and Treasurer—Capt. William
jeavitt
The oommittees of last year wore all re-

Special Meeting of the Board of
and

the ohair.
Absent: Aldermen
and Smith.

Duddy, Thompson

An insane person was ordered sent to
the Insane Asylum at Augusta.
It was decided to have a celebration of
Alderman Dam oalled the attention of
:he centennial of the sooiety on
February the Board to the faot that the poles and
!7th, 1896, and this committee was ap- wiring in front of the West End hotel
pointed to arrange for the banquet: had not been repaired according to the
ordinances, as ordered at the October
Japts. Deering, Keazar, Winslow, Charles meet! ng, and he would move the olerk
II. Chase, Wm. Thompson and Leavitt. be instructed to notify the Telephone
There are fifteen beneficiaries of the as- and Telegraph companies that they arc
cited to appear for a hearing at the next
sociation.
regular meeting of this Board; and show
The affairs of the sooioty are in a most
whythey had not oompliedwith the orders
fiouishing condition. From the origin- of the Board.
Alderman Little asked what could be
al fund over $50,000 has been paid out in
done if the companies refused to do what
the oompany has a well the
benefits, and
city electrician ordered them to do.
invested fund of $30,000.
The motion had a passage.
W. D. McKenzie was licensed as vioteular under the usual conditions.
Assign it eut of It. F. Somers.
The petition of Ralph T. Kendall for
R. F. Somers & Co. assigned yester- permission to maintain a private
telewire was, referred.
day to Charles L. Hutchinson. The lia- phone
bilities
and
asset have not been anHigh School Entertainment,
nounced, but Mr. Somers expects that
The amusing
comedy of the “Two
the embarrassment will be
temporary Lunatics” will be presented, and the
Grecian scarfjdanoe will be an attraction
to the entertainment at City hall
tonight
Tickets for gale by the pupils of the
High
school and at Cressy, Jones &
Allen’s,
Center & MoDowell’s. The
school
jected.

High

I

Making Powdek.
Each
must

ingredient is tested before compounding, and
be found of the highest standard. The

itself is tested.

powder
perfect work*

That’s

baking
why each spoonful does
w

Prof. Given’s orohestral club will render several line musical selections, and
Mr. R. B. Hail the favorite cornet player, will give a solo. The oonoert will take
plaoe from 8 to 9 o’clock followed by the
dance, ice
cream
and cakixwillbe on
sale in Reoeption hall. Tickets can be
procured at Cressey, Jones <fc Allens,
Center & MoDowell’s and at the door.

r,

——
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SOME GOQO ADVICE
to husbands and fathers who
are wondering what they shall
give their wives and daughters
for Christmas.

Your Dealer
Willingly Shows This

Superfine Brand.
You smoke It always If

4

you smoke it

once.

A
CSoak.

M. Foster & Co.,
Manufacturers, New York.

Distributing Agents.
Portland.

What to buy and
where to buy them

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Store open this evening and every evening
until Christmas.

“It’s

Really good jackets at

front, ripple

Capes from $20.00 tu $50.00.
Give this cloak question a serious thought,

A

masculine

some

save

money.

We can tell you
give him.

Cape; a

We are standing knee deep in
things that he’s hoping for.
Things that he has determined to
give himself if you don’t do it.

Cape

Scarfs,

without

Cape;

how many rings are in
clerk immediately.saw

a

had

been

jjiken. rrl,“ woman was called back, as
sheTwas leaving the store, and told to
The police was
give baok the rings.
notified and the woman arrested. She at
first gave the name of'Mrs. James Miller
and residence 46 Fine street, but later admitted she was Maggie Belle Steele and
lived at 286 Spring street.
£ Before she went into Merrill’s she
went to McKenney’s and stole a ring that
was found on her.
A report from the Eastern Passage, says
Phill Young, John Kirby, E. S. Hublev,
of Halifax, were drowned there
while

fishing.

hand

colorings.

Many

Rich Brocade Silk.

made to your

Did you ever see
Homely
store?
WrapWe’ll confess that
perS*

About
half.

A child’s

Gloves,waiting until Christhoping, yes certain that somebody will give him a pair of new

misses’

mas,

goods

are

Gretcheu,
Jacket.

or

Fine elastic craven tan Gloves, patent snap,
at the wrist, elder down lining,
$1.26.
Moclia, elder down lining,
$1.50.
Kid, elder down lining,
$1.60.
Dog skin, elder down lining,
$1.00.
Eemdeer. patent fastening,
$1.50.

Scotch Shoulder Shawls.

411.

A line of very pretty white knitted worsted
shawls—some all woolj some silk and wool—a

CHRISTMAS
fringe,

Gloves,Scotch,

A Mother’s

Report

“Hood’s Sarsaparilla, is an excellent
medicine. I have taken it (or catarrh and

impure blood and

it has given me

good
appetite and strength.
My husband
has also taken it and he is now in good

Damask,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the One True Blood

A Fur Neck Scarf made of

tin, River

25c.
white

DaintyHoliday

aprons

$t.25to350willbuy

for

Gifts, beatifully
decorated, 25c, 39c, 50c, 75c,

$1.00, $1.25.

A child’s
t

J. B. LIBBY.

8

oz.

Buy

Bought
Exclusively

ODORS
no

guarantee and
any we sell.

glass stoppered bottles

C.

FRYE,
dtt

from

Old-

Sterling Silver
Desk

Furniture,

Sterling Silver

Silver

51

4

:

best
^ ^

:

PRICES

:

:

1

$3, $3.50 and $5
Special rates

to Clubs.

p|aje

CO.,

Palmer Shoe Co.

Exchange St.

deolS

dlt

shall be able to sell at

These are particularly appropriate for Christmas Gifts.

Ot
crocks.

we

and

WM. SENTER &

warrant

522 & 524 Congress St.

dccl'

*

SNOW-SHOES
which

Gold,

plain and ornamental,

1. S. PARKER CO., B
I

»

remarkably low prices.

dlW

A flraoifl’s Ermnn-ceiBry.

Cortland. Maine.

decJ.8

Watches.

Onyx and Porcelain

For line retail trade, all
of our Furs of any kind
and description and we

Extracts

Christmas

designs, 111

Toilet Articles,

-$1.50-

GEO.

purchased

■

Muff, made of
Coney, Astrachan, Oppossum, Electric seal, Martin,
Monkey.

20c.- OUNCE-20c.

T
,
and Diamond Jewelery,

made of

A ladies’

REICJiARDT’S
Superb

Sett,

75C to $5 Will

manufacture than the

market, but
higher in price.

We have

el

Diamonds

in latest

EXPENSIVE

the

HOLIDAYS, 1895.

Angora.

MORE

on

BANCROFT.

town and Penobscot Indians a lot

^

CHEAP

Mink and Real

Mink.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

To

BROS, t

Coney,Electrical Seal,Max--

Very large size,

Purifier.

,

Whole store open this evening and every evening
till Christmas.

a

health.
When he feels a little run down
he gets a bottle of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla,
and before it is gone he is all right and is
able to work all the time. I give it to
my
babv occasionally, and we have never had
to nave a doctor attend her.”
Mbs
E. K. Warren, Greenfield, N. H., Box 34.

Hood’s Pills

of

75c to S5 Will Buy
EASTMAN

fine

knotted

double fagoting work,
colored
borders, also all white.
many

Dainty designs.

pretty gift and one that will be apprciated—$1.25.
1.50, 2.00,2.25.

French Coney, Astrachan,
Monkey, Electric Seal,
Imitation Marten

&c.

But we have some pretty ones too.
Just in f°r Holiday trade.

Heavy Wool Shawls.
Plaid black carriage Shawls.

Shawls
for

a

These

Cape

a

Cashmere wrappers in Cardinal, Blue and
Black prettily trimmed with braid at $3,75 to 6.00.
Eider down wrappers.

reduced in price,

A handsome Fur

wrappers in

Outings, flannelettes, and heavy prints—
$1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00 and 2.50.
These new ones are pretty and you’ll say so
when you see them.

$7.50 to 35 will buy

fly

pretty

Our homely ones we have marked cheap,
very cheap. If they are not handsome they are
strong and at about half price are worth some-

Pretty
Wrappers

Gloves.
We’re just keeping them for you;
here they are.

any

body’s buying.

S5 to SIO Will Buy

WHAT

TOWELS,

at $1.25,

we have some homely
ones—can’t help it at the end of a season, because out of every lot the best looking ones are
picked first and the homely ones are left.

Waists.

TO GIVE A MAN
Why he’s wearing shabby

Linen

P

Children’s white fur sets just in

SetS.

$3.00.

of Knit

fur

meas-

One of the best values we
have had in a Wool Plaid

Suspenders with extra fine tinted
harness, $2.25, $2.50, and

manner

or a

Muffs of every kind of fur.

$2.98 Will Buy

Crown

leather

All

set of furs

a

good gift always.

Marten Scarfs and collarettes.

A wrapper made of a large
variety of patterns and all
new and stylish desigus.

painted,

ILK SUSPENDERS.
make crochet, $1.50.

tray and the
two

they were

a

River Mink Scarfs at $1.00 and 1.25.

single
Cape trimmed; a
a

75c to $2.50 will buy

FOUR-IN-HANDS,
Look Vf

daugnter

muff is

Mink Scarfs, $2.75 to 8.00.

A Beaver Shawl. We are
closing out our entire stock
of shawls and are selling
them below cost.

white, light,
dark, every complexion, 50c,
75c,$l and upward.

the clerk
was not looking the woman
stole two rings, of considerable value
from the tray. Now jewelers aways know

or

up,

$2.75 to $5 will buy

would be a rare sight hereabouts.
See those White Satin Tecks with

mittens and carried a muff. When

of the stores.

1.75,2.00,2.50,3.00.

somq

on

°f the years.

Thibet Boas and Thibet Muffs at from $2.50

Muffs.

ure.

A Christmas tree
Gents’
Neckties

NECKTIES.

one

For the

stylish handsome cloth

A double

what to

exactly

ons

This is

scarf

Cape.

present.

This is

back.

$5 to $15 Will buy

YOU

stores cloaks are

Some years and in some
cheap before Christmas,

You

Fur

POOR, puzzled soul with
the corrugated brow,
trying

from $10.00

price

Fine Fur

A handsome Jacket lined
tlioughtout with silk; bos

hard to know
what to give a man for
Christmas!”

any

to $25.00.

SI 0 Will Buy

so

to think out

everything between.

for useful presents.

LIBBY.

Shoplifter Arrested.
Last evening a woman went into J. A.
Merrill & Co.’s jewelry store on Congress
street and asked to look at rings. She

The very best thing a man can give his
a good warm cloak or fur cape.
We have cloaks to suit everybody—seal
coats at $300 and cloth jackets at $5.00 and

wife is

John W. Perkins & Co.,

J.1.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

——Ml

>

Aldermen,

A special meeting
cf the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen was held yesterday afternoon at 4 o’olook, the Mayor in

m

!

exquisitely brocaded figures in colors,
passed the night there without any 50c, 75c, 89c.
idea that they were wronging any one.
Yes.
as low as 25e.

had

— ■
-I
——™

CVtfR,

and

Mayor

boys have shown themselves alive in the
work of helping a worthy cause. Gallery
seats are in demand for the entertainment

it

CNfftMif.
D'fMIMriiE

CITY GOVERNMENT.

Society.
held

says she was formerly employed in
the house. That she and the Bowles woman wont out to the house and
went in
man

n

Fine Flavor
^Even Burning
Popular

Therefor.

Yesterday, Mr. E. H. Waterhouse, assistant chief clerk of the R. M.
y.
re.
ooived notice that ho had been removed
from the serivce and that his pay would

ADVERTISEMENTS.

——IW

Being; Assigned

Reasons

Any

NEW

REMOVED.

Splendid curativeacbnt for Nervous or tsick
Headaohe, Brain Exhaustion, SlwjpleMnaaa,
special or gen«»al Neur^giat also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Digordere, Acid Dyspepsia, Anwfnla. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10,26 and 60 cents.

CEffbrvegcent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

161 S. Western Avenue,

Soldby

all

duegsist*.

CHICAGO.

BUY

CROCKERY,

YOUR.

GLASSWARE AND LAMPS

at retail at wholesale prices.
price you pay (or the ordinary

Fine foods at the
elsewhere.

E. SWASEY&CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassw are,
273 Commercial
nov*

St., (foot of Cross street

eodSm)

